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Carl Irwin Vigness, 1905-1966

"About twenty years ago, the present Shock and Vibration Information Center was born at the
Naval Research Laboratory. Dr. Vigness helped to bring this organization into being, and since its
inception, worked untiringly to interest engineers and scientists in this field of technology. Many of
his contributions to the research studies of shock, vibration and applied mechanics were presented
at the Shock and Vibration Symposia and appear in the Bulletins which the Center hes published since
1946. Dr. Vigness served ably as Associate Editor, and wrote a large part of Chapter ' on Instru-3 mentation, of the handbook, "Fundamentals of Guided Missile Packaging," prepared at the request of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense. R&D, in 1954. His persistent efforts have stimulated the devel-

opment of new knowledge and techniques to further practical applications. Thus, it is a fitting tribute
to dedicate the 36th Shock and Vibration Bulletin to IRWIN VIGNESS.

Irwin Vigness was born in Bismarck, Nt.rth Dakota, on August 21, 1905. He attended the Uni-
versity of Minnesota where he earned the BEE degree in 1929, the MS in mathematics in 1931, and
the Ph.D. in physics in 1934. From 1930 to 1934 he was a teaching fellow in physics, and between
1934 and 1939 he taught biophysics at that university. During this time, Dr. Vigness pursued studies
on such varied subjects as the piezoelectric properties of Rochelle salt crystals, ultraviolet photom-
etry, the effect of radiation on oil drops, and the medical applications of radium, x-rays, and dia-
thermy. This diversity of technical ex-2erience formed an excellcit background for his first research
task at NRL in 1939. In the Mechanics and Electricity Division, he immediately plunged into the studyof "Eddy Current Type Flow Detectors for Non-Magnetic Metals." This was followed by an investi-

tation of the elastic properties of curved tubes. Then came the studies of fatigue tests and shock
loading. At the time of his death on September 13, 1966, Dr. Vigness was Head of the Shock and Vi-
bration Branch in the Mechanics Division. It was his guiding spirit that assembled the groups now in
the Branch who are capable of testing and evaluating the effects of shock, vibration and other snvi-
ronments on almost any type of equipment.

Dr. Vigness contributed some forty articles to scientific journals and wrote as many NRL Re-
ports. Under the sponsorship of the ASME and other professional societies, he lectured at various



universities ever a number of years. He achieved national recognition as a consultant on mechanical
vibration and shock, particularly for the Department of Defense, and served on a scientific advisor;
committee of the National Academy of Sciences. His committee responsibilities included being
Chairman of the American Standards Assc-iation S-2 Committee, Chairman of the Acoustical Society
of America Technical Committee on Shock and Vibration and President of the International Standards
Organuization Commitiee on Mechanical Vibration and Shook. He was an Associate Editor and Mem-
ber of the Editorial Board of the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Past President of the
Society for Experimental Stress Analysis, and a Fellow of the Irnstitute of Environmental Sciences,
the Acousticaj Society of America and the Washington Academy of Sciences. He also held member-
ships in the American Physical Society, Sigma Xi, the Research Society of America, the Philosophical
Society of &ashington, Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu.

Despite the demands of his work and his numerous professional activities, Irwin Vigness found
time to enjoy the company of congenial friends and to participate actively in church work and in civic
and community projects. He turned the skills of experimental physics and precision instrument mak-
ing into a hobby from which he derived much pleasure and satisfaction - the building of electronic
instruments and fine cabinetwork. He enjoyed hearing good music, and often relaxed by playing the
organ. In the pursuit of these activities he found a congenial companion in Mrs. Vigness, herself a
skilled weaver and an excellent homemaker. No doubt her sympathetic interest and culinary skill
had much to do with his uniformly pleasant disposition.

In the untimely death of Dr. Irwin Vigness we, his friends and colleagues, sorely miss his calm
approach to complex problems and his mature understanding of them. Some of the Nation's scientific
societies will feel the loss of the man-of-action whom Dr. Vigness usually portrayed, and the Naval
Research Laboratory has lost a dedicated and inspiring public servant.

Elias Klein
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center



OPENING SESSION

THE CHALLENGE OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE DECADE

R. G. Loewy*
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York

avoids an encounter. We are subject at turning
points in the course of scientific and engineer-

. ing affairs, however, to a kind of dread that
there may be no more of our kind of dragons

R. G. Loewy to slay, and, of course, we all prefer to be St.
George rather than Don Quixote.

441 I remember one of these turning paints
shortly before the start of this decade. On De-
cember 6, 1957, a small group of specialists
met at the Martin Company in Baltimore, Mary-
land. This was the so-called E-4 Panel of the

"Challenge" is a word frequently used in Aircraft Research Testing Committee of the
the titles of papers and speeches, and for good Aircraft Industries Association, and it was
reason. It is supposed to stir the senses and comprised of aircraft vibration and flutter ex-
make the blood run quicker. It implies a threat perts. The meeting was one of many called at
or a dare, and the notion of "challenge" has a regular intervals to discuss technological prob-
long and respected lineage. lems in these specialities. This meeting, how-

ever, was different from any which preceded it.
In the fantastically technological worid of Almost two months before, the USSR launched

the 20th _' ,itury, one challenge likely to stir the first man-made earth satellite, Sputnik I,
most of those assembled here is a purely intel- and the reaction in the United States was al-
lectual one. The St. George's in this room have ready shaping national policy. The tone of our
slain, imprisoned, or held at bay a family of meeting was gloomy. These men were largely
dragons including transient dynamic overstress, devoted to the theory and practice of structural
resona 'e, instability, limit cycle behavior and dynamics, unsteady aerodynamics, aeroelastic-
other oiten invisible, somewhat sneaky fire- ity, and control theory - focused, as it was at
breathers whose effects are nonetheless very that time, on aircraft. From the discussion it
real, always troublesome, usually expensive, was clear that they -'iewed the launching of
and too often tragic. Sputnik I as proclaim'ng an era of flight in which

concern with the atmosphere and dependence on
The tools we have forged to wage the good lifting surfaces would be deemphasized, if not

fight have constantly improved. But our dragons reduced to a technologically typical level. No
are coutinually changing, too - sort of like mos- one seemed convinced as to what his role would
quitoes with their pesky way of developing im- be when ballistic flight became the rule, or at
munity in succeeding generations to DDT and least an inherent part of the most important de-
other insecticides. As technology goes through velopments of the age. To some, the only pos-
its rapid changes, the vibrational, aeroelastic, sible recourse was an exodus to greener pas-
shock and acoustic dragons find different forms tures. Only a few insisted that there were
to take and new developments and projects in important dynamics problems before the era of
which to hide. In spite of this, our fieid is aircraft, and that they would continue to arise
championed by a fearless group that rarely if and when wings became unimportant; these

*Formerly Chief Scientist of the Air Force.
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few were regarded, I fear, as "whistling in have renewed interest in branched beam sys-
the dark." tems. Similarly, the 2haracteristics of large

solid rockets required new attacks on the prob-
It is in1eresting and, I think, instructive to lems of short, deep composite beams with

look back over the almost nine years since that viscoelastic properties.
meeting, to see how this one rather specialized
branch of dynamkcs has fared. It is true that Space stations rotating with some nonzero
some specialists in vibration, structural dy- absolute angLularvelocity in the gravity field of
namics, aeroelastic, and unsteady aerodynamics the planet about which they orbit are subject to
left the field. Perhaps a few thought they we;-e purely mechanical instabilities which constitute,
leaving a sinking ship. But I suspect the ma- in a real sense, a new problem. Fron inother
jority of those who decided they would rather viewpoint, however, there is a close relation-
switch than fight recognized a need to adapt ship to the mechdnical instabilities encountered
their skills to the revitalized activities center- with helicopter rotors. These were for years
ing on ballistic and orbital dynamics - the dis- mistaken for "resonance" until explained in a
ciplines classically reserved for particle phys- fundamental NACA report by Robert Coleman
icists, astronomers, and artillerymen. Those in 1943. In the light of his work, it was clear
who remained active in our field found that in- why short, stiff airplane propellor blades never
stead of decreasing, the problems to be solved had the problem, and why the lower natural fre-
in the space age were, in fact, increasing both quencies of long, thin rotor blades put them in
in number, variety, and importance. the susceptible range. In an analogous way,

MIT's Holt Ashley points out in a recent paper
Let us confine our review for the moment that orbiting structures are likely to be safe

to some of the shock and vibration problems from such mechanical instabilities until periods
which have been associated with ballistic and as long as 1000 seconds result from their very
space vehicle technology. The need to minimize large, limp structural characteristics. It is
structural weight, of course, was clear, because becoming increasingly evident that, once the
of the huge amount of propellant needed. This, loads associated with being boosted into orbit
together with design load conditions which in have been endured, space is - for structures -
many ways were less severe than those associ- a very benign environment. The orbiting sta-
ated with aircraft, led to structural-weight to tions likely to be erected, inflated, or unwound
take-off-weight fractions ten to twenty times in space are such that periods of this sort may
less than tho:• Zor aircraft. It is not surprising not be out of the question.
then that new phenomena became important.
Wind-induced bending vibrations of big boosters, But a really new kind of instabili.y has been
unlaunched but erected for the count-down, be- encountered. This one gave new meaning to an
came a critical structural criterion. These os- oll word, for the phenomenon became popularly
cillations were in response to the vortices described as POGO oscillations. Here, for the
formed on the leeward side of the rockets when mathematically minded, the two or more de-
winds blew across the launcn complexes. The grees of freedom coupled so as to have lags in
theory showing that periodic patterns of these the feedback from one to another, which are al-
eddies would form was developed as early as ways required for classical dynamic instabili-
1911 by Von Karman, and they were long ago ties, have several mechanisms to exploit. One
identified as the source of "galloping transmis- system is provided by the fuel line and tank and
sion lines" and similar vibraiory phenomena. the fuel they contain. A second is established
The so-called "smoke stack" vibrationc of the by the oxidizer and its tankage and delivery
large rockets, however, were complicated by system. A third can be considered to be asso-
tne close proximity of structures needed to ciated with the pumps and combustion dynamic
erect and launch our spacecraft. Other serious characteristics; the latter, of course. provides
dynamic response problems arose from the ve- the point of energy input for the instability.
hicle rising rapidly through horizontal winds And, finally, a fourth system capable Gf coupling
which characteristically have the highest veloc- all the foregoing, is inherent in the longitudinal
ities in the vicinity of 20 to 40,000 feet, with natural modes of the complete launch vehicle
lesser wipds at hi'her and lower altitudes. structure. Now, such instabilities usually are

encountered only if two or more frequencies
Such problems perpetuated the need to pre- are close to one another. One of the puzzling

dict natur,! frequencies and mode shapes. aspects of the POGO oscillations was how these
Clustered configurations. such as Saturn I with conditions could exist, since the natural fre-
eight bodies around a center body in the first quencies of the liquids in the tanks and feeder
stage and Titan rn-C with two solid rockets lines was quite high compared to those of the
strapped onto a single liquid-rocket center body. other systems. The riddle has been solved only
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fairly recently. It w-s discovered that the cavi- of low yield. Aside from the geological knowl-
tation bubbles assocated with high-speed pump edge to be gained, this development holds great
operation lowered the fundamental natural fre- promise of extending the detection of nuclear
quencies of the fuel and/or oxidizer liquids to tests throughout the world, and thereby of per-
where the coupling necessary for instability haps sidestepping at least one aspect of the cru-
could indeed take place. cial diplomatic issue of inspection.

I have so far mentioned only problems as- Seismic techniques have become an integral
soc~ated with ballistic missiles and space vehi- part of our civilian space program as well. The
cles. There are, however, related problems Ranger 5 spacecraft contained a pascive seis-
which are very much down to earth. If this mic instrument as part of its payload, and one
sounds paradoxical, it can be explained b3y not- of the first Apollo lunar surface experiments
ing that the emergence of nuclear weapons as will probably include active seismic measure-
our principal deterrent force has been paced ments. It is likely that wave propagation and
by the successful development of reliable, ac- impact measurements will continue to be im-
curate launch vehicles, ballistic missiles such portant to lunar investigations and even plane-
as the Atlas, Titan, Minuteman, and Polaris. tary research for many years to come.
In this situation, attempts to prevent nuclear
war include (among other things) both insuring Admittedly, it would take a much longer
that our "hardened" missile launch complexes time than that allotted to me to even list the
and civil defense shelters can survive a sneak important dynamics problems of the space age
attack, and also extending the nuclear test ban to date. But we can hardly ignore what is often
treaty, hopefully. to the point where permanent described as "a resurgence of aircraft" on the
arms control and perhaps even disarmament national scene. Helicopters, for example, have
are feasible. These efforts have reemphasized in Viet Nam approached a density and almost
the importance of shock wave propagation in the universal usage which only visionaries would
earth's crust, its mantle, and its core. A re- have predicted when the currently operational
view of the 1963 Shock and Vibration Symposium generation of aircraft was first designed. The
papers will show how fully the importance of technology resulting in variable sweep wings
this field was appreciated by the meeting plan- and turbofan engines with multistage afterburn-
ners. The Atomic Test Ban Treaty of that year ers has made possible aircraft capable of per-
is considered by many to be the first opening in forming an unusually great variety of missions.
the dark and threatening clouds of nuflear holo- Furthermore, it is clear that a supersonic
faust hanging over us all. This treaty, as you transport is practically ;t the end of the run-
know, applies only to tests in the atmosphere, way. Lifting reentry bodies and other hyper-
and it is enforceable only because such tests sonic aircraft, perhaps with a supersonic com-
are detectable. bustion ramjet mode of propulsion, seem to be

waiting just offstage. And even recoverable
A recent development which combines seis- launch vehicles threaten to bring about aircraft

mological techniques well known in radar, sonar, applications with challenge enough for us all.
and radio astronomy promises to put under-
ground nuclear testing in the same monitorable In the light of all this, no keynote speaker
category as atmospheric tests. This develop- would have difficulty in enumerating problems
ment is called LASA, Large Aperture Seismic to which the attenders of this Symposium can
Array. Under ARPA sponsorship, research at profitably address themselves. The difficulty
the Air Force Technical Applications Center lies in choosing a few to mention from among
and MIT's Lincoln Laboratory has led to an in- the many.
stallation in Montana which is now operative.
The installation consists of 525 seismometers Helicoptcr vibratory loads and comfort
placed in 21 clusters, buried 200 feet deep and levels remain vexing problems, particularly in
spread over an area more than 100 miles in di- high-speed forward flight, in spite of the fact
ameter. The signals from the seismic trans- that they are now quite well understood. We
ducers are amplified, filtered, digitized and now require design techniques which will, for
telemetered to a central computer where they example, keep fuselage natural irequencies at
are combined, analyzed, correlated, displayed, the proper values or multidegree-of-freedom
and recorded. rotor isolation systems from bottoming over a

very wide range of payloads. The development
The success of the system as a test moni- of engine, nacelle, and very large propeller

tor, of course, depends or its ability to dis- packages for VTOL aircraft required advances
criminate between minor and distant natural in whirl-flutter prevention, fatigue life predic-
earth tremors and undergrounu nuclear blasts tion and tolerance to small-particle impact.
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Very large conventional aircraft such as the weil- versed in the mechanics of composite
C-5A are likely to need special attention to stru, .ural materials such as filamentary com-
problems of man-machine interactions, since positeb. Their great potential virtually assures
the frequencies of the fundamental aircraft widespread applications, and we soreiy lack ex-
modes can approach those that a pilot might in- perienr-e with inhomogeneous, anisotropic ma-
advertently use in cycling the flight controls. terials as structures. Finally, I could hardly
Aircraft noise of all kinds will be a matter of conclude even such a sketchy listing as this
continuing importance from both military and without mentioning the important contributions
commercial viewpoints, anc design advances to to be ,.ade in the field of high-speed mass
minimize it will be much in demand. For transport. The development of 200 plus mph
spacecraft- the need to quantify impulsive exci- railroads, monorails, or tube trains can hardly
tation such as results from ascent or descent hope to succeed without a great deal of attention
engine firing and docking impacts will become to the structural dynamics problems with which
increasingly evident. Structural panel response you are all most familiar.
to acoustic excitation will continue to be an im-
portant problem, and if "external burning" ful- It has been ar honor and a pleasure to be
fills its promise as a propulsive, lifting, or t kythsee ting a asure thatcontrol mechanism, we may have an interesting allowed to keynote this meeting. I am sure that
examplechni, we aerodynamic -combustion- it will be as successful and profitable as the
elastic stability. Shock and Vibration Symposia of previous

years, and I am looking forwai'd with you all

To insure performance gains in all these to the talks and papers which we are about
areas, it will be most important that we become to hear.
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SHOCK AND VIBRATION-A PERSPECTIVE

Alan Powell
David Taylor Model Basin

Washington, D.C.

expose almost all of them, or provides new
twists on classical problems which can be tack-
led properly only through engaging in basic

I , research.
A. Powell

From the point of view of motivations, this
base of engineering development falls rather
clearly into two parts.

Firstly, vibration, and to a much lesser
extent shock, can be put to work for us. Here
the vibration is desired, and che problem is toFrom time to time it is well to stand back acquire control of it so as to exploit it for use-

from the proolems of the moment and to ponder ful purposes, whether for moving materials,
a little over our field of endeavor in a more drilling teeth or oil wells, or for artificial ag-
general way. In taking stock of where we stand ing of beer.
now - and what led us here - we may be able to
look ahead to see in what ways the subject which Secondly, because shock and vibration are
brings us together today may be best advanced, damaging, the motive is to exert control over it.

Here it is usually best to banish it or, if that is
I do not have to tell you that our field is a not possiblE, then its adverse effects must be

very complex one, even though I am including minimized.
only shock and vibration and those aspects of
acoustics which are inseparable from these. To In the first case it is a tool, the effort being
analyze it, a choice of approaches must be made, justified for its own productive merits, but in
and it is convenient to consider, firstly, albeit the second case it is justified because it would
very cursorily, the nature of the fields of engi- otherwise be an unavoidable brake on the devel-
neering application, which has produced the en- opment. or even the very usefulness, of engi-
gineering needs; secondly, the different cross- neering systems. Often major systems are in-
cut of the way in which these needs have been volved, as is the case of acoustic fatigue of
met; and thirdly, some aspects of the educational airliners, launch vehicles and reentry vehicles,
processes by which people have been able to reliability of control systems, and the vulner-
accept and carry off the challenges. These dif- ability of missile sites and naval vessels.
ferent points of view, taken together, should
bring out the special features of our field, The total effort in this second category "s
whether these features solve problems or create by far the larger of two. Every paper in this
problems, and what developments we can either Symposium and the vast majority of those in the
expect or for which we can reasonably have professional journals fall int o it, and it is on
hope. this aspect that I will concentrate. But even so,

there will be many common elements within the
It is proper to consider first the fields of first category of the exploitation of vibration.

engineering application, on the basis that the
field as we know it today has engineering devel- What are the major characteristics of this
opment as its base in contrast to its beginnings "defense against shock and vibration" category?
as part of physical science, as in Lord Ray-
leigh's day. Rather than scientific curiosity Firstly, it cuts across the boundaries be-
producing the new basic problems, it is the de- tween diverse engineering systems, between
veloping techniques (such as Dr. Loewy has Just static machines and structures and all vehi-
describea so well) which nowadays ruthlessly cles - land, sea, air and space.
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Secondly, the-re is )viously an indispensa- to be successful, he has to get the problem into
ble mechanical element in its nature, in most a form that is amenable to his special methods.
cases more precisely described as structural For the same reasor, th0 the engineer is so
dynamics. ofterl driven to test work, the scientist must all

too often consciously or unconsciously sidestep
Thirdly, "pure" problems are very rare, solving the real problem, so that if his work is

in the sense that they can be isolated from the to be put to use, it still needs backup by test
systems in which they occur; and this is more work (all too often full-scale) so that the engi-
so than for most other disciplines of very wide neer can bridge the gap between the scientist's
application, such as electric power. Thus ma- idealized system and the real world. Of course,
chine unbalance, so nice and pure in a textbook, a mismatch between the basic researchers and
in practice is usually intimately tied up with the designers is a widespread problem that re-
such things as bearing technology, mount and ceives less attention than it should. It is just
perhaps noise considerations, material fatigue t-at the extremely complex nature of the real
and more often than not entangled in production problems in shock and vibration has amplified
and economics. Another source of excitation the mismatch.
lies in the field of fluid mechanics, a tremen-
dously broad field in itself. This has a key role This in turn is compounded by the fact that,
in the vibration of missiles, ship propellers. because the problem lies mainly in that second
fans piping systems, in flutter, shock harden- motivational category -of shock and vibration
ing against air blast, and so on. in need of suppression - it has not been of cen-

tral importance to the designer as is, say,
This very broadness of the areas of appli- acoustics to the sonar designer. Historically it

cation, compounded with the intimate and in- has been quite satisfactory to neglect it in most
separable connection with many scientific and designs, giving it attention only if troubles de-
engineering specialties, has continually posed a veloped during development or service. In this
special and serious problem. way, the subject has traditionally come to re-

ceive heavy emphasis in test, evaluation and
Each of the fields of engineering has had remedial measures. There have been a few

rnecessary interests in the subject, but it is only notable exceptions. Flutter was so catastrophic
to be expected that no one has had both the that the basic research had to be done very
breadth an~l strength to become a focal point for early and the results have been systematically
them all. Tiie need for P. focus has existed, used in subsequent aircraft design as a matter
nonetheless, and 4s a corsequence a few orga- of course. Acoustic fatigue was not considered
nizations such as thiz Center have sprung up until difficulties arose - difficulties which obvi-
with shock and vibration as- their central theme ously would worsen at such a rate that patching
(acoustics likewise). The ouiZtIanding charac- things up was no aproach. The airframe de-
teristic of these, naturally, is their intprdis- signer soon became aware that he had another
ciplinary scope. criterion to meet. Nevertheless, the acquiring

of the support information in a form that the
Another problem posed to the profession is designer can use still involves a tremendous

no less serious. This is the enormous com- amount of test and evaluation.
plexity of most vibration problems when taken
in their proper context. They are in very many This complexity of our subject has been a
cases incapable of a "paper solution" from be- major factor in the educational picture -- an ad-
ginning to end, and this has resulted in a mis- verse one. As in tne case o'f r rofessional engi-
match between the scientific and engineering neering societies, so it is with engineering de-
workers in the field. partments in the universities and colleges; the

very breadth and complexity of the subject
Although the public does not seem to dis- makes it ill-fitted to neat and elegant deductive

tinguish between our ideas of science and engi- analysis without a real danger of emasculation.
neering, there is. of course, a vital difference But unfortunately, focusing has been a long time
if one thinks in terms of motivation of the indi- coming here. Instruction beyond the most ele-
vidual rather than in terms of the scientific ap- mentary notion of vibration has traditionally de-
proach -- which all good engineers use all the pended upon the interest and enterprise ol
time! The engineer has to achieve a certain individuals, usually residing in physics or engi-
result; the problems are very complex and the neering departments. in pushing an area that
engineer is often driven to ad hoc test work be- Rayleigh did not polish off, but lacking in glamor
cause he care not risk cL~anging a parameter and. therefore, interest to the uninitiated stu-
because of the danger of being nonrepresenta- dent, to the public at large, and to the benefac-
tive. The scientist'sjob is to explain something; tors. who have a vested and lively inte~rest in
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the use of the educational tax or gift million leadership beginning to emerge in the educa-
support. But it is a happy characteristic of tional field.
human affairs that long-stL-nding needs often
seem to be met sooner or later if they are real With this base, one may reasonably specu-
enough. Indeed, a couple of most promising late about the future.
developments have been the recent recognition
of engineering-.&coustics as a bona fide field of These new educational developments should
study for higher degrees carrying that name, begin to add a new strength in the professional
and the National Science Foundation's provision field but the acute shortage of talent will last at
of some very basic institutional support. least five or ten years. For a long time the

bulk of the burden of education in shock, vibra-
The area of shock, however, is unfortu- tion, and acoustics will still fall largely on the

nately even less well placed than are vibration profession itself through on-the-job training,
and acoustics - shock is an item yet to be found with a continuing, and probably growing, de-
in any college curriculum (except perhaps in pendence on either part-time or further (post-
psychology!), even where engineering design is graduate) education.
prospering.

As our overall understanding of the usually
The situation has all the earmarks of a very complex problems of shock and vibration

vicious circle -- the nature of the profession and improves, it should be possible to reduce the
the academic outlook react on each other, and enormous cost of test and evaluation work. By
the woeful lack of graduates with a strong back- overall understanding here, I mean having a
ground is a key element in the circle. These basic knowledge adequate not only to analyze
educational steps forward and a few more like new situations, but also with the know-how for
them have the potential for introducing a new translating the results into a form ',he designer
element in this feedback circuit, and this could can use. With reduced uncertainties, it will be
well change markedly the technological outlook possible to reduce it by being able to design
over not too many years. better and farther reaching tests - in other

words, the test would take on more and more
In the meantime, what are the virtues of the nature of a controlled experiment. But the

the situation ? largest gains to be realized will come from
feeding the shock and vibration aspects more

The fact that most workers in the field had fully into the design spiral, really getting down
been active in scme other discipli'ne or field of to a comprehensive systems approach. This
application adds a breadth that would be hard to leads to the next point.
cultivate. The result is quality essential to the
health of an interdisciplinary field, i.e., more The full impact of the mushrooming com-
than just a superficial notion of the other closely puter technology has yet to be felt. The com-
involved specialties. I sometimes wonder if it puter has a great value simply as a super-
is this diversity of related disciplines, or rather calculating mnachine, to get existing calculations
the stimulation of these interdisciplinary as- accomplished in a useful time, in reformultting
pects as well as tle various areas of application problems so that telling sensitivity and para-
wvhich is one of the big attractions. It is notice- metric design studies become feasible. But the
able that many people move into the field, and advancing computer technology will make quite
perhaps move around in it, but very few leave it. new approaches possible, particularly in analy-

sis and design, both system and detail, and in
You will observe the irony of the situation; the bridging between the two, where many of the

specialization built on an interdisciplinary base most stubborn vibration problems have their
is a real strength so far as the professional is roots. It is going to call for the highest talent,
concerned, but the educational system has de- which will become employed very effeztively,
veloped in such a way that it has been ill- and it will be expensive. For example, there is
conditioned to provide such a foundation. the tremendous amount of support data required,

both for the establishment of specifications and
To summarize at this point, we see a pro- for design, much of which does not exist now.

fession with strong interdisciplinary connec- This is thin enough in the vibration area, but it
tions, heavy at the test and evaluation end of is even more sparse for shock, where realistic
the scale, with a continuing inadequate input of tests are even more expensive because "non-
appropriately highly trained graduates. scholars destructive" often means academic. But the
generally distant from the real engineering long-term possibilities can obviously revolu-
problems which are most certainly not going to tionize our approach- and much of computer-
go away, but we also see signs of some aided and automated engineering design will be
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limping until shock and vibration have their early introduction of such things as new mate-
proper roles in it. rials and sensors. The Latter, in conjunction

with computer developments, mav well bring
These will be exciting developments- and about considerable changes in the iay experi-

they contain many elements which are very ments are done
likely to be taken up by the academic commu-
nity, adding more impetus to the changing scene. I have offered you a perspective. one of
Th" far-reaching developments are apart from possible, but y ptheemrgnc ofne tchiqes f nayssmany psilutth'• conclusions of them all
the emergence of new techniques of analysis, are likely to be much the same. We are in allwhich they will embrace. These techniques are probability at a turning point in our field - the
those such as energy and statistical or averag- question is not so much whether these changes
ing methods in random vibration, which ar• will take pliace, but rather how last we can
already under way. A freer movement of top push them forward.
talent to and fro between the universities, gov-
ernment and industry would be especially valu-
able here, apart from the general benefits from Central to this is the co.atribution from the
working exchanges, but it really needs more educators who have such a key role in deter-
than an occasional sabbatical leave - the indi- mining the vitality of rate of progress, and
vidual must get more ceeply involved than is hopefully will capitalize on the interdisciplinary
possible in a short temporary status (the com- aspects of the real problems to impart a richer
mon pension scheme of the British universities education. It is up to us to help this along by
and the Scientific Civil Service is a potent fac- all nmeans at our disposal, not to be too preoc-
tor, the likes of which does not exist in this cupied in tackling the complex and urgent prob-
country). lems of the moment, at which - considering the

handicaps - we have had singular success.
The interdisciplinary nature, which can be There is reason to feel that progress, which

such a handicap, should then encourage fuller already has been, in retrospect, quite remark-
realization of the real needs and the relatively able, will quicken in the years just ahead.
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SHOCK

YIELDING EFFECTS ON SHOCK SPECTRA

William R. Mentzer, Jr.
Bowles Engineering Corporation

Silver Spring, Maryland

and

Patrick F. Cunniff
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland

An undamped two-degree-of-freedom spring-mass system, represent-
ing an equipment attached to a nonrigid foundatirn subjected to shock,
is analyzed to determine the shape of the shock spectrunm curve when
the equipment spring is allowed to yield. Anaytical solutions for the
equations of motion are presented for the syst,ýzn response as a per-
fectly elastic system and as a system yielding under a constant force.
The system base mass response is used to obtain the shock spectrum
data by a high-speed digital computer. The shock spectrum curves for
the yielding systems and for the perfectly elastic systems, with equiv-
alent design parameters and shock loading, are compared. The results
indicate that certain difficulties exist for proper interpretation of field
data when the equipment has yielded, particularly if the analyst, un-
aware that yielding has taken place, wishes to compile data for a design
shock spectrum curve.

be presented in velocity or acceleration units
by choice of the proper scaling factors.

Past studies at the Naval Research Lbo-
P. F. Cunniff ratory toward developing meaningful shock

spectra have produced two significant results:
(a) the discovery of the shock spectrum dip ef-
fect [1], and (b) the initiation of the concept of
design shock spectra [2]. Normal mode theory
[3] for linear lumped-parameter systems indi-
cates that the shock spectrum values to be used
for analysis correspond to the fixed-base natu-

INTRODUCTION ral frequencies of the equipment structure in
place during the shock motion. The spectrum

The concept of shock spectra is used to values tend to lie in the valleys of the spectrum
evaluate the damaging potential of a shock mo- curve, hence the term shock spectrum dip.
tion to equipment structures. A shock spec-
trum curve is defined as a plot of the maximum To construct satisfactory data from shock
absolute values of the relý-tive displacement of spectrum curves based on field tests, it is de-
a set of damped or undamped single-degree-of- sirable to know something about the fixed-base
freedom oscillators subjected to a shock motion natural frequencies of the equipment structure
versus the natural frequencies of the various which is generally attached to a nonrigid foun-
oscillators employed. This information can also dation structure. Such information may be
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obtained from analysis of the system or by ex- F
perimental shaker tests [4]. By judiciously
choosing the proper spectrum points, a design ,
shock spectrum curve can be constructed [5] to Fy /
check the adequacy of future equipment struc- /
tures of similar design to withstand the shock /
environment. Present Navy specifications [6]
use this approach to evaluate the design of
heavy shipboard equipments to withstand shock. /

The primary objective of this study is to EFECT NEW XY /X
determine how the shock spectrum, obtained ORIGIN FOR EFFEC,,V '4EW

when yielding occurs in an equipment struc- F k(X_6, ORIGIN FOR

ture, differs from the shock spectrum for the T F- k(X-sT)
same equipment treated as a perfectly elastic
system.

ANALYSIS OF YIELDING
STRUCTURE Fig. 2 - A representative force - s

displacement curve for a yielding
Figure 1 shows the equipment and founda- spring

tion structures represented as a two-degree-
of-freedom system. The upper mass Nt and
spring K form the equipment, while the iower
mass MI, and spring K. forra the foundation.
The equipment spring is allowed to yield in a
perfectly plastic mode as depicted in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows the shock input.

I.-

U

M y .

K Fig. I - Equipment and foun- 0,0O
dation structures repre- TIME T (SEC)

Mo] _z sented as a two-degree-of- Fig. 3 - Shock input tofreedom systemFg.3-Soknpto
the foundation structure

KO > r-Vt

conditions so that the computer could step
through the problem in small time increments,

To determine the shock spectra for this changing to the correct system mode of opera-
situation, the response of the system to the ap- tion when the system dynamics indicated the
plied shock must be examined in two modes: time for switching.
when the equipment support spring is operating
in the elastic mode, and when the spring is The solutions to the equations of motion in
underpoing yielding at a constant force. Since both modes of operation are briefly discussed
the expression for system foundation mass mo- here. The detailed derivation of the expressions
tion is developed from two sets of system equa- can be found elsewhere [7].
tions, a simple expression for shock spectra
cannot be obtained as is done in the perfectly
elastic case [2]. For this reason, a digital Phase I. Response of a Perfectly
computer is used to develop the base motion as Elastic System
a function of time, and then a numerical tech-
nique is used to solve for the shock spectrum The equations of motion for the system
data points, shown in Fig. 1 are as follows:

Z , ( ~.2:, : Z 2. y - :2 z O, oI
'a In tath modes of operation, exact solutions (1)

were found for the equations of motion. The and
solutions were developed in terms of the initial Y . y _ 2 Z - o (2)
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in which Termination of this mode of operation oc-
curs when the force in the equipment support

K spring exceeds the yield strength. Since, in the
elastic mode, the force is directly proportional
to the spring displacement, the spring deflection
must be determined. The relative position of

2 Kthe two masses is the measurement of the spring
displacement from its initiai state of rest; the

and only condition required is that both expansion
and compression of the spring are possible.

The expression for the relative position of
the masses is

Simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2) can
be found using Laplace transformations and by X - Z (4)
expressing the results in terms of the initial
conditions. Since the objective is to determine where positive X indicates the spring is in ten-
shock spectra based on the response of the base, the second mode of operation. This is deter-
where the equipment is attached to the founda- mined by ofoferentiating Eq. (4).
tion, this expression is the only one of immedi-
ate concern. Expressing this response in the
form of velocity yields Phase II. Response of a

Yielding System

S o (_2 s,,l -t - _ Si '2t0

2 2_ 1\ ) 2 V'hen the yield point of the equipment
spring iZ reached, the system enters the sec-

ond mode of operation. The equations of motion
sil it-2sl for this phase, where the equipment spring in

2 2 'n 22 Fig. 2 has been replaced by a constant iorce Fy,
are as follows:

--- CO S t Cos r••Z - :( -•1 - =0

'2 (7 ~)--- 0 (5)

andV22

(cos ,it - cos 2 t) a. Fd

0 -(6)

Z ( .2 '2) / z The response ? is again desired for shock
'2 2 ••- •t - cos_ • t) spectrum computations; that is,

S- -Z./ Sill -t zo cos ;t

\ l_ i-2 s, t "Z CO os ,t]

(2 2 2S - ( S.: - sin at ÷ V - V cos at. (7)
-L0

y 2 / Yo This second mode is trerminated when the rein-
( . ,' )S i ll,-in . t C O iZc s t )

Y1 tive velocity X is zero.

.2 Should the applied shock cease before the
" 2( V ) (3) predetermined computer processing interval is

22 - - 2 2 O 2 t' completed, the term v must disappear in the
above equations.

in which
With the relationships resented, a record

2 2 2

2 - can now be obtained of the base mass velocity
"as a function of time throughout both modes of

1 ( -2 2'2 system operation. It is possible to pass from
V'. 2- 41 one mode to the other, if the conditions for the
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mode change have been met: 1F F to the program execution time since the trigono-
go from elastic to plastic mode, or X - 0 to go metric terms ,Are computed only once for the
from plastic mode back to the elastic mode. problem.
The function 7 is now the input to the equation
of motion of the tunable oscillator to determine The program has the capability of handling
the shock spectra. a constant vc'locity shock input of any duration.

The memory storage is such that 2400 values
of the dimensioned variables such as 7 and ,,

Shock and Fourier Spectra which are used for the shock spectra evalua-
tion, can be stored; thus, system motion can be

Figure 4 shows the tunable oscillator used saved for a time duration up to 24,000 't, since
to calculate shock spectra. The equation of data are stored only for every tenth computation
motion is of Z. The Case ' equations of motion are pro-

grammed in doubw, precision to avoid loss of
F .2 r -Z (8) data in the terms of 1 1

3 and 1 ,.

in which r is the relative displacement between
the mass and the moving base. The solution of Computation of Spring Length
Eq. (8) is for the Elastic Mode

ro An interesting feature of the program is

r = rV Cos t I %in t the means by which the force and spring length

computations are kept within the limits of a
perfectly elastic system for the purpose of

_ Z(T) si, (t - T) dT (9) controlling the switching between program
modes while the system actually undergoes
yielding. The spring length at any time is de-

Equation (9) and its derivative have been solved fined as
by a numerical method reported earlier f8].
This procedure solves the Duhamel integral in (X- (10)
Eq. (9) wben the base n .on is expressed by
Z(t). The numerical method calculates not only in which
shock spectra but also, with little additional ef-
fort, Fourier spectra [8]. • = spring length in the perfectly elastic

system,

X = Y-Z, relative displacement of the
masses, ard

L "Fig 5 4 - Tunable oscil-
lator for calculating = permanent deflection.S~shock spectra

z sc s r The system starts from rest, so o, and

the test for reaching the yield point is simply

0. Q S Y.e-Id

THE COMPUTER PROGRAM or (11)

Functions of the Pit,- 'am X 0Q8Xyiei,

The program performs two basic functions: (The reason for using 98 percent of X,, is

it determines the system response to the shock explained in the next section.) Upon exceeding
inputl, and it develops the shock and Fourier 98 percent of the yield point. the value of the
spectra fniom the response data. The evaluation relative displacement of the masses is stored
of the system response is done on a fixed time as X a,.,, nd the computations in the plastic
increment to iacilitate the computation of shock mode are started. At the termination of the
spectra. The time increment 't must be small plastic mode, the program cc.noputes the per-
ercigh to attain ihe switching points between manent stretch for that cycle oi tie plastic
modes with as little error as possible. The mode as
constant time increment is introduced by re-
plac~ing the term t by - t in the response equa- XX12)
tiois such as Eq. (3). This replacement reduces x - "ITt
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and computes the total permanent deflection by was unable to exit. This difficulty was elimi-
the program statement nated by setting 0.98 Xy,(.;(] equal to x tr, on

entering Case II and holding it at this value
. (13) until Case II as well as ten computation cycles

of Case I were completed. At this time X I I
in which the - on the right side of Eq. (13) is was restored to the value repc. in :t the start of
the previously computed . In Eqs. (12) and the problem.
(13), the siga convention is always cor-ect re-
gardless of whether the system is subjected to
tens.-e or compressive yield. From Eq. (10), EXAMPLE PROBLEM
it is seen that ', can never exceed 0.98 x , ,.
This, in effect, shifts the origin of the force Figure 1 represents the system for whicii
versus displacement curve so that the force and this investigation was made. This model was
displacement in the elastic mode are always chosen because the exact solutions for the base
computed on the basis of a perfectly elastic sys- motion in both the elastic and plastic modes
tem. This is indicated in Fig. 2. were known. While this model appears simple,

it does lend some insight into the yielding effects
on shock spectra.

Errors Present in the Program
The equipment structure of mass M and the

In running the program on a constant time spring constant K were kept constant at values
increment, which is desirable for determining of 60 slugs and 1.5 x 10" lb/ft, respectively.
shock spectra without interpolation, a main The mass ratio .. - % ,1. was varied from 1.0
source of error is introduced. The yield point to 0.1 as showa in Table 1. Thus, the fixed-
cutoff for the start cf a plastic mode was taken base natural frequency, - = 25.16, was held
as the first computed value of the spring length constant for each of the ten runs. A constant
that exceeded 98 percent of the pi. bed time increment of 0.05 msec was used through-
limit; that is, (x - -) o o.9• XyI C. I f'his meant out for the yielding spring computations.
that the magnitude of the spring force used in
the plastic mode computations was The shock applied to the system is shown

in Fig. 3. The short time duration of the dis-
F - k(X- (14) turbance was sufficient to disturb the system in

each case so that the yield limit was always ex-
which would be either slightly belowN or above ceeded in the first cycle of the time response.
the ideal yield force computed for x - X,, I d The yield point foi each system was taken as 50
and - o. percent of the maximum expected relative dis-

piacement X, computed from the expression de-
The program calculates the ,rror each time veloped in Eq. (2) for the perfectly elastic sys-

it switches from Mode I to Mode II. For the tem; that is,
cases to be presented in this paper, the average
of these errors was never greater than --0.03 v.5
percent, while the average of the absolute errors XT.X %

was never greater than 1.1 percent. The largest
single individual error was 3.1 percent. Equation (15) assumes the shock input v is ap-

plied over the length of time required to reach
Because of the overrun which results from X..,. Generally, 15 cycles of record of 2 were

the constant time increment, a second problem used for computing shock spectrum data.
was encountered when the program reentered
the elastic mode after completing a computation Typical shock spectrum curves are show,'
cycle in the plastic mode. Since X ,,.,, 0.98 in Fig. 5 for .. equal to 1.0, 0.5, and 0.1. The
X.YI e at the start of the plastic mode, and solid line represents the shock spectrum curve
x x .t r t at the end of the plastic mode, if the system were to remain perfectly elastic.
then X - Xr t 1 o.9• x,.,v, at the termnina- Note the two peaks corresponding to the twe
tion of the plastic mode. With the condition that system natural frequencies and the value at :i

* - 0 at the termination of the plastic mode, the fixed-base natural frequency in the valley. Th;b
first calculation of x in the e:jstic mode wouid dashed line represents the spectrum curv(- W.
be expected to be small. In some cases, the in- the type of yielding already described.
crement in x resulting from the first computation
in the elastic mode was so small that (x - ) re- As the mass ratio is decreased (while the
mained greater than 0.98 X,,,d1 , and the program base mass %I, increases), the magnitude of the
was returned to the plastic mode from which it shock spectrum curves always decreases, as

13



TABLE 1

Summary of Computer Results

Shock Spectrum Values (r ,',

y iy eld Perfectly Elastic Yielding System First Dip Value for
(cps) (cps) (ft) System Yielding System

I _ _=IIValue (r V)

1.0 20.98 52.07 0.08832 2.06 2.20 21 1.70
0.9 20.88 49.63 0.09060 2.15 2.31 20 1.77
0.8 20.75 47.08 0.09326 2.19 2.58 20 1.83
0.7 I 20.58 44.41 0.09641 2.26 2.78 20 1.89
0.6 20.34 41.60 0.10008 2.35 3.06 19 1.92
0.5 20.00 38.60 0.10415 2.63 3.64 19 2.01
0.4 19.45 35.53 0.10600 2.40 4.57 19 2.16
0.3 18.50 32.35 0.10858 2.30 8.43 19 2.19
0.2 16.67 29.31 0.09717 1.85 7.01 17 2.37
0.1 12.88 26.82 0.06233 1.00 2.28 12 3.04S. I _______I________ t.~_________ -

one would expect. The spectrum curves for a similar system that undergoes yielding. It
plastic yielding exh.bit additional peaks. For was found that the peaks and valleys of the
the higher mass rat.os the pealks occur at equal shock spectrum for the perfectly elastic sys-
frequency intervals taken three at a time. For tern shifted to lower frequency values for the
example, the frequency interval in Fig. 5b is yieldmg system. Also, for the systems that
approximately 20 cps for the first three peaks, undergo yielding, several additional major
followed by a 13-cps increment. The next three peaks appeared in the shock spectrum curves
peaks are again separated by 20 cps, a 13-cps occurring in multiples of three, separated ap-
increment, etc. It is noted that the frequency prvximately by (',-

increment for the perfec'ly elastic case is 18 6
cps, which is close to the -0-cps increment be- The dip spectrum value, which corre-
Eween successive third peaks. This phenomenon sponds to the fixe '-base natural frequency of
was also noted at the other mass ratios except the equipment i-. ihe elastic system, shifted to
at - = 0.1 shown in Fig. 5c, since there are so a lower frequency for all cases studied. This
many peaks for this case. phenomenon raises some problems in formu-

lating design shock spectrum curves from field
Another interesting observation of the data where the equipment structure yields.

spectrum curves is seen in a shifting to the
left of the original peaks corresponding to , I It is suggested that iurther investigations
and ., for the perfectly elastic case. Likewise, are desirable to understand the difficulties in
the spectrum value at the fixed base natural fre- establishing design shock spectrum data from
quency of the equipment shifts to the left. In all field measurements containing other types of
cases tested, the shifted dip value occurred at nonlinearities, as well as damping effects.
approximately •. As the mass ratio decreases,
the magnitude of the shifted dip value increases.
These observations appear to raise some inter- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
esting situations for proper interpretation of
field data when the equipment has yielded, par- The material herein is part of a thesis by
ticularly if the analyst, unaware that yielding William R. Mentzer, Jr., presented to the De-
has taken place, wishes to compile data for a partment of Mechanical Engineering of the
design shock spectrum curve. University of Maryland in July 1966, in partial

fulfillment of the requirements for the Master
of Science degree.

CONCLUSIONS
The computer time for this project was

The computer results indicate that there made available through the facilities of the
are distinct differences between the shock spec- Computer Science Center of the University of
trum for a perfectly elastic system and that for Maryland.
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SHOCK SPECTRA OF PRACTICAL SHAKER SHOCK PULSES

John R, Fagan and Anthony S. Baran
Radio Corporation of America

Princeton, New Jersey

Shaker shocK data are acquired using piezoele,-tric accelerometers and
a %iideband FM magnetic tape system for recording the pulses. Data
reduction ib accomplihhed with six relatively undamped galvanometers
and tape speed translations effecti.,ely to produce a l/3-ectave shock
spectrum anaiysis to 5 kHz. A method for selecting the four shock
spectra (plus and minus initial, plus andi minus residual) from a par-
tic'ilar shock pulse is determined. Some consideration is given to ex-
panding the system for on-line analysis.

The spectra of shock pulses used in shaker shock tests are compared
to the theoretical specification pulse spectra. The spestra of transient
inputs to test items due to fixturing parameters are determined, and
their effects are discus.sed. Transients occurring during facility mal-
functions or protective device operations are defined spectrally, and
their effectb on test items are determined.

WAVEFORM SH4OCK TESTING

Two common pulses are usually specified
in "waveform demand" type of shock testing:

A. S. Baran the half-sine and the terminal peak sawtooth.
Both pulses are specified as acceleration as
a function of time. They both require a net
change in velocity of the test item. The ma-
chines used to generate th-se pulses are
quite varied in construction and deigi. The
pulse generally is specified at the input of
the test item. This, in effect, is a require-

INTRODUCTION ment for an infinite impedance of the test
machine. When testing small items, the
mass of the test machine is large enough tothe most red comm form of shoccktest approach this condition. However, for ve' y

tpecifies the desired wave.orm of the acceler- large te,:, items, some loading of the test
atmn ate a function of time. Recent require- machine by the test item cannot be avoided,
ments tend toward specifying the spectra of the When this problem arises, the usual proce-
shock pulse. For simple pulses defmined in dure is to obtain the specified pulse on the
classical form, the associated spectra have unloaded machine (or pure mass loaded),
been calculated. then mount the test item and accomplish in,

Actual test pulses never completely fulfill test.

the exact classical description, and their spec- A compromise between these two extremes
tra remain unknown. The determination of the is a pulse which, although not classical in shape,
shock spectra has been a difficult task usually ds all whic, the libaral t a shap
involving extensive computer programs. How- does fall within the liberal tolerances of theever, within the past two years, analog and specification. The shock spectra of such pulses

are often erroneously assumed to be those as-
simulative techniques were developed that per- sociated with and calculated from the classical
mit on-line laboratory analysis of the shock mathematical representation of the shock pulse.
transient.
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INSTRUMENTATION Io-* \

Because of the broad design of shock tests N

and the current techniques for obtaining shock -

spectra, instrumentation for the acquisition and-
reduction of shock data almost universally in- -,
cludes an accelerometer, suitable conditioning
electronics, and a FM magnetic tape recorder. .
Analysis is accomplished by playback of the
recorded tapes into a shock spectrum analyzer. vT R.0 OSCILLOGRAPH

Some analyzers require a single pul'e to be
replayed many t.mes, while others essentially COIL MASS (J) TO)

perform the complete analysis from a single s
pulse played back ,-)nce (real-time analyzer). S uSP'EH$SON {KT)ý--" \
Tape speed translations (recording the data at \
one speed and playing them back at a diffcrent L
speed) can be utilized to expand the capability "1"
of the analyzer. A second method may be used
whereby the shock pulse is recorde& n an oscil- Fig. I - Galvanometer for
logram or photograph and then corn: ed with a dctecting shock spectra

specification pulse; however, to obtain the shock
spectrum, additional work must be performed
such as usii, an cptical tracker or manually where
measuring the coordinates and supplying these
data as input to a computer. J = moment of inertia ot galvanometer

(Ib- in./sec 2),
Many techniques for implementing shock

spectrum analysis are available. The most C = mechanical, viscous damping torque
common are simultaneous special low-pass coefficient (lb-in. 'sec),
filters, analog computers, digital computers,
and mechanical analogs (reed gages, undamped KTS torsional spring constant of galva-
galvanometers, etc.). Undamped galvanometers nometer suspension (lb-in./amp),
were selected for simplicity, completeness of
analysis, ease of calibration, and relatively low T galvanometer driving torque (lb-in.),
initial cost (less than $2000 for special galva- and
nometers). The idea for the basic shock spec-
trum analyzer was taken from a treatise by = coil angle of deflection (rad).
R. F. Karls [I].

For a dc galvanometer, the driving torque
A relatively undamped galvanometer has a T( t is proportional to the current in the galva-

frequency response of a linear second order nometer coil [2]:
mechanical system, allowing it to be used for
shock spectrum analysis. A typical galvanom- KT VT. t)

eter adapted for such use is shown in Fig. 1. T(, ) K ( t ) (4)

The voltage VT of the shock pulses is where KT is the galvanometer torque constant

vT I.•R,. (1) (lb-in. 'amp), A velocity-dependent term, de-rived from the generated current IFMF in the

where I, is current in galvanometer (amp) and galvanometer coil due to the angular velocity of

R, is galvanometer resistance. The instanta- the coil in the magnetic field (the back EMF), is

neous voltage VT( t N of the shock pulse as a func- defined by

tion of time is
Velocitv y KTIEMF '1t (5)VT(t) - I.,(t) R.. i2)(i

The motiun of the galvanometer is defined by Combining equations yields

J . . .d C " - Kt P t) (3) d 2  K I -C d K KrT "K(6)
(It (-it 2 T E F !t TS R ,
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The fundamental definition of shock specirn is F(t) = driving force (lb).
identical to Eq. (6). A point of the shock .,uec-
trum is the peak response of a smgle-degroe- Equations (6) and (7) are both of the same form;
of-freedom system excited by the rulse, as therefore, Eq. (6) also describes a system that
shown in Fig. 2. fits the definition of shock spectra.

"-- The data acquisition system is shown in Fig
An, 3. Data were recorded in the FM mcde at 60

SAt- ;ps on magnetic tape. A tape synchronous sig-!M-I t-- nal, generated with the tape recorder, was also
--A- I recorded for precision tape speed control. The

K • data reduction system is showu in Fig. 4.

Some preliminary tests were performod in
an attempt to reduce the natural frequencies of

-* ----T (PULSE DRA'ION) standard galvanometers by adding a shuitt ca-
LEGEND: pacitor directly across the galvanometer coil

[3]. Although significant changes in natural fre-
A PEAK INPUT ACCELERLATION quencies could be effected, the reduction in Q

could not be tolerated and, therefore, this ap-
Alt, PEAK POSITIVE INITIAL RESPONSE ACCELERATION proach was abandoned. Additional tests were
-jt2 PEAK NEGATIVE RESIDUA:. RESPONSE ACCELEILATION performed using a standard CEC Model 7-319

galvanometer wilh a natural frequency of 600
Alt, PEAK POSITIVE RESIDUAL RESPOWSL ACCLLEIRATION Hz. The lateral viscous damping was re-

moved, and the Q was observed to have in-
NOTE: creased from 20 to 60. Six galvanometers with

INITILA. NEGATIVE RESPONSE 13 ZERO FOR natural fi equencies of 32, 40, 50, 40C, 500, and
SA' - 00711 SHOWN. 625 Hz and minimum Q's of 20 were obtained.

The actual and desired frequency values of the
Fig. 2 - Shock spectra definition six galvanometers are compared in Table 1.

ACCELEROMETER CHARGE AMPL IFIER FM TAPE RECORDER

CLEVITE ENDEVCO _1. SANGAMO
MODEL 25 D21 MODEL 2711 MOOEL 471 RB

Fig. 3 - Shock data acquisitin systerm, block diagram

The maximum shock spectra are obtained C OSCILLOGRAPH
from the highest positive and the highest nega-

tive peak responses without considering the REPROOUCER AP GR
pulse time duration. Initial and residual spec- C
trum points are obtained from their associated A 0 d G 1/3 OCTAVES
responses (RAR,.ARA 3 .. ), (f 1, f 2 . f 3 .... ). The Rd AT 32Kz
equation of motion of the system shown in Fig. I I G3)

2 is d

d 2
x (iX R• [I/3 OCTAVES

m c- * kx F(t) (7) I SANGAMO A
dt' dt FM TAP STARTINGI

I REPRODI.CER 1 0 d AT 400Hz
where I MOD 47IR8 I A/

RWI STANDARDX = response displacement (in.), G, 7-36
0 Al THROUGH A6 JO-3KHz

= mass of system (lb-sec 2/in.), DC AMPLIFIERS CEC OSCILLOGRAPH 1
LEAR-SIEGLER MOD 122-8 MODEL -119

= damping coeffi.zient (lb-sec/in.),
Fig. 4 - Shock data reduction

= elastic spring constant, and system diagram
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TABLE I ýoo
Comparison of Actual and Desired GALVANO O tAL • v•REQUtNC:Y

Galvanometer Frequencies 0A•v sueo .
02 . 40

Natural r, 3 50
CEC Frequency 0G4 - ,

a .1 03l $ 9Gaivanometer (Hz) Actual Q a6 595
Model M odel iAMPLIFICATION

Desired Actual FACTOR

7-351-0104 32 32 61
7-339-001 40 40 35

7-339-0103 50 50 41
7-343-0100 400 393 48
7-319-0100 500 494 41
7-319-0001 625 595 42

0l I 0O

aWith damping resistance of I negohm. NORMALIZED FREOUENCY (1)

Fig. 5 - Shock "alvanomete. respons-i
Magnetically damped galvanometers were
chosen to permit ease of adjusting the Q's.
The damping resistances (R, 1 through R,,
Fig. 4) were T networks for changing the galva- and playback at 30 ips, 15 ips, 7-1 2 ips, etc.).
nometer Q's and normalizing the amplifiers for However, for this experiment, all data were
the different sensitivities of each galvanometer. recorded at 60 ips and played back at 60, 30, 15,
Changing the damping resistance changes the and 7-1/2 ips only. The actual and des'red 1, 3--
middle term (IEFM) of Eq. (6). All damping re- octave bands used for shock spectrum analysis
sistors were designed to obtain Q's of 20 (Fig. are compared in Table 2.
5). Obviously, all Q's could have been raised
to 35 if desired, and with a little special effort After designing the damping resistance for
during galvanometer selection, perhaps even to eech of the six galvanometers, a sinusoidal sig-
50. However, extremely high Q's may be more nýi of 1 v rms and one-six the natural frequency
appealing in theory than in actual practice as of each galvanometer was connected individually
even the slightest instr-imentation noise (tape to each of the amplifiers (A, through A6 ) and
recorder, amplifier, etc.) may easily excite the amplifier gain was trimmed to produce a
high-Q syste ns. This is especially noticeable 2-in. galvanometer trace deflection. The FM
when using extremes in tape speed translations reproduce amplifier was calibrated by playing
(e.g., translations in excess of 8 to 1). Some back a sinusoidal signal reprenenting a known
preliminary investigations were made on tape g level and adjusting the FM reproduce ampli-
speed translations up to 64 to 1 by re-recording fier to a desired level to establish a voltage-g
the taped data and continuing to reduce the speed relationship. Galvanometer G, was also cali-
of playback (e.g., record original data at 60 ips brated at this time for reproducing the actual
and playback at 7-1/2 ips, re-record at 60 ips pulse on the oscillograph. This galvanometer

TABLE 2

Comparison cf Desired and Actual 1/3-Octave Frequencies for Analysis

1/3-Octave Frequency (Hz)

At 60 ips At 30 ips At 15 ips At 7-1/2 ip,

Desired :_Actual Desired I Actual Desired Actual Desired Actual

32 32 64 64 128 128 1 256

40 40 80 80 160 160 320 320
50 j 50 i00 100 202 200 400 400

400 393 800 786 1600 1572 3200 3144
500 494 1000 988 2000 1976 4000 3952
625 595 j 1250 1190 2500 I 2380 5000 476u
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was a standard CEC Model 7-326 with a fre- been synthesized with computers or second
quency response from 0 to 3 kHz which per- order filters, it would be expected to produce
mitted viewing the pulse wave shape. This the observed correlation.
galvanometer could also 'e used for normaliz-
ing the output and selecting th.? four shock
spectra (initial positive, initial negative, HALF-SINE SHOCK PULSES ON
residual positive, and residual negative). VIBRATION MACHINE

Wi:h the oscillograph paper speed con- The use of electrodynamic vibration ma-
stant, and the tape speed reduced (from 60 to chines for shock testing has rapidly increased.

"" or from 60 to 15 ips, etc.) the shock The one great limitation of a vibration machine
-- dth from the standard galvanometer is its rel•atively small displacement capability.

* increase. Since all of the galvanome- The half-sine and terminal peak sawtooth pulses
ock as well as standard) will experience are impulsive and require a net change in ve-

.ne change in time base, the shock pulse locity of the test unit and a continually increas-
.,e shape from the standard galvanometer ing displacement. The armature of a vibration

may still be used for selecting the four shock machine cannot tolerate a net velocity change
spectra. Oscillograms made during an analysis or a displacement change that is different from
of a terminal peak sawtooth are shown in Fig. 6. the equilibrium position of the armature. The
Prior to reducing actual shock data, several above requirement dictates that the acceleration
classical pulses [4] were created with an Exact of the armature must vary about zero g so that
Model 200 F waveform synthesizer and recorded the net area under the acceleration curve is
on magnetic tapt at 60 ips (Figs. 7 and 8). The zero.
tape was played back through the shock spectrum
analyzer, and the resulting shock spectra were The half-sine pulses and their spectra as
compared with the known calculated spectra of obtained from a vibration machine are shown in
the classica. pulses. Correlation was excellent. Figs. 9, 10, and 11. The waveform shown in
Because the galvanometer motion is in accord- Fig. 11 is obviously far from the ideal and in
ance with differential Eq. (6) that previously had fact it is possible to obtain shaker pulses which

"SHOCK GALVANOMETER-G6 f-476OHz

SHOCK GALVANOMETER-G5 f"3952 Ht

SHOCK GALVANOMETER- G4 f 3144Hz

SHOCK GAL-ANOMETER-G3 f,40OHz

SHOCK CALVANOMETER-G2 f'32C Hz

j ~f ýWHC AVNMTRG f*256 Hz

STANDARD GALVANOMETEP-G7 0-3000 Hz

T I ME 0

Fig. 6 - Shock spectrum oscillogram from
tape played back at 7-1/2 ips
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Fig. 11 - Shock spectrum for 16-g
half-sine shaker shock pulse

are much more representative of the classical GENERATIC-- OF TERMINAL
form shown in Figs. 7 and I. Notice that there PEAK SAX TOOTH
are significant accelerations on both sides of
the zero g line in the trace si-own in Fig. 11. It The ideal terminal peak sawtooth has the
is the intent of the test engineer qnd the me- associated spectra shown in Fig. 8. The pulse
chanics of the vtration machine to produ;ce an excites medium and high frequencies both posi-
acceleration-time history that has equal areas tive and negative to the amplitude of the input.
above -rnd below the zero-g line. If these con- A practical sawtooth exhibits a somewhat atten-
ditions are met, the armature of the machine uated spectrum at very high frequency due to
will have zero initial and zero final conditions the time duration required for the trailing edge
of both velocity and displacement. If the arma- of the pulse. The more triangular the pulse be-
ture of the machine is not constrained as de- comes, the less negative is the high-frequency
scribed above, it will impact with the stator. spectral content [4j.
in comparing the spectra shown in Pig. 11 to
the "intent sr'-c, a" shown in Fig. 7, the obvi- Practical terminal peak sawtooth shock
ous difference 's in the magnitude of the spec- pulses present some difficuities generally not
tra. The actual pais, has an associated spec- encountered with half-sine waveforms. The fix-
tra of a higher mtgniLude in the rcgion where ture and test machine are often excited by the
the duration of the pulse2 corresponds to one- test pulse. Both are limited to comparatively

half the period of the frequency. finite natural freauencýes. A design d-iemma
is introduced involving the natural frequencies

The spectra shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are of the test system and the trailing edge of the
good half-sine representations. The spectra sawtooth. TI the test engineer strives for a
also conform closely to the classical, with the classical shape (minimum time duration ,1 .he
exception of the notch that is demonstrated at trailing edge), the fixture and the machine are
300 Hz. Without a spectral analysis, the spec- more likely to respond to the pulse. As items
tral cl-aracteristics of these two pulses would of test become larger and larger the predomi-
have been assumed to be classical, and the nate test system natural frequencies wili tend
existence of the 300-Hz notch would have re- toward lower and lower values The point is
mained undiscovered. Differences with re- soon reached where the sawtooth pulse cannot
spect to frequency are the result of slight remain within specification because it either
variations in time duration of the pulses under excessively "rings" the test system or becomes
consideration (the spectra plots are not nor- so shaped that it no longer resembles a termi-
malized along the abscissa). nal peak sawtooth. Therefore, many practical
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terminal peak sawtooth pulses exhibit much The spectra of terminal peak sawtooth ring-
"ringing" or "noise" after the pulse has been ing pulses are shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14.
applied to the test item. Figure 4 shows this The effect of the ringing is displayed around the
condition. Since ringing is on the input to the 2500-Hz point of the plot. This particular pulse
test item, it becoires a part of the test shock was applied to a shaxer slip plate by the shaker
pulse. armature. The slip plate was 'butted" to the
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Fig. 12 - Shock spectrum for 28-g
sawtooth shaker shock pulse
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Fig. 14 - Shock spectrum for 24-g
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armatare so that after driving the plate to the A shock spectrum of the pulse would pro-
peak displacement, the plate disconnects and vide the information necessary to determine
slides free. The slip plate natural frequency is whether reliability has been compromised. The
2490 Hz (see Appendix). Any test unit mounted spectrum of a half-sine shock pulse and the op-
to the slip plate will have as a shock input the eration of an exciter armature protector are
oscillating component of the iixture natural ire- shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The malfunction had
quency along with the intended pulse. little contribution to the overall spectrum of

the intended pulse as shown in Fig. V ; The
presence of high-frequency energy excited by

FACILITY MALFUNCTION the protection device is demonstrated by the
spectrum shown in Fig. 16. With acceleration

Vibration systems, in general, have devices and frequency information available from the
which protect the system from malfunctions and spectra of the transient, known frequency char-
violent breakdowns. The system protection de- acteristics of the test item can be reviewed to
vice is generally a dynamic braking device op- determine if a significant response was probable.
erating on the armature of the vibration exciter.
"Amplitude protector" or "armature clamping"
are terms used by the system manufacturers to FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
describe the function of these devices. The
reality of the operation of a protection device Waveforz shock testing with an electrody-
is a violent acceleration shock pulse that brakes namic vibration machine is very limited in its
or prevents th.c exciter armature from driving application. Shock tests which require (ur
into the fixed or stator portion of the machine. should require) no net change in velocity of the
During a vibration or shock test, if a mallunction test item ar., well wi.hin the capabilities of a
arises, this braking or 'blast" pulse iP e--peri- vibration machine. On-line shock spectrum
enced by the test item. Technique- , determine aaalaysis of an extremely fast sweeping sine ac-
what deleterious effect this pulse might have on celeration waveform of an equalized exciter is
a test item have previously been limited to dis- a good approach [51. One manufacturer has al-
cussions of the peak acceleration level Fre- ready marketed a shaker shock eqaalizat.on sys-
quency information either was not avdilable or tem. A need still exists for rapid shock spec-
was so limited that it was useless. trum analysis. In this respect, the galvanometer
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system warrants further development to elimi- deviation from the implied intent of the specifi-
nate the need for tape speed translations and cation pulse spectrum. Ii general, supposedly
the time-consuming task of reading the oscil- similar pul3es (within specification tolerances)
lograms and hand plotting the shock spectra. exhibit wide spectral variations.
The need for tape speed translations would be
eliminated if galvanometers of higher resonant Hall-sine shock testing with an electrody-
frequencies were available, thus permitting th'_ namic vibration machine can be made to match
analyzer to be operated on a real-time basis. the spectrum of the ideal half-sine pulse. This
Hand plotting might be eliminated by an applica- would require a compromised half-sine wave-
tion of light-sensitive potentiometers with elec- form of a level less than that cf the specified
tronics to sense and hold the maximum excur- pulse.
sions of each galvanometer. These outputs
might be commutated and plotted directly in
terms of shock spectra. The presently avail- A good terminal peak sawtooth test shock
able simple, inexpensive laboratory shock spec- pulse will invariably excite the fixture and test
trum analyzers (one of which is the galvanometer machine resonance. The spectrum of the prac-
system) will do much to advance the state of the tical sawtooth pulse will exhibit high levels at
art of shock testing. fixture and test machine resonant frequencies.

The spectra, therefore, will be highly dependent
on the fixture design and the characteristics of

CONCLUSION the test machine. The best approach to shock
testing with an electrodynamic vibration ma-

The advent of inexpensive shock spectrum chine is the sweeping sine wave input. The ex-
analysis should do much in furthering shock test citer can be equalized to account for fixture and
standardization. Comparisons of spectra of test machine resonances. The pulse requires no
pulses with the theoretical specified pulse spec- net velocity )r displacement and essentially
trum will give more information on the test tests both attitudes of a direction [5].
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Appendix

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF SLIP PLATES

For a free-free end condition, the natural F = modulus of elasticity,
frequency f,, of the slip plate is defined by: .= density, and

I 2 1 = acceleration of gravity.

For an aluminum plate with a length of 39.5 in.
where F = 10 x 10,6 psi, . = 0.1 pci, and acceleration

of 386 in. sec 2, the natural frequency would be
length of plate, 2490 Hz.
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DISCUSSION

Mi. Rommel (Lockheed-California Co.): limitations is that galvanometers must be se-
I want I.o congratulate you on your shock spec- lected that l'ave the different natural frequen-
trum analyzer. I think it tends to answer the cies without adding shunt capacity; it is a "cut
question that Mr. Schell brought up yesterday and try" method.
concerning the length of time it takes to per-
form a shock spectrum analysis after a test. Mr. Rommel: My other question is in re-
The utilization of a standard galvanometer sys- gard to the induced noise due to time scaling
tern to perform st'ock spectrum analysis should data with the tape speed playback.
allow the analysis to be conducted almost as
quickly as the shock test can be performed. Mr. Baran: That is a legitimate question.
How do you control the frequency on the galva- I ran a series of studies on time scaling or tape
nometers? Do you use a standard galvanome- speed translation, and I completely obliterated
ter frequency system? the data at tape speed translations of 64 to 1.

However, this is getting ridiculous because it
Mr. Baran: I started to trim the frequen- would spread the spectrum out where you would

cies by adding shunt capacity. This technique never begin to use it. At tape speed transla-
works all right but it lowers the Q so radically tions of 4 to I or 8 to 1, there is not yet a
that it really cannot be used. One of the basic severe problem.
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TRANSDUCER SHOCK STUDY

Arthur D. Carlsr-n and Robert J. McGrattan
General Dynamics

Electric Boat Division
Groton, Connecticut

A sonar transducer was analyzed to determine the stresses induced in
the ceramic drive element by an underwater explosion. Two explosive
iorces were considered: a hydraulic shock along the axis of the trans-
ducer, and a mechanical shock normal to this axis.

It was determined from the analysis that the peak stresses caused by
these two loadings occur in different time periods and, therefore, the
two types of shock motion dre essentially independent of each other.
Further analysis revealed that hydraulic shock is more damaging to
the ceramic element than mechanical shock for a given standoff. The
results of the analysis compared favorably with previously conducted
experiments.

A parametric study was conducted to improve the transducer's resist-
anL. to both hydraulic and mechanical shock. The study showed that a
signif'cant increase in shock resistance 13 possible by minor redesign
of the transducer.

maximum input, i.e., along the longitudinal axis
of the transducer, as shown in Fig. 1. The
mechanical shock input was assumed to be in
the direction of the transducer support brackets

R. J. McGrattan (staves), i.e., perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis.

This paper describes the approach to the
analysis, the results and the conclusions. The
separate effects of the hydraulic and mechani-
cal shocks are discussed quantitatively. The
combined effect is discussed qualitatively. The

INTRODUCTION details of the analysis, omitted from this paper
for brevity, are contained in the original re-

A sonar transducer attached to a ship or prts [1,21.

platform subjected to an underwater explo3ion
is affected by two types of shock: hyaraulic NOMENCLATURE
shock on the face of the transducer head, and
mechanical shock caused by movement of the M Mass (lb-sec 2/in.)
ship or platform. This paper describes the
anlysis of a typical transducer and the modi- K Spring constant (lb/in.)

r• fications necessary to improve the transducer
shcck resistance. The data from this analysis X Displacement (in.)
and that from a previously conducted experi-
ment for shock failure compared iavorably at C Damping (lb-sec/in.)
given standoffs.

E Modulus of elasticity (psi)
For the mathematical model, the nydraulic

shock was assumed to be in the direction of L Length (in.)
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Fig. I - Typical transducer"

A Cross-sectional area (sq in.) I Moment of inertia about ,,-axis of cross
section (transverse a.xis) (in.')

F Load (lb)
1 "loment of inertia about v-axis of cross

P Pressure (lb/in.) section (vertical axis) (in.')

P. Maxin.m :j. pressure .T Tosion constant (in. 4 )

Mass density of sea water (lb/cu in./ / Acceleration (in./sec 2 )
in./sec 2)

y Displacement (in.)

H Speed of sound in sea water (ips)
,D, Directivity vector

t Time (msec)
Maximum displacement vector

Time constant (msec)
Frequency (rad/sec)

SStress (psi)
S,, Flexibility matrix (in./lb)

Y'] Reorievted eigenvectors
Displacement vector

{q} Generalized coordinates
Unoriented eigenvectors

•i Generalized mass
Subscripts

Participation factor
1 2 3 On K denotes particular springs

R Response function 4 5 6

Dummy variable of integration 1 2.. 34 On N1 denotes particular mass

Ramp time (msec) F On K denotes elastic range

v, Peak velocity (ips) P On K denotes plastic range

K Shear stress constant with respect to Vector
% loading (along vertical axis)

Square matrix
K• Shear stress constant with respect to

Sloading (transverse axis) K " Diagonal frequency matrix



terminal peak sawtooth pulses exhibit much The spectra of terminal peak sawtooth ring-
"ringing" or "noise" after the pulsp has been ing pulses are shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14.
applied to the test itera. Figure 4 shows this The effect of the ringing is displayed around the
condition. Since ringing is on the input to the 2500-Hz point of the plot. This particular pulse
test item, it becomes a part of the test shock was applied to a shaker slip plate by the shaker
pulse. armature. The slip plate was 'butted" to the
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Fig. 12 - Shock spectrum for 28-g

sawtooth shaker shock pulse
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Fig. 13 - Shock spectrum for 3t,-g
sawtooth shaker shock pulse
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Fig. 14 - Shock spectrum for 24-g
sawtooth shaker shock pulse

armature so that after driving thc plate to the A shock spectrum of the pulse would pro-
peak displacement, the plate disconnects and vide the information necessary to determine
slides free. The slip plate natural frequency is whether reliability has been compromised. The
2490 Hz (see Appendix). Any tezt unit mounted spectrum of a half-sine shock pulse and the op-
to the slip plate will have as a shock input the eration of an exciter armature protector are
oscillating component of the fixture natural fre- shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The malfunction had
quency along with the intended pulse. little contribution to the overall spectrum of

the intended pulse as shown in Fig. 15. The
presence of high-frequency energy excited by

FACIIJTY MALFUNCTION the protection device is demonstrated by the
spectrum shown in Fig. 16. With acceleration

Vibratibn systems, in general, have devices and frequency information available from the
which r -tect the system from malfunctions and spectra of the transient, known frequency char-
violent reakdowrs. The system protection de- acteristics of the test item can be reviewed to
vice . generally a dynamic braking device op- determine if a significant response was probable.
erating on the armature of tho vibration exciter.
"Amplitude protector" or "armature clamping"
are terms used by the system manufacturers to FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
describe the function of these devices. The
reality of the operation of a protection device Waveform shock testing with an electrody-
is a violent acceleration shock pulse that brakes iamic vibration machine is very limited in its
or prevents the exciter armature from driving application. Shock tests which require (or
into the fixed or stator portion of the machine. should require) no net change in velocity of the
During a vibration or shock test, if a malfunction test item are well witnin the capabilities of a
arises, this braking or 'blast" pulse is experi- vibration machine. On-line shock spect, um
enced by the test item. Techniques to determine analysis of an extremely fast sweeping sine ac-
what deleterious effect this pulse might have on celeration waveform of an equalized exciter is
a test item have previously been limited to dis- a good approach [5j. One manufacturer has al-
cussions of the peak acceleration level. Fre- ready marketed a shaker shock equalization sys-
quency information either was not availabie or tem. A need still exists for rapid shock spec-
was so limited that it was useless. trum analysis. In this respect, the galvanometer
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SY..... Wtr aul L uruier deveiopment to elimi- deviation from the implied intent of the spfc'ifi-
nate the need for tape speed translations and cation pulse spectrum. In generai, supposedly
the time-consuming task of reading the oscil- similar pulses (within specification tolerances)
lograms and hand plotting the shock spectra. exhibit wide spectral variations.
The need for tape speed translations would be
eliminated if galvanometers of higher resonant
frequencies were available, thus permitting the Hall-sin sh ing win an tody-namic vibration machine can be made to match
analyzer to be operated (on a real-time basis. the spectrum of the ideal half-sine pulse. This
Hand plotting might be eliminated by an applica- would require a compromised half-sine wave-
tion of light-sensitive potentiometers with elec- form of a level less than tnat of the specified
tronics to sense Pnd hold the maximum excur- p
sions of each galvanometer. These outputs

might be commutated and plotted directly in
terms of shock spectra. The presently avail- A good terminal peak. Sawtooth test shock
able simple, inexpensive laboratory shock spec- pulse will invariably excite the fixture and test
trum analyzers (one of which is the galvanometer machine resonance. The spectrum of the prac-
system) will do much to advance the state of thc tical sawtooth pulse will exhibit high levels at
art of shock testing. fixture and test machine resonant frequencies.

The spectra, therefore, will be highly dependent
on the fixture design and the characterist~cs of

CONCLUSION the test machine The best approach to shock
testing with an electrodynamic vibration ma-

The advent of inexpensive shock spectrum chine is the sweeping sine wave input. The ex-
analysis should do much in furthering shock test citer can be equalized to account for fixture and

standardization. Comparisons of spectra of test machine resonances. The pulse requires no
pulses with the theoretical specified pulse spec- net velocity or displacement and essentiaiy
trum wili give more information on the test tests both attitudes of a direction [5j.
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Appendix

NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF SLIP PLATES

For a free-free end condition, the natural E = modulus of elasticity,
frequency f,, of the slip plate is defined by: = density, and

+ Vc= acceleration of gravity.

For an aluminum plate wiLt a length of 39.5 in.
where E = 10 x 106 psi, , -- 0.1 pci, and acceleratibn

of 386 in. /sec 2, the natural frequency would be
= length of plate, 2490 iiz.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Romnel (Lnckheed-California Co.): limitatX•on is that galvanometers inust be se-
I want to congratulate you or your shock spec- lected that have the different natural frequen-
tru:m analyzer. I thirk it tends to answer the cies without adding shunt capacity; it is a "cut
question that Mr, srell brought up yesterday and try" method.
concerning the length of time it takes to per-
form a shock spectrum analysis after a test. Mr. Rommel: My other question is in re-
The utilization of a standard galvanometer sys- gard to the induced noise due to time scaling
tern to perform shock spectrum analysis should data with the tape speed playback.
allow the analysis to be conducted almost as
quickly -s the shock test can be performed. Mr. Baran: That ia a legitimate question.
How do you control the frequency on ýhe galva- I ran a series of studies on time scaling or tape
iometers ? Do you use a standard galvanome- speed translation, and I completely ebliterated
ter frequency system? the data at tape speed translations of 64 to 1.

However, this is getting ridicalous because it
Mr. Baran: I started to trim the frequen- would spread the spectrum 9-ut where you would

cies by adling shunt capacity. This technique never begin to use it. . 'ape speed transla--
works all right but it lowers the Q so radically tions of 4 to 1 or 8 to 1, th4re is not yet a
that it really cannot be used. One of the ba'ic v}vere problem.
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TRANSDUCER SHOCK STUDY

Arthur D. Carlson and Rlobert J. McGrattan
General rvnamics

Electric, Boat Dirision
Groton, Consne- ticut

A sonar transducer was analyzed to determine the stresses induced in
the ceramic drive element by an underwater explosion. Two explosive
forces were considered: a hydraulic shock along the axis of the trans-
ducer, and a mechanical shock norma] to this axis.

It was determined from the analysis that the peak stresses caused by
these two loadings occur in different time periods and, therefore, the
two types of shock motion are essentially independent of each other.
Further analysis revealed that hydraulic shock is more damaging to

"ceramic element than mechanical shock for a given -tandoff. The
ults of the analysis compared favorably with prev'*usly conducted

experiments.

A parametric study was conducted to imprcve the transducer's resist-
ance to both hydraulic and mechanical shock. The study showed that a
significant increase in shock resistance is possible by minor redesign
of the transducer.

maximum input, i.e., along the longitudinal axis
of the transducer, as shown in Fig. 1. The
mechanical shock input was assumed to be in
the direction of the transducer support brackets

R. J. McGrattan (staves), i.e., perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis.

This paper describes the approach to the
analysis, the results and the conclusions. The
separate effects of the hydraulic and mechani-
cal shocks are discussed quantitatively. The
combined effect is discussed qualitatively. The

INTRt-DUCTION details of the analysis, omitted from this paper
for brevity, are contained in ihe original re-

A sonar transducer attached to a ship or ports [1,2].

platform subjected to an underwater explosion
is affected by two types of shock: hydraulic NOMENCLATURE
shock on the face of the transducer h..ad, and
mechanical shock caused by rmovement of the M Mass (lb-scc 2 /in.)

ship or platform. This paper describes the
anilysis of a typical transducer and the modi- K Spring constant (lb/in.)
fications necessary to improve the transducer
shock resistance. The data from this analysis X Displacement (in.)
and that from a previously conducted experi-
ment for shock failure compared favorably at c Damping (lb-sec/in.)
given standoffs.

E Modulus of elasticity (psi)
For the mathematical model, the hydraulic

shock was -,sumed to be in the direction of L Length (in.)
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Fig. I - Typical transducer

A Cross-sectional area (sq in.) i, Moment of inertia about A-axis of cross
section (transverse axis) (in. 4 )

F Load (Ib)
I.v Moment of inertia about v-a~xis of cross

P Pressure (lb/in.) section (vertical axis) (in.4 )

P0 Maximum pressure .j Torsion constant (in. 4 )

,Mass density of sea water (lb/cu in. • Acceleration (in.i/sec 2)
in./'sec 2)

v Displacement (in.)
H Speed of sound in sea water (ips)

'D Directivity vector
t Time (msec)

• \ Maximum displa~ement vector
•.Time constant (msec)

Frequency (ra~isec)
SStress (psi) Flexibility matrix (in./lb)

r'i': Reoriented eigenvectors
' u' Displacement vector

{q} Generalized coordinates
-"Unoriented eigenvectors

i iGeneralized mass
Subscripts

< .Participation factor
1.2.3. (in K denotes particular springs

R Response function 4.5 s

Dummy variable of integration z. 2 3 4 On 'J denotes particular mass

P-amp time (msec) F. On K denotes elastic range

V0 Peak velocity (ips) P On K denotes plastic range

Kv Shear stress constant with respect to . ,Vector
Floading (along vertical axis)

Square matrixc
K, Shear stress constant with respect to,•sloading (transverse axis) (. Diagonal frequency matrix
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HYDRAULIC SHOCK in the transformer area. Accordingly, mass m3

represented the transformer and the adjacent
Problem Approach spacer and disc assembly. Because the housing

was essentially independent of the internal com-
A mathematical model was developed that ponents of the transducer, it was also consid-

described the motion of the transducer system. ered as a model mass point M 4 . The electrical
Using this model, the equations of motion were cables were included in this mass.
written. A•n analog computer was used to solve
these equations because several of the springs When the mass points had been determined,
in the model w-re nonlinear and it was desired it was necessary to find the type and stiffness
to vary several of the system parameters. Non- of the springs connecting them. The transducer
linear spring elements were not used for the contained all of the three types most oiten found
hydraulic shock optimization part of the analysis in mechanical systems: linear, softening, and
because plastic deformation of the transducer hardening springs. The materials of these
elements is not desirable. Differert spring con- springs were ceramic, metal, and a cork-rubber
stants and spring combinations were tried until compound (corprene), respectively. The unit
a significant stress reduction in the ceramic measure for stiffness was pounds per inch.
element was made. Only those springs that did
not affect the acoustic characteristics were The ceramic element was considered linear
changed. The hydraulic shock input considered because it was a brittle material and, for all
both the head mass face velocity and the shock practical purposes. its elastic limit, yield point,
load area reduction. To find the stress level in and ultimate strength coincided. The metal ele-
any component, the elongation of the component ments were described as softening because as
was multiplied by its spring constant to give the the yield point was passed, and the metal went
force from which the axial stress was found. from the elastic into the plastic zone, the stiff-

ness in each range was considered linear. It
was assumed that the plastic spring constant

Model could be rea.sonably approximated as being equal
to 1/20 of the elastic spring constant. The

Using the transducer shown in Fig. 1 as a corprene was a nonlinear hardening spring. It
reference, the model shown in Fig. 2 was de- hardened at such a rate that it could be approx-
veloped. imated with two linear curves. Table 1 shows

the transducer elements represented by springs
For any mathematical model, the number K through K6

and magnitude of the masses are dependent on
the mass distribution of the system and the de- It should be noted that X 6 only became ef-
sired accuracy. A mass point is usually located fective after the 90-mil clearance was reduced
in the model at a corresponding mass concen- to zero (Fig. 2). As an example, the model for
tration in the real system. Therefore, this determining spring K3 is shown in Fig. 3.
transducer system was approximated with four
masses. Mass . , represented the head mass, The disc was effective in compression and
its rubber boot, and part of the stress rod and the spacer assembly in tension because of sev-
ceramic. Mass N1. represented the tail mass eral sliding connections and the very large dif-
and pnrt of the stress rod and ceramic element. ference in stiffness between the corprene disc
The next major mass concentration was located and the spacer assembly. The spring constant

C1

k4 !.9- 9 MIL. K6

-NPUT FORCE 02I K

C3

Fig. 2 . Mathematical model--hycaraulic sbock
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TABLE 1 value was based on the stress-strain properties
Transducer Spring--Hydraulic Shock Model of the spacer assembly material. The force

_-deflection curve for K3 is shown in Fig. 4a.
K 1 Stress rod The spring constant curves for the shock opti-

mization analysis were made linear. In general,
K2 Ceramic the range was between 10 times stiffer and 10

times softer than the original spring values.
K 3 Corprene disc and first spacer assembly Springs K3 1, K,, and ;'s were the only parame-

ters changed because the other .prings, partic-
K4 Second spacer assembly ularly K1 and K2 , could seriously affect the

acoustic characteristics of the transducer. The
KS Stave (mounting bracket for transducer) only major change in a spring design was the

replacement of the soft corprene disc by a
K61 Transducer housing much stiffer normetallic disc. The other spring

changes were simple increases or decreases in
stiffness that could be accomplished with stock

of the corprene disc was found experimentally material and size changes. Figures 4, 5, and 6
by loading it and measuring the deflection under show the original values and the range of the
each load increment. The resultant load- new spring configurations considered.
deflection curve was approximated as a bilinear
hardening spring. The spacer assembly was The major damping of this system was con-
modeled as a series of spring elements made sidered to occur on the head mass. Although
up of springs KB, KSC, Ksp, and KST. These each component in the transducer provided
values were found analytically. This equivalent some damping, it was assumed that most of the
series spring was extended into the plastic damping was provided by the rubber boot which
region by assuming the force deflection curve covered the head mass and connected to the
was 1/20 of the value in the elasti.c range. This housing and the water which surrounded the

kL %)"LT'
/SCREW SPACE R

4FF 
F J 

_a

4 4 L L IL

io) (b)

Fig. 3 - (a) Corprene disc, and (b) first
mechanical spacer assembly

pP A3

3  K 3,, ~ / 9.: " B 3

6/

-IX2 X31 / T -- x 3) -fit/ 2 - ,? -7X3J
Tension Conpresson

ir K E K 3E=3.34(1061

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 - Fcrge deflection curves: (a) original
spring, and (b, optimized spring
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Fig. 5 - Forge deflection curves: (a) original
spring, and (b) optimized spring

ducerwhichshowe the dey rat of / e ol tl plbtwt oduld eas

Yield -

Tension c e Comopression bE (

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 - Forge deflection curves: (a) original
sprinmg, and (b) optimized spring

face of the head mass. This damping was as- px (1)
sumed to be velocity dependent. Thease was
some experimental data available for this trans- If the shock wave impacted a rigid wall, Eq. (1)
ducer which showed the decay rate of the ce- would still apply, but with P0 doubled. Because
ramic vibration. The damping coefficient C, the face of the head mass was not rigid, the
was adjusted in the anae3g computer circuit to pressure on the face was described by Eq. (2),
make the ceramic vibration decay at the experi- which was more accurate than Eq. (1) [3]:
mentall:' determined rate. A very small amount
of damping C, was used on mass %13 Fo make t A dxa (2)
this mass and mass ang decay. P =e 

0
n H dt (2)

ThE term .eH(dxc dt) considered the motion of
Input Force the head mass. To calculate the total force ap-

plied to the transducer from the shock wave,
The input force to the transducer was the pressure was multiplied by the area it af-

caused by the shock wave 0a the underwater fected. In this case, howeve:, the area was not
explosion impacting the face of the head mass. constant. The rear face was affected approxi-
The resuitant input force was influenced by the mately 0.024 msec after the shock wave impacted
angle of incidence of the shock wave. For most the front face of the head mass. The force on
standoffs, however, this angle was relatively this surface acted in the opposite direction,
small. thereby effectively cancelling out part, of thie

initial input (Fig. 7).
Before impact, the shape of the shock wave

was described as a decaying exponential, but A typical input force plot is shown in Fig.
alter impact it changed drastically. The shape 8. Area cancellation caused the decrease in
before linpact -s described by the force at 0.024 msec and transducer velocity
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Fig. 7 - Net unaffected area for hydraulic shock

2., Analog Computer Shock Inputs

INPUT Computer runs were made at 13 differentFoRCE standoffs. Standoff was defined as the horizon-

tal distance between the charge and the trans-
ACTUAL DECAY ducer. Standoffs used in this analysis were at

1 600, 400, 350, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 75, 50,
30, 25, and 20 ft. The simulated explosive
charge was the standard un- -water charge.024 LSECONDS used to conduct transducer shock tests.

Fig. 8 - Input force vs
time for hydraulic shock Results and Discussion of Original

Model and Optimization Study

The relative motion between MI and .1,1,
caused the nonexponential decay. The input caused the stress in the ceramic. Equation (7)
was essentially zero after 2.25 msec. was developed to calculate this stress and con-

sidered the type of ceramic, its size, the direc-
tion of loading and ceramic prestress:Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of the modeled - 2100 (XI - X) - 150- (7)

system were as follows: The nominal breaking stress of the ceramic
was assumed to be 2500 psi in tension and

d2X 2 K(X, - 50,000 psi in compression. As shown in TableMI -- - K1(X, - XC 2, the peak tensile and compressive stresses in
the ceiamic occurred within the l.rst millisec-
ond. Assuming the nominal ceramic breaking

2APo A. H d1X 0. (3) stresses mentioned above, the data in this table
d, shiiws that failure from hydraulic shock alone

can be expected at the 50-ft standoff.
d' ,X - (X -x2)

m(it 2 -3 3ý - A typical analog computer output for thetransducer (the nonoptimized design) is shown

- K(2X -X') 0 (4) in Fig. 9. The charge wa; at a standoff of 30 ft.Figure 9a shows a plot of the relative displace-

d :3 ment of the ceramic. The first two cycles show
S -3 K0 -XI) - K 3 (X2 -X 3 ) O. (5) the expected decay. Figure 9b shows that the

dt back of the head mass contacted the housing
twice, causing the ceramic to extend to 5 mils

and and later to 2.7 mils; i.e., the 90-mil clearance
shown in Fig. 2 was twice reduced to 7ero.

d 2X, . Figure Cic shows spring K. becoming effective
- ) 4(X3 iX) in its tensile direction, thereby causing small

dt' 2extension,: of the ceramic at 7.4, 9.8, and 12
(6) msec. (These extensions are shown in Fig. 9a.)
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TABLE 2
Ceramic Stress Levels

Compression Tension

Standoff .Max. Time Min. Time Time Max. Does Head
(ft) Compres- Max. for Tensile Max. Tensile Mass Hit

sive Stress St:,ess to Tensile Stress Housing ?
Stress Occurs Reach Stress Occurs
(psi) (msec) 2500 psi (msec)

600 2,400 0.1 Never Always No
reaches it compres-

400 2,73 sive

350 3,180

300 3,490

250 4,020

200 4,540

150 5,640

100 8,210 !,020 0.23

75 10,310 1,780 0.22 No

50 15,150 0.16 3,750 0.20 Yes
I +

30 22,900 0.20 9,000 0.75

25 26,700 0.19 10,050 0.24

20 30,900 0.1 0.18 12,600 0.50 Yes

The extensions of the ceramic occurred at MECHANICAL SHOCK
these times because K3 , being much softer in
tile compressive direction, experienced a large The Model
initial corooression and then, when it went into
tension, a sudden increase in stiffness. Figure To determine the effects of mechanical
9d is a plot of the displacement of K4 . shock, the physical model of the transducer

(Fig. 1) was idealized as a discrete mass sys-
The spring combinations and values used tem. Figures 10 and 11 show how the physical

in the optimization study that showed significant model was converted to the mathematical model.
ceramic stress reduction at the most severe The total mass of the transducer was idealized
shock condition, i.e., at a 20-ft standoff, are as 19 discrete masses with 21 dynamic degrees
shown in Table 3. The data in this table show of freedom, 19 translational and 2 rotational.
that when the stiffnesses of K3, K4, and KS are The flexibility of Ihe system was represented
of the same order of magnitude, the stress in by 29 members. Each member had flexibility
the ceramic will be significantly less. Spring in six directions. The details of the mass-
KX did not act, aE shown by the data for X, - X4 , elastic system are presented in the Appendix.
because the relative displacement was less than
90 mils. This spring was made to act in some The accuracy of the r, lution depends on
of the tests, but iU did not improve the system. the accuracy of the mathematical model. How-
The tests showed that i egardless of the spring ever, the proper formulation of the mathemati-
combinations used, the basic dynamic charac- cal model is not simple. Experience and ex-
teri. *.,s of the transducer remained essentially perimental checks are essential. Most of the
the same. differences between the theoretical and the
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OF CRMC 0OF CIERAMIC -

(a)

Ix,-x4 ) --~~12 if_ , L_ . .
WHEN GREATER pi . .
THAN 90 MIL, .m !I HITS K(6 - , -- - -- ' " . .,_ '" -. ,

- (XI-X 4 )

(b)

(X0-2)-
EXTENSION ...
OF K3  0-- .

COMPRESSION
OF K3
- (XN-X)

(c)

(X3 -X4 ) -- ..
COMIPRESSON - • 4lA.,: •,,..-

__f_ • |. * f.i. i
OF K4

-(X3 )) !K: _-ia

(d)

Fig. 9 - Relative displacement of masses: (a) U, and MU,
(b) m, and M4 , (c) M2 and m4 , and (d) m3 and m4

TABLE 3
Results Gf Optimization Study

Spring Max. Ceramic Max. Ceramic
1 - Compressive Tensile (4l X 3)X 2  X1 (X 4 i 3s X

K;a Kb 4 Stress (psi) Stress (psi) (mils) (miis) (mils) finilS

T 1

Orig. Orig. Orig. 30,900 12,600 125 125 120 38

B3 C4  B5  30,900 5,850 58 8 56 4

B3 B4 As 30,900 3,960 65 35 '8 12

B33  134 2AS 30,900 3,960 40 34 50 14

" aSee Fig. 4.
bSee Fig. 5.
cSee Fig. 6.
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observed behaviors of the t:ransducer can be at- Theoretical Development
tributed to the dilferencea between the physical
and the mathematical mod,•.is. Moreover, if the The mathematical model for mechanical
analysis is to be valid, the input data must rep- shock was represented by a system of linear
resent the physical shock problem. For the elastic springs and discrete masses as shown
mechanical shock, a triangular velocity versus in Fig. 11. The equation of motion for this
time curve (Fig. 12) wa• used to represent the system in matrix form is:
vertical motion of the shock platform. If the
ramp time (timc to reach •.ak velocity v0) and [ml {y} + (K) {y) = -jo[mn) {D• (8)
the decay time (time to reach zero velocity) are
the same for all tests, the results can be scaled Since this system had 21 degrees of freedom,
by the ratios of the peak velocities for each Lest. Eq. (8) represented 21 simultaneous, second
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Fig. 12 - Shock input

order, ordinary difierential equations of motion. was required for only half of the nondiagunali
From the homogeneous form of this equation terms. However, the mode shapes cbtained,
(considering §o z 0), the frequency equation for <, had to be reoriented to the original co-
free vibrations was formed by stipulating peri- ordinate
odic motion:

(16)
{y} = {A" sin t,.t (9)

The frequency equation, Eq. '15), was tri-
Equation (9) -,tas substituted into Eq. (8) to ob- diagonalized by Householder's method [4] and
tain the frequency Eq. (10), the eLgenvalues were calculated by using the

method of Sturm sequences [5]. Finally, the
i- rI eigenvectors were caiculatei [6] and reoriented

, 0 (10) to the original coordinate system by Eq. (16).
Once the natural frequencies (,'s) and mode

where shapes " were determined, the time-dependent
shock problem could be considered. Equation

S - (8) was converted to a more general form by
letting

A mnore expedient form of Eq. (10) was ob- (17)
tained when mass matrix Wia] was factored to
give and premultiplying Eq. (8) by ::T:

':T: T:''" K ' T ',V . (18)

Since the oi-thogonality and normalization equa-
Equations (11) and (9) were substituted into tions could be written

Eq. (8) and the result was premultiplied by - to
give -T (19)

ST.:" . (12) and

This procedure was equivalent to a change in - T :Z: - .2:. (20)
coordinates from {ir to ,,ut :

Eq. (18) became
2U : = -.,,3{ ;=i ;]T{} i (13)

t q : -io. (21)
Again stipulating periodic motion,

where
{u: {9} sin C. (14) :m; (22

{•} :(22)

the alternate form of the frequency equation
became

Considering the system at rest, i.e., , 0,
at the inidial time of the shock,

:(23)

This form was advantageous since q: : T

"was a symmetrical matrixand computer storage where
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F l The total displacement and forces for all fre-

_ - oA) sin •(t )d,. quencles were the sum of Eqs. (29) and (30),
respectively, for all the natural frequencies:

R( Z n -I(t - ,)d,(31

and

t

I ,P ) si t

L 0 ji F (2
(24)

From these equations, the deflection, shear,
Since {y' : 'q}, the dynamic deflection with and moment diagrams were developed :1,2].
respect to the stave was

1. V z R] {'_ . (25) Results for Original Model

In terms of forces, The first step "n the analysis was to deter-
mine the natural frL:-uencizs and mode shapes

,F} : K''y• z K] Wq . (26) of the system. Since there were 21. dynamic
degrees of freedom, the idealized system had a

Premultiplying Eq. (26) by yT and using Eqs. corresponding number of natural frequencies
(17), (19) and (20) gave and mode shapes. The first three mode shapes

were plotted in Fig. 13. The higher modes were
•F L 1 1 ,[ ] _. } (27) plotted in Ref. 1. Tne mathematical procedures

used to determine the natural frequencies and
The triangular shock pulse was considered mode shapes have been Bxplained in the theo-

a combination of two ramp pulses (Fig. 12). retical development section and in the Appendix.
For a ramp pulse, the convolution integrals in
the iP.I matrix were The dynamic displacements and forces

were calculated from Eqs. (29) and (30), using
the calculated natural frequencies and mode

RI- I v,() sin (t -')d shapes in conjunction with the mass and veloc-
ity input data. The displacements (relative to
the shock platform) are shown in Fig. 14. Since

v0  the head mass was a major contributor to the
Cos .it,. t stresses in the ceramic, the dynamic forces at

the head mass are shown in Fig. 15. The shear
and moment diagrams for the ceramic stack

v° are given in Ref. 1.
- a cos •i(t - c) - cos .i) t > •

2 CFor a peak velocity (v.) oi 8 fps, the maxi-
(28) mum bending moment in the ceramic was M =

4300 in./lb. The maximum shear force was 530
Considering one mass point (i) and one lb. Converting the maximum moment in the

natural frequency (i) gave the displacement and ceramic to bending stress gave a = 865 psi.
force from Eqs. (25) and (26): Converting the maximum shear in the ceramic

at the tail mass to shear stress gave - = 175 psi.
Ri..•yi)= Vi) D (29)

k-' Optimization Study

..nd To improve the mechanical shock resist-

2M n ance of the original model, the effects of a sys-
F . _• R, -(30) tematic increase in mount and bolt circle stiff-

, . n, i• j i D (30) hess were suIldied. The basic geometry, location
k I of mounts, and mass distribution of the transducer
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AA AS AC AD AE AF AG AM Al a factor of 10. Figure A-4 indicates a stiffness
of 2500 lb/in, for member C,. ThE stiffness

0 .(C 1) was changed to 25,000 lb/in.

Model 3 - The stiffness of the co-prene
mount at the head mass (piece 190 of Fig. 11)

-.Io ..... •1• was increased by a factor of 10.

Model 4 - The stiffness of the tail mass
bolt circle (piece 130 of Fig. 11) was increased

Z-.0 .••by a factor of 10.

Model 5 - The stiffness of the rear stave
-. o- members was increased by a factor of 10.

! , os;1--"Model 6 -- The stiffness of the bolt circle

-.35 ,(piece 180 of Fig. 11) at the foundation end xas
increased by a factor of 10.

Su _TAL M Resuits of Optimization Study

-- -Only the irst four mode shapes were used
to calculate stresses because the original anal-
ysis indicated that the stresses in the ceramic
due to the higher modes were negligible. Table

Fig. 14 - Deflections for head mass, 4 lists the natural frequencies for the models
ceramrics, ano tail mass studied.

VRIANG4LAR PULSE
RAMP PULSE

* .. 400 ý- 40

+20D _/\-2W W

* .-0 - 3RD-. MODE.. It - 67 CPS)
7r-H M&QE \4TV MODE(, . 132 CPS, 0

V; -,4t 336 CPS1 198 CPS;

" " CP V" ,.RAMP PULSE 0

'IS TRIANGULAR PULSE
S-40C. THRU(Gkt I .21

m. 21ST MG:)ES-. 0.=3 SEC 40°
ARE NEGLIGIBLE',

0.002 SEC .ST MODE
S\ / f -43)CP.)

\80 - .x -

\-6

*10" \ "-- • / . "\ .•-$S*M OF ALL MODES

-120D -100

1g. 15- Head mass (join: JAA) forces

were maintained. The various changes in the The results of the original analysis indi-
original model are indicated below. cated that the first mode obviously controlled

Model I - The tail mass stiffness of the the stresses in the ceramic. Therefore, an
corprene piece number 240 (Fig. 11) was in- examination of the mode shapes for the first
creased by a factor of 10. frequency [2i indicates that model 3 should

cause the largest change in stresses in the
Model 2 - The stiffness of the stave groin- ceramic. This conclusion was based on two

met (member C, of Fig. 11) was increased by facts. this change caused Zhe largest increase
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TABLE 4
Summary of Frequencies

d NFrequencies (cps)
Mode No.l1_ Model 2 Model 3 Model4l Model 5 Model 6

1 42.81 45.47 49.13 53.49 43.61 50.96 44.22
2 67.05 80.21 68.17 79.15 69.47 69.44 101.2
3 131.6 141.2 132.3 135.3 198.2 132.5 182.1
4 198.7 335.5 259.4 335.9 352.2 302.9 236.7
5 336.7 375.6 337.0 348.4 747.6 336.7 643.6
6 1051 1071 1Z5 t 1075 1051 1369 1067
7 i7J3 1715 17' 1715 1734 1715 1715
8 1952 1969 195. 1961 1952 2995 1960
S3298 3302 329i 3305 3298 _ a 3303

10 3691 3691 3691 3691 3735 3691 _ a
J 11 3769 3786 3785 3786 3813 3785 3782

aFrequency for triis mode is greater than 4000 cps.

in the first resonance, i.e., 25 percent, and the N1 = 4000 in.-lb. The maximum shear force
mode shape indicated a drastic reduction in ro- was 515 ib [2]. Converting the maxin'm mo-
tation in the ceramic (Fig. 16). ment in the ceramic to bending stresses gave

The dynamiC displacements were calculated = 810 psi. Converting the maximum shear in
using the first four frequencies and the mode the ceramic to shear stress gave 173 psi.This indicated only a slight reduction in maxi-
shapes for model 3 (Fig. 17). The corresponding mum cera te sses rom uthe in mod-
forces and moments are plotted in Ref. 2. The eus ce s 865 phi o 17
dynamic displacements are relative to the shock els 5 psi). However, an

platform. Since the head mass response is a important result was that the mounts could be
major contributor to the stresses in the ceramic, stiLfened to prevent bottoming without an' in-
the head mass forces are plotted in Fig. 18. crease in ceramic stresses. An increase of

each mount by a factor of 5 was sufficient to

For a peak velocity (v.) of 8 fps the maxi- prevent bottoming and keep the ceramic stresses
mum bending moment in the ceramic was below ultimate (2500 psi) at a 20-ft standoff [2].

-OI-
£AA AhC ;0i i AVAGAH Ai A5 AK Al- AW

u01 mAS POUIN (A4

CERAUICS t~nL_ NO. FREGUENCY CF's LEGEND

I 4841 - COiAL

5 32.49 -- NOtAMD STVrNES OF HEAD
MASS CORPMW NY 10 WPC1I1%)

4O~~~ HOUSING. . .

DA SC SN) of so am
-MAUS POW- (A0
o IE

Fig. 16 - Fundamental mode shapes
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NFLECTO Discussion for Original Model

"• ] II forThe stresses induced by mechanical shock

" for the case of an 8-fCs peak velocity were less
- • C. I than the ultimate stress in tension (2500 psi).

', I However, the results showed that the head mass
-I mount and stave grommet would bottom out at a.=I 1C. ___-4

f :os I •velocity of about 8 fps. The taill mass mount
would bottom out at about 4 fps, but the effect of
the tail mass mount on the stress in the ccramic

- is small and the bottoming of this mount would
S 'not cause major changes. However, this was
j not true of the head mass mounts and stave

* i .grommet. Once these mounts bottomed, the
V Jstresses in the ceramic would be seriously

altered.

The peak stresses due to mechanical shock
S-- occurred at 7.5 msec. Since the peak stresses

. , in the ceramic occurred at less than 1 msec,
I..= C Athere was a negligible interaction between the

I CER'MI_ T two shock effects. Therelcre, the a priori as-
"sumption of separately treating the two shock

analyses is correct.

, , iThere are many possible ways of reducing
I I ithe peak stresses in the ceramics. The most

. !i ! ! ... ~direct ways involve the mounts. Since the mo-
tion of the head mass induces most of the bend--

Fig. 17 - Dynamic displacements ing stresses in the ceramic, decreasing the

4TH MODE
(I .3)GcPi;

o ,.:---:•-"- L -. -. . .- --

"X, j. rf t 135 CPS) 2ND MODE ,- -
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- - V

.. a • ", " _-TRIANGULAR
96 TN PULSE

0.9m2 SEC

* ~~ r LEGEND-" '

RAMP PULSE 2...~- --F--TRIANGULAR PULSE\ (7ALL ------

RAMP MODES - -- -- -

i 2 3 4 S 6 1 9 10 1ii 2 13 14
T X 103 SEC

Fig. 18 - Head mass Ijoint AA) forces
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distance from the center of gravity of the head CONCLUSIONS
to the middle of the head mount would help.
Also, an increase in the stiffness of the head Original Model
mount &nd stave grommet would decrease the
deflection and rotation of the head mass and 1. It was learned from the analysis that
reduce che siresses in the ceramic. If it were hydraulic shock stresses occur within 1 msec,
possible to increase the depth of the mounts, whereas the high stresses due to mechanical
bottoming might be prevented, thus increasing shock occ-.r at 7.5 msec. Th refore, tWese
the resibtance to failure by mechanical shock. types of shock act independently.

The f lexural modes of vibration for the 2. For any given standoff, hydraulic shock
causes higher stresses in the ceramic cylinder.g ceramic cylinder contribute very little to thethnoemcaialsck

stress in the ceramic beczuse the first flexural
resonance is at 1714 cps campared to the first 3. For the hydraulic shock, the ceramic

riaes,,'nce of the system of 43 cps. Since the first at a 5
deflectinns in the ceramic cylinder are in- the ceramic, regardless of the standoff dis-
versely proportional to the squares of the nat- tance, are te .. ion failures.
ural fr,•quencies, the amplitudes of the flexural 4. For the mechanical shock, a peak veloc-
modes are nil. The coriesponding forces are ity of 8 fps does not cause a failure in the
small compared to the forces induced by the ceramic, but it does cause incipient bottoming
lower modes. of the head mass and stave mounts.

5. The flexural modes of vibration of the
Discussion of Optimization Study ceramic cylinder caused by mechanical shock

contribute very little to the total dynamic stress.
It was learned from this study that if the This cont.tion exists because the first fiexural

mounts can be stiffened to avoid bottoming, the mode of the ceramic stack occurs at 1714 cps,
stresses in the ceramic stack can be kept below whereas the first resonance, of the system oc-
ultimp.te (2500 psi) at a 20-ft standoff. Since curs at 43 cps.
this st•Afening may affect the acoustic behavior,
the total effect of the stiffer mounts on the s~s- Optimization Study
tem should be st.died.

1. The tensile stress in the ceramic caused

The stiffness of the nonstructural members by hydraulic snock can be significantly reduced
(mounts and bolt circles) and stave supports oy varying several of the spring elements. The

were systematically varied to determine which analysis in,'icated that the tensile stress at a

members seriously affected the ceramic 20-ft standoff can be reduced from 13,000 to

stresses. The head mass mount was the criti- 4000 psi. The compressive stress was essen-

cal member. The most favorable change would tially conw- i.mt for any of the spring combina-

be to position the head mass mount in line with tions investi&ated.

the center of gravity of the head mass. If this 2. For mechanical shock, an increase in
change is not feasible, the alternate change the stiffness of each mount by a factor of 5 wili
would be to stiffen all the mounts to prevent prevent bottoming and keel) the ceramic stresses
botioming. below t:me ultimate (2500 psi) at a 20-ft standoff.

3. An order oi magimtude chang( in mount
The deflection across the mounts was pro- stiffness does not appreciably change the stress

portional to the stiffness of the mount. The in the ceramic.
conclusion from this analysis is that an increase
of stiffness in each mount by a factor of 5 will 4. A stiffnless change on the head mass
prevent bottoming and keel) the ceramic stresses mount causes the most significant change in the
below the ult -"ate (2500 psi) at a 20-ft standoff. fundamental frequency of the transducer.
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Appendix

STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR MECHANICAL SHOCK MODEL

The initial operation in the soblition of a L
mass elastic system is to idealize , struc- '--
ture as a system of masses and massless elas-

tic springs (Fig. 11). The only parameters re- and
quired to find the natural frequencies of the
system are the mass distribution, the spring L
geometry (to determine the stiffness of the 66 E%
system), and the boundary conditions. To de-
termine further the time-dependent deflections This flexibility matrix applies to all beams
and forces, a time -dependent input at the bound- whose shear centers coincide with the centroid.
aries is also required. Additional off-diagonal terms are required for

members with shear centers eccentrically
To determine the stiffness of the structure, located with respect to the centroid. The flex-

the total stiffness at each joint is required, e.g., ibility of each member includes axial, bending,
joint JBE in Fig. 11. The joint stiffness is a shear and torsional deformations. The flexi-
function of all the members (P) between the joint bilities for the structural members of Fig. 11
in question and the adjoining joints. The flexi- are given in Ref. 1.
bility of each structural member (p) is first cal-
culated at its own center and is represented as There were several nonlinear springs in
a 6 < 6 flexibility matrix, the system that were conside ed linear for the

pu-pose of this analysis. Therefore, the solu-.1  o F-.......0 tion was only valid for the range of deformation

I in which these springs were nearly linear.
0 - These springs included the bolt circles (Figs.

A-1 and A-2) and the mounts (Figs. A-3 and
33, A-4).

(A- 1)
"44 '-he stiffnesses of the bolt circles were

determined experimentally by applying unit
0 sforces and moments to the bolt circle members.

-- Transformation equations (Eq. A-2) were used
6 --. .-- .--- .---- .- 66 to determine the flexibtlities of the bolt circles

at their centrolds. Since the transformer and
where bolt circle configurations had different stiff-

nesses about the horizontal and vertical axes,
L one set of values was chosen, i.e., the ones in

the more flexible (or soft) direction. The flex-
ibilities used in the mathewuatical model are

L K.L reported in Ref. 1. The stiffnesses of the
mounts were also determined experimentally,

12ET, AG as shown in Figs. A-3, A-4, and A-5. Fk',•ibU-

ity for these numbers was considered in one
L 3  ,•L directicn only. They also are given in Reg. 1.

"• 12ElI AG

After the flexibilities of each member were
L computed, each flexibility matrix was rotated

"44 TG from its own coordinate system (uv,%) to a
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EXPERIMENTAL Cos ux Cos Uy Cos uz 0 0 0S•IDEAL.IZED
3DO cosvx cosvy cos vz 0 0 0

SCos % Cos %y Cos wz 0 0 0
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DEFLECTIONS (IN.) n'e flexibilities of each member (p) be-

tween joints (e.g., members 170 and 180 be-

Fig. A-5 - Load deflection curve tween joints JAL and JAM) were summed in the

for head mass mounts x, v, z coordinate system and inverted to form a
stiffness matrix i iI. This stiffness matrix was
added to all the other stiffnesses of members
contributing to the joint stiffness. The stiffness

common coordinate system (x, y, z) and trans- matrix for the matheriatical model was given in
lated from the center of the member (p) to the Ref. 1. The square root method [A-l] was used
appropriate joints (i and k). This was accom- to determine the flexibility matrix (6].
plished by

REFERENCE

[. -B]Tk]T [6 (LI [B] , (A-2) A-'. V.N. Faddeva, Computational Methods of
.Linear Algebra. Dover Publications, New

where i j and k, York, 1959
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DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF 5"/54
GUN SETBACK ACCELERATION

Peter S. Hughes and Luigi A. Vagnoni
Naval Ordnance Laboratory

Silver Spring, Maryland

Recording )f a significant portion of setback shock for six rounds, fire('
in a shortened 5"/54 naval gun, was successfully accomplished with
piezoelectric transducers and hardwire instrumentation. Several
rounds were also fired to investigate correlation between chamber
pressure and projectile acceleration. The recorded pulses had super-
imposed oscillations with frequencies up to 11 kHz and amplitudes es-
timated at 1-1/2 times the faired peak value. Initial portions of the
projectile acceleration recordings were of complex shape, lagged pres-
sure by a significant amount, and the high-frequency peaks varied
widely from shot to shot. Shock spectra were compiled in the high-
frequency region for the pulses. Test apparatus and instrumentation
are described.

fuze anomalies that cannot be explained on the
basis of current shock theory and to provide
shock criteria for future fuze designs.

P. S. Hughes The investigation consisted of firing sev-
eral instrumented rounds from a 5"/54 gun
with a shortened barrel. The projectile instru-
mentation consisted of a piezoelectric shock
transducer mounted in a VT fuze, and a coaxial
transmission cable (hardwire). The recording
instrumentation consisted of a charge amplifier
ard a magnetic tape :ecorder. The shortened

INTRODUCTION gun barrel was used instead of the full-length
barrel to permit photographic coverage of the

This report presents the results of an in- initial phase of projectile motion and to prevent
vestigation undertaken to determine the feasi- transmission cable pile-up in the barrel during
bility of recording projectile setback shock in firings. The short barrel also reduced the
5"/54 guns using present state-of-the-art in- chances of barrel slap, a major problem in
strumentation. Past attempts to record artil- piezoelectric transducer recording. Because
lery shock directly have met with limited suc- previous studies indicated that the shock peak
cess. Although displacement-time measurements was reached in a few feet of barrel length, use
using the Doppler method have been successful, of the shortened gun barrel was justified for
the data generated, when differentiated twice, purposes of determining gun shock effects on
can neither show the high-frequency content of fuzes.
the shock nor the erratic projectile motion.
Peak shock measurements also have been made
in a number of projectile firings using peak- SHOCK AND PRESSURE
reading accelerometers; however, until such MEASUREMENTS
time that the frequency content of gun shock is
known, it is not possible to interpret these Nine instrumented rounds were fired in the
measurements meaningfully. Gun shock infor- shortened 5-in. gun shown in Fig. 1. Projectile
mation was sought primarily to interpret VT travel in the barrel was about 29 in., compared
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Fig. I - Sawed-off 5"/54 gun showing
attachment of accelerometer cable

with about 19 ft in a starndard 5"/54 barrel. ahead of the gun mount trunnion. A sketch of
Shock transients were successfully recorded the test setup is shown in Fig. 2.
for six out of the nine rounds. -"able 1 summa-
rizes the results for test rounds fired with and Two shock signatu:,es are shown in Figs. 3
without obturators (see the Appendix for a dis- and 4. Figure 3 shows a shock signature for a
cussion of obturators). Both acceleration and shot with an obturator; this signature was typi-
breech pressure were monitored on round 9. cal of all shots fired with obturators. With an
The velocity of each round was determined obturator, the shock pulse is characterized by
from the projectile ,tdght time between two superimposed osciliations with frequencies up
induction coils located at 81.60 and 172.84 ft to 11 kHz and with amplitudes of 1-1/2 times

TABLE 1
Summary of Test Conditions and Shock Parameters

RondProjectile Peak Acce -lerationa
No.un Test Conditions Velocity Faired T -- ____

No.ps)(Fpsredg) Unfaired
L (fps) (g) (g

1i Cup obturator;
cork plug removed 1238 b b

2 Cup obturator 1250 b b

3 Same as round 1 1231 6760 8900

4 Same as round 1 1245 c c

5 Same as round 1 1252 c c

6 Same as round 1 1241 c c

I Ring obturator;

cork plug removed 1236 6680 9450

: Service round 1234 b b

I Service round --- 6060 7050

apararneters are for partial shocks recorded.
bSignal distorted due to cable strain or barrel slap.
CNo signal due to ins'rurnentation failure.
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SA / / impossible to monitor the true axial shock.
UW.. Ofs• 5 rw U1 UI. &I The large negative velocity change in the shock

MUM•= tran,'ient made integration invalid and pre-
ST-\ " cluded meaningful shock spectra. The shock

signature of zhe other non-obturated shot was
"Ls i LiAM similar to Fig. 3.

4T~ ~ ~A close of firing key signal (CFK) was re-
corder!from an induction coil arour.d the elec-

__C irical cable to the cartridge case igniter, and
was used as the time reference point. The
records show a delay of approximately 3 msec

Fig. 2 - Skezch of test setup at Naval between CFK and the first perceivable acceler-
ation. A delay of 3 to 4 msec is typical of the

time for burning to commence and the pressure
to act on the projectile.

DATA ANALYSIS

Velocity-Time History

___.-itoThe FM taped shock signatures vrere played
oW into an elecironic integrator to yield velocity-

Tim time signatures. Figure 5 shows the acceleration-
__A, A A, -- time signature for shot 7 and its acco-mpanying

a 3-1 velocity-time signature. As indicate I, when the
UI.-- - cable shcrt-d out, the instantaneous velocity

was 500 fps with a correspnndiig displacement

I of 7.5 in. A previously established pressure-
C F ICLU O *M KMI distance curve for the 5"/54 barrel showed the

pressure peak occurs after approximately 2 ft
Fig. 3 - Typical shock signature, shot 9 of projectile travel. Since pressure and accel-

eration are assumed to peak simultaneously, it
was concluded that recording was terminated
before the acceleration peak was reached. The

;?ESOr O" cable appears to have shorted just as the first

VA. ~oV,-,,J I.,= plateau in the shock signature was reached.

,4 TO 10, O 9
;'•, i •[2SD"IOMES TC T*S', ,'A% SVEP

,tYACT %1[ ) IE •ii D L

__ _ _ _-1% T.1E \O'ATIVE %%ODE AAL CA L./ _ t HOPT

CP'~1 SHORT. BREAK SI\A

Fig. 4 - Shock signature showing trans- O
500 FPS

verse impact, shot 8 without obturator
V-1

TRAVEL

the faired peak value. Figure 4 shows the shock
signature of one of the two shots made without TIM 1---- 5 .s

an obturator. The projectile experienced se- -"T1_ __-
vere transverse impacts against the barrel
during its travel. Because of the transverse Fig. 5 - Integration of shock
sensitivity of the accelerometer, it was transient, shot 7
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Synthesized Pulse . . .

An attempt has been made to synthesize 1
electronicaily the entire sho,:k signature for a
full-length barrel by utilizing the interior bal-
listics data recorded to date. The parameters
utilized were the known velocity change of ?3. 7
2600 fps and the nominal time from CFK to
projectile exit of 16 msec. The high-frequency
oscillations are typical of the recorded partial
shocks; however, the fiired pulse shape is only
an educated guess and represents a median
condition. A sketch of this signature is shown .

in Fig. 6. M)L. ..

Fig. 7 - Response spectra
of partial 5"!54 gvn shock,

6000 TO 15,oog computed at 2 percent crit-1o,000 9 ._•••" ••,. ical d am•pizn g on analog

-t-"' computer

MAX
RECOR iNG

TI ME i----- SYN1HESIZED PORTION

4 fn :. projectile acceleration was not prc'portiona) to
16 ms TOTAL PULSE DURATION the chamber pressure. The forces resisting

projectile motion (engraving and angular accel-
Fig. 6 - Synthesized shock eration) were, apparently, sufficiently high at

for full 5"/54 barrel first to cause the chamber pressure to btild up
sharply and erratically. Unfortunately, record-
ing time was too short to determine when the
projectile acceleration finally apprnaches the

Response Spectra thrust indicated by the pressure-time history.

Shocks as complex as those described Figure 8 compares thrust (in gravity units),
above, even when the whole shock picture is calculated from pressure measurements, with
known, do not necessarily identify the shock projectile acceleration:
stresses which fuze components experience
during gun setback. Only by determining the a(t) = P(t) x< bore area/projectile weight
effect of complex shock on mechanical struc-
tures can meaningful use be made of any set- The chamber pressure was recorded with
back shock data. Shock (respnse) spectra, for a piezoelectric gage in the base of the cartriC re
five of the six recorded shots, were compied
using analog computer circuitry. As previously
mentioned, the spectrum for shot 8 was not 12 -

valid because of the severe transverse impact .KRUST- CALCULATED FRO

on the prolfftile. All the spectra were com- 0 EPROCIELE SASE PRESSURE

puted using 2 percent critical damping in a
linear single-degree-oi-freedom system. Fig-
ure 7 shows the response spectra for shots 3 7- 1311 1

and '.. Analysis of the partial shocks was lim- = - /---- v P, CTILo 7 AL

itea to the high-frequency range between 4 and 7 [i ROUND 0 71

20 kHz because of the limited recording dura-
tions. All the spectra bear out the predomi- /"- - CALCULATED FROt

nance of the l1-kHz frequency and the lack of 2 CAT1I S~ASE PRESSURE

appreciable frequency content beyond 11 kHz. , -

3 4 5 6 1 8 1 10 1; 12
TiME[ AFTER FIRlING IlET CLOSURE lush

Pressure-Tim e Histories T oUS AT RODE 1RV. C SEssU13

INUT PROJECTILE WEIGNT ;T' PRESSURE iEs; ROUND ROUNER

On3 of the significant findings in these
tests was the relationship between the chamber Fig. 8 - Correlation between thrust
pressure and the projectile acceleration; and projectile acceleration
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case; pressure signatures were nearly identical three to four times the principal pulse peaks.
for the test ro'inds fired. The pressure acting In addition, examination of the response spectra
on the base of the projectile was recorded with of the five shock signatures analyzed, i.e., Nos.
a pir-oelectric transducer in the projectile 1, 2, 3, 7, and 9, bears od the lack of signifi-
base. cant frequency content beyond 11 kHz.

The apparatus and instrumentation used to
CONCLUSIONS record gun shock proved successful en ugh to

provide a significant amount ol information on
Projectile acceleration is not directly pro- the character of projectile setback shock. By

portional to pressure, at least during the initial ruggedizing the instrumentation cahle, there is
phase of projectile motion. Moreover, pres- little doubt that longer recording time cpn be
sure measured directly behind the projectile achieved and that a more complete study can be
has a much shorter rise time than pressure made of this obviously complex shock. Barrel
measured at ,he base of the cartridge case. slap for one out of six rounds monitored was
Use of pressure data to compute acceleration- severe enough to affect transducer response
time signatu3 es for artillery projectiles could adversely and to obscure most of the shock
result in cor, 3iderable error. However, under trans.ent. This may pose a ser'.ous problem in
normal firinf; conditions, peak acceleration may monitoring shock in full-length guns.
be proportioial to peak pressure.

Projectile setback shock is much more
complex in character than was previously ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
thought. In addition to high-frequency high-g
ringing, there is an urusually abrupt change in The invaluable suggestions of those persors
acceleration during the first few milliseconds who reviewed, this paper are gratefully acknow]-
of projectile travel. The effect of shock of this edged. A special measure of gratitude is ex-
character or simple mechanical systems can be tended to David Sloan and the personnel of the
extremely severe. Spectra of the portions of Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren, Va.,
the shock measured sh-ow that responses to without whom this interior ballistics investiga-
projectile setback shock can range as high as tion would have been impossible.

Appendix

TEST EQUIPMENT

The principal problems associated with The first consideration was the pressure-
hardwire methods for recording artillery pro- distance curve for the Mk 18 barrel. This
jectile shock were known when the 5"/54 shock curve shows that the peak chamber pressure
investigation wa'; started. These were instru- occurs within 72 in. from the breech.
mentation cable separation, high transverse
shock, the inability to photograph accurately The second consideration was that of pre-
the mnitial phase of projectile motion, and high serving the integrity of the instrumentation
electrical noise. The 5",'54 test barrel was cable. By using the shortened barrel, the cable
shortened in an attempt to solve thL first three was unconfined and allowed to fall away as the
problems. The electrical noise problem was projectile moved out of the barrel, thereby im-
solved by potting the shock transducers in hard proving significantly the odds of cable survival.
epoxy. The succeedirg paragraphs describe
the test apparatus and discuss the techniques The third consideratioxi involved the ac-
used to remedy the above problems. companying transverse shock known as barrel

slap. It was concluded that the chance of in-
curring barrel slap would be greatly reduced if

SHORTENED BARREL the projectile travel were reduced. The pro-
jectile orientation after ramming and just

The decision to cut off the barrel, which is prior to firing is shown in Fig. A-1. Using
normally more than 22 ft long, to a length of 72 in. this barrel, the total travel of the projectile
was primarily based on three considerations. was 28.70 in.
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•--'•"• remained attached to the projectile as it exited
the barrel; however, the propellent gases could

be seen escaping ahead of the projectile. In
fact, the gases led tha projectile for approxi-
mateiy 8 ft before falling behind. In addition, it
was felt that the 0.3-in. thick rubber base of the
obturator cup was possibly attenuating some of
the higher frequency coir "onents of the shock.
Cofisequently, an obturato.' which leaves the
base of the projectile bare was desired.

Fig.A-l - Cross section of barrel
showing projectile prior to firing The second obturator consisted of a ring of

nylon plastic, type FM 101, molded in the form
of a rotating band. This obturator ring was
epoxied directly behind the copper rotating

OBTURATORS band as shown in Fig. A-3. The nylon creates
a good gas seal and is easily engraved by the

An obturator is a device designed to pre- rifling. Motion pictures taken at 8000 frames
vent the escape of propellant gases between the per second showed no perceptible gas leakage
projectile and the barrel. In this investigation past the obturator ring until it cleared the
it was essential that any leakage be reduced to muzzle (Fig. A-4). These obturators led to a
a minimum to prevent dam-age to the instru- considerable increase in the duration of the
mentation cable. It was found that both the heat recorded setback transient, i.e., 2 msec of data
and tx pressure blast reduce the life of the without the obturator versus 4 to, 5 msec with
cable. Since cable life is the limiting factor in the obturator. In addition, the new obturator
the acceleration recording process, it is im- appears to have significantly reduced barrel
perative that an obturator be used with each slap.
instrumented round. In addition, the use of an
obturator allows better camera coverage of the
projectile motion. ACCELEROMETERS

The first attempt at constructing an obtu- The projectile acceleration was measured
rator resulted in the high Durometer nitrile with an 80-kHz natural frequency, undamped,
rubber (US-19D) cup shown in Fig. A-2. This piezoelectric crystal accelerometer with linear
cup was epoxied to the base of the projectile. response to 50,000g. To eliminate ground
and was designed to expand against the barrPl loops, the accelerom-etex had to be electrically
as the propellent gases filled the cup. High- isolated from the projectile ground. The accel-
speed motion pictures revealed that the cup erometer was isolated by potting it with a rigid

Fig. A-2 - Obturator cup, instrumented fuze. and
Mk. 41 Mod 0 projectile with cup and fuze attat-h1ed
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ACCELEROMETE
~'CAKE

CAiBLEEAPS
-t IN TENSION AS

PROJECTILE
TRAVELS INTO
CAMLE

"PROJECTILE HAS
EhERGED TO
BASE OF OBTURATOR

SRING BELOW COPPER
ROTATING BAND

S*• • HIGHER VELOCItr

Fig. A-3 - Nylon obturator ring, PO•OIGLER GASES
projectile with ring attached ENVELOP PROJECTILE

Fig. A-4 - Pictures at 8000

epoxy in an aluminum housing that replaced a frames/sec ohowing pro-
component in the fuze sleeve. "This location in jectile exciting barrel and
the fuze was a point of principal interest and obturator ring preventing
was considered to be the location where the blow-by

shock would be most complex. As expected,
the accelerometer in this location experienced
the fundamental longitudinal natural frequency INSTRUMENTATION CABLE
of the steel fuze sleeve. Figure A-5 shows the
orientation of the accelerometer assembly. The accelerometer output w-as hardwired
Drop tests in the laboratory showed that the to a recording system in the instrumentation
potting caused negligible degradation of the van located 175 ft behind the gun. The cable
accelerometer response, used to transmit the signal was a low noise

Fig. A-5 - Cross section of fuze
and potted accelerometer
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coaxial type designed to be insensitive to shock Analysis of the data consisted of obtaining
and to withstand temperatures up to 500 0 F. To a shock spectrum for the shock transient, elec-
protect the first 2 ft of cable from any propel- tronically integrating, and electronically fairing
lent gases that might leak by the obturator, the the pulses.
cable was fed through a 1/2-in. O.D. aluminum Briefly, a shock spectrum is a plot of the
tube attached to the nose of the fuze. This Brimum absolt specthe rspot of astiiger whn capedwit a ubbe ti, csh-maximum absolute values of the response of astinger, when capped with a rubber tip, cush- s t o i g e- e r e-f-r e o s d o f sioned the load on the cable as the projectile set of single-degree-of-freedom (s-d-o-f) os-
iover th uond fing thecaleacillators which have been subjected to the shock
overtook it upon firing. transient. The values are plotted as a function

In an attempt to accelerate the cable along of the natural frequency of the s-d-o-i oscilla-

with the projectile and thus increase the time tors. An analog computer was used to simulate
before the projectile breaks the cable in tension, electrically the s-d-o-f oscillators. The shock

the cable was preloaded to a 15-lb tensile load spectra for data recorded during these tests

using elastic shock cord. Tests in the labora- were obtained by playing back the recorded
shock transients into a series of oscillators

tory were made to insure that the 15-lb load on fromk to 2 s s cl

the cable would not plastically deform it.

Integration of the shock t-ansient was de-
sired to determine the projectile's velocity at

RECORDING AND DATA ANALYSIS the instant the cable shorted. Integration was
EQUIPMENT performed electronically by reducing the re-

corder playback speed and feeding the signal
The transducer output was fed into a charge into an operational amplifier wired as an inte-

amplifier used to condition the signal before grator. The velocity-time curve was a very
going into a magnetic tape recorder. The charge smooth transient; therefore, a second integra-
amplifier has a frequency response fla. from tion to find the displacement could be easily
dc to 100 kHz. The magnetic tnoe recorder, performed graphically. Figure A-7 shows a
operating in the FM mode, has . frequency re- schematic of the integration circuit.
sponse from dc to 20 kHz. A tape recording of
the data was desired to perform additional data To identify the principal parameters of the
analysis such as electronic integration and partial shock measured, the pulses were faired
shock spectrum analysis. To be sure that the
recording system had a high enough frequency
response, the shock pulse for shot 8 was also _04-•
recorded on an oscilloscope (frequency response ACC.

dc to 10 MHz). Figure A-6 is a picture of the OUT VELOC I-TY OUTPUT
oscilloscope recording and shows no frequency -X'CAL.
content much beyond 11 kHz. It is evident that SU MR OAPAR
a 20-kHz flat recording system should faithfully OTO
record the shock signature. ZERO OFSET INTEGRAN BALANCECONTROL POT

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

Fig. A-7 - Schematic of
integration circuit

IO,O00g 47.1 hA M2 kA

3 6 kI i 3 6 1A

INPUT " f ;PERATIL .22 Ad OUTPUT

____________________________AMPLIFIER

I MSEC
fo - 3125 HZ

Fig. A-6 - Oscilloscopt record of shock
signature, shot 8 without obturator Fig. A-8 - Active low-pass filter
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electronically. Fairing was accomplished by using a 1000-Hz low-pass filter since the data
playing back the tape recorded pulses into an are slowed down by a factox of 32 during
active low-pass filter. The cutoff frequency playback. Figure A-8 is the circuit used for
was set for 31.25 Hz; this is equivalent to the filter.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Hanks (NASA Langley Research Ctr.): Mr. Schell: And your exit velocity was
I used Microdot cable with accelerometers in about 1200 fps in this particular test. What ac-
measuring the impact of projectiles and found celerations did you have coming out of the bar-
accelerations and times similar to those you rel on this test?
had. We discovered that cable whip affected Mr. Hughes: We got faired values. In other
the data. Did you have any similar problems in words, you fair electronically through the high
your work? frequency between 6 and 10,000 g with a high-

frequency ringing of about 50 percent over thi.
Mr. Hughes: Initially we used the standard

orange Microdot cable which is very sensitive to Mr. Arnold (Honeywell, Inc.): With 300 ft
jerking. An accelerometer signal would wobble of cable, did you consider the other electrical
all over an oscilloscope when the cable was cbaracteristics of the cable, such as inductance
jerked. But the new cables by Endevco and and capacitance between the wires at 10,000Hz?
Kistler, the red and blue cables, are very in- I think that could be a significant portion of the
sensitive to this sort of thing. You can jerk data that you are readiig, and you would not
them until they break, and tne acc,•lerometer even realize that you have quite a filter in the
shows little drift. That is what wt used here. system.
In addition, the cable is stable at 5000F. Mr. Hughes I d think that the length

of the cable would have -. ,y effect up to 10,000

Mr. Schell (AF Flight Dynamics Lab.): You Hz. You may have a point, but I don't think our
mentioned that you got 2600 fps. Did that apply electronics people have experienced this sort
to the velocity at the end of the unsawed-off of thing.
barrel?

Mr. Arnold: We had those problems, so
Mr. Hughes: That is correct, you might look into it.
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SIMULATION OF HEAT SHIELD PYROTECHNIC
SHOCK IMPEDANCE

Norris J. Huffington, Jr., and Robert L. Goldman
The Martin Company
Baltimore, Maryland

° frequeutly occurs that dynamics experiments must be conducted on a
test article which differs in some respect from its prototype. Ati ex-
ample of this situation arose when pyrotechnic shock tests had to be
made on a reentry vehicle before the production heat shield b-came
available. It was necessary to assess in advance whether dynamic
simulation of an actual heat shield was feasible and whether tests per-
formed with such a simulation could be used to develop prototype de-

l sign criteria. These ibjectives were satisfied by formulating a theory
for the motion of a strip of two-layered surface and using this theory
to compare the wave propagation characteristics of a simulated heat
shield with those of the actual heat shield. The feasibility of accom-
plishing a practical match of phase velocities and attenuation factors
over a wide rarge of frequencies was explored in detail before con-
cluding that an ,dequate simulation could be achieved.

technic device and the critical components.
Recent experience with such a test article for
simulation of a "lifting body" reentry vehicle
has led to an analytical procedure that proved

JJr. to be most useful in design. In this application
N. J" Huffington, the basic structural body of the reentry vehicle

is a conventional arrangement of aluminum skin,
stringers and frames covered with a iow-density
silicon elastomer ablator. Pyrotechnic devices
are used for vehicle separation, drogui. chute
deployment, drogue chute release and hatch
ejection. For the pyrotechnic shock tests, a

INTRODUCTION full-scale instrumented dynamic test article
was planned which would be structurally identi-

The damaging potential of stress waves cal to the flight vehicle except for the heat
caused by pyrotechnic shock is often a critical shield. The application of this heat shield tc.
consideration in the design of an aerospace doubly curved portions is a te lious procedure,
vehicle. These shocks may give rise to equip- entailing an extended thermal turing cycle. In
ment acceleration levels far exceeding design the interest of avoiding undue delays and costs,
capability. Prediction of shock environment is, it was preferred to use a substitute layer of an
therefore, a primary problem in establishing easily applied viscoelastic material which would
equipment qualification levels. The actual simuLate the dynamic characteristics of the
analytical prediction of pyrotechnic shock envi- actual heat shield.
ronment, however, is usually so difficult that
the designer must base his predictions on a This paper is concerned with the establish-
tenuous extrapolation of previous experimental ment of criteria fox equivalence between the
experience. This prediction can often be im- mechanical impedance properties of the actual
proved by performing ground tests on a suitable and substitute heat shields. The approach
simulation of the actual hardware. The basis utilized, believed unique, entails comparison of
for the simulation, however, must take into stress wave propagation pr-)perties of analytical
consideration the mechanical impedance prop- modeL, for the heat shields and their sub-
erties of the structural paths between the pyro- structure.
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DE .NT,,-,OAOWFA r x iOi., X Shearing strcss acting in xy - plane

A.B.C Amplitude coefficients Angle of rotation of cross section of
layer 2

E1 .E 2 Young's moduli of layers 1 and 2, Circular frequency
respectively

Ft.F 2 Axi2J force resultants MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Gxy Shear modulus of heat shield A simple model for the heat shield coated

structure, which appears adequate for the pur-
Hy Damping modulus of heat shield pose of comparing wave propagation charac-

teristics, is a two-layered beam (Fig. 1) which
MM1 ,M, Bending moments may be regarded as a strip of the shell struc-

ture having unit width. Layer 1 represents the
S,_.S 2 Transverse shear forces metallic substructure, which is compospd of an

isotropic material having Young's modulus E,.
SPhase velocity (it~h branch) It is assumed that this layer deforms by elon-

f Fre c (gation and flexure but not by transverse shear.
i equency (ps) Consequently, its displacements may be ex-

pressed as
hj,h 2 Thicknesses of layers 1 and 2, re-

spectively '(V".X

k Shear coefficient and (1)

n Wave number (- 2,\ = v(x2t)

t Time and its strain components as

Axial displacement -. t1 (2)
X

u, Uniform portion of axial displace-
ment

I y

v Transverse displacement ( J--

Vb, v, Transverse displacements in bend- ' \
ing and shear, respectively

x, v Axial and transverse position co-
ordinates, respectively

Real circular frequency (ith branch)

Attenuation coefficient 0'&

-Xy Shearing strain

Dilatational strain - t--

SWavelength M-

•.-2 ..Mass densities of layers 1 and 2,
respectively - A

a Normal stress at interface between
layers Fig. - Exploded view of

element of beam. model

Normal stress in axial direction

Shearing stress at interface between The corresponding axial force and bending
layers moment are
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F II: EIh1 U (3) F- E2h2  - - -)x 2 . (8)

and
E•h2 • (9)El =1 & 12 ýx

MN - ] - 2 (4) and

Layer 2 is the hieat shield, composed of a r. (_12 0)~ 10
relatively weak .aaterial, that is anisotropic, S2 r kh 2 [y - + - '' - "'t j "

mainly due to the presence of ribbons of glass
laminate which serve to retain the char. How- In Eq. (10), k is the Timoshenko shear
ever, only those properties associated with de- coefficient which accounts for the variation of
formation in the xy-plane are required for this the shearing stresses over the cross section
analysis. The material dissipates a significant (and the accompanying distortion of the section).
amount of energy by the mechanism of trans- From considerations discussed in Appendix A
verse shear deformation. The simplest consti- of Ref. 2, the value k = 5/6 has been selected
tutive function which describes this behavior for use in subsequent numerical analyses.
and is in reasonable agreement with physical
evidence may be expressed as

_x Z E 2 ý x. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

H (5) The differential equations of motion for the

G xy =x beam elements shown in Fig. 1, obtainable by
summation of forces in the longitudinal and
transverse directions and summation of mo-

This form of damping, in which the damping ments about the mass centers, are for layer 1
coefficient ixy is divided by the circular fre-
quency w to remove the linear frequency de- F' 2u
pendence of the energy dissipation, is usually + 3 2
termed "hysteretic damping" [1]. While trans- t
verse sections of layer 2 do not actually remrin
plane during deformation, the displacements are ýSl 2 v (12)
expressed in this manner on the basis that a p 2
Timoshenko-type beam theory will result. On 2

this basis the displacements in layer 2 may be and
expressed as

u- axt y- 2 ,~t S x 2-•-•" 12 ;•x~t 2  
'Cu

and (6)

and for layer 2
V = Vb(xlt) + Vs(X~t)

ýF. -a2Ua h! ý3v 1 h2 124,
These expressions also provide for continuity P 2h 2  214)

of displacements at rhe interface between layers •x 2 t 2  2 2
1 and 2. The strain-displacement relations for
layer 2 become •S 2 _

2
V

t2v

ý3u, hi ý2 11 
P21 at2(5EX = - : (is

X = x 2 x - 2/ x and

and (7) 342  h 2  p2 h2 b2

- - - - (16)

-IV 
2 x 2 12 at 2

In the formulation of these equations, certain
The associated relations for the axial force, nonlinear coupling terms were omitted on the
bending moment, and transverse shear force act- premise that a small deflection, linearly elasti
ing on a cross section of the heat shield are: analysis would be adequate. This assumption
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appears reasonable since it was known in ad- The lal ier th.-ee equations, which are of
vance that the permanent deformation would be hyperbolic t ,,e, are suitable for investigating
limited to the immediate neighborhood of the both standing -nd traveling wave motions of the
pyrotechnic detonation. Thus, the analysis will layered structure.* It may be readily verified
serve to answer the question as to whether the that these equ2tions approach the proper limit-
use of a simulated heat shield would significantly ing forms as the thickness of either layer ap-
affect the elastic wave transmission character- proaches zero.
istics of the structure while the test program
will determine whether elastic stress waves of
sufficient intensity to damage delicate equipment TRAVELING WAVE SOLUTIONS
will reach the equipment locations.

To compare the wave transmission char-
The relations of the preceding formulation acteristics of the actual and simulated heat

may be readily combined to obtain the three shieldb, the problem of traveling waves in an
partial differential equations for the dependent unbounded specimen has been treated. Consider
variables u., v, and q.. Substituting the values the infinite train of sinusoidal waves, progress-
of F, and F 2 from Eqs. (3) and (8) into Eqs. (11) ing in the positive sense, represented by the
and (14) and adding the latter equations gives: displacements

-32u" E~h h 3v 2•| u. Ahle'"n-t
h h x 2* ( - + h2 '/ i(nx-t)

w = e (20)

and
"(phI + P 2 h 2 ) hu 22 2  v C 1 11

-t F2 BXat -h '

(17) where n is the wave number. Since the beam
is unbounded, n may be prescribed as a con-

The second equation of motion can be derived tinuous parameter. When tnese displacements
by using Eqs. (13) and (16) to eliminate -r, solv- are substituted into the equations of motion,
ing the result for S1 . This expression plus the three homogeneous equations in the amplitudes
one for S2 given by Eq. (10) may then be intro- A, B, C are obtained and the frequencies are
duced into the relation obtained by adding Eqs. determined as eigenvalues of this set of equa-
(12) and (15). The desired equation may then tions. After some manipu.lation, the frequency
be expressed as: equation may be represented as the bi-cubic

3 12 (2h_ +3p '4v e 6 1 e_4, + e 2 w2 , e 0  0. (21)El II 4-4 + 12 (plhl + P2h12) -_ _ P26W4ta

where

e h1 12 P+ 3 n 2 + 3 P~h,111 2(E2 P + 12k(h + 112) e6 = p2h 2(ph1 " 1  2112 ) 1th n + h 2h2)
2 Z~)x 3 1

xy (v 2i } e 4 --- [ 1 3 2 jj(Elp 2 + E 2 1 )(,c h, + o,2h 2 )

y _- - + L _ý t t " (18) + F )2(E~llh + E2 h12) n

+ 3 2h2( 2E 112h11 + 2E2P~ II I =E2P2h 2) O h +Ph 2

The third equation of motion may be obtained t 1 2 2 )(PIh 2 + P 2 h2 )

by subtracting Eq. (14) from Eq. (11) and intro- Ck(p h+ 2ht1 2 hh 2 [2h1
2 + 3hth 2 + 2h221

ducing the resulting expression for r into Eq. 2

(16) along with the preceding relations for F,, + 2 h 2 )(Gxy- 1Hxy)' n 2

F 2 , M 1 M., and S,, This manipulation yields:
+ 36k( 1h I + o.h. ) 2 (Gy - 11)

5E 2h1 b2,1 + 3E 2hI h 2 3V+ 6u2(Eh,-E 2 2)2

ryAfter completion of this analysis, the authors

• 24kh.h, IG._ Y D 2 became aware of a report [31 in which a rather
W M ' /Ft general formulation for the vibration of two-

layered plates is derived by the variational
Sua2 2 ý method. However, Ren and Yu introduced damp-

5 3 h,232h2 7 11h + 6h 2 (D0h 1 - p 2 h 2 ) --. ing in a somewhat different manner and werc
t 2 2ax t not concerned with the application of this the-

(19) ory made in the present paper.
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Equation kil' pr,.vides three roots for 2 for Fig. 2 - Phase velocity spectrum~
each assigned value of *. T hes roots are for surface layer

complex numbers except where Hxy - 0. Lei-
ting

TABLE 1
,(n) lo ,t ( 1 ,.2,3) . (22) Heat Shield Material Properties

a typical displacement may be expressed in the E Gx 11y P2

formsMateria (si)(psi) (psi) I (pcf)

Partially charred 4000 3065 800 22.0
S(X- (23) heat shield J 1 2Li z hJe e: AjhieI e P. t -- el

where the phase velocity cI = Q,!n. It is seen Type 330 3100 600 168 24.5
that the sinusoidal wave train is subjected to
the attenuating factor e J' (for negative 3i ).

The space-wise attenuation factor per unit but could be applied with v trowel at room tem-
length of beam is, therefore, e'• c,. perature and was easy to remove. It is rela-

tively weak in shear due to the absence of any
cellular reinforcement.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
Although the evaluation of intermediate

Although it is conventional to plot phase points on the phase velocity curves is a tedious
velocity versus wave num'er, it is more con- procedure best performed on a computer, cer-
venient for the present application to display tain limiting properties of these curves can be
the phase velocity as a function of frequency, expressed in closed form. The lower branch
as shown in Fig. 2. The solid lines in this fig- (j = 1) begins at fI = 0, c I = 0 corresponding
ure represent the three-phase velocity branches to n = 0, where the mode, is purely lateral os-
associated with the three roots of Eq. (21) for a cillation (A = B = 0). This mode is also pre-
layered structure consisting of 0.063 in. of dominantly la'teral motion for frequencies up to
aluminum alloy plus 0.875 in. of partially 1000 cps, then becomes coupled motion involving
charred heat shield. The dashed lines are the all three displacement variables for intermedi-
corresponding curves for the same substructure ate frequencies (1000-7500 cps), and fbially be-
plus a 1.00-in. thick layer of a candidate substi- comes principally motion in the 0 variable at
tute for the actual heat shield (Type 300 mate- higher frequencies. This lower branch asymp-
rial). The material properties employed in the totically approaches the phase velocity
construction of these curves are listed in Table cI v/Z2]/p/ as n- co
1. The values of elastic moduli were obtained
from static tests on small specimens, while the For the intermediate branch (, = 2) a?. n = 0,
values of the damping modulus were determined f2 0 and
from decay measurements. The Type 300 ma-
terial is similar to the ablator in the heat shield c 1,vEh211E2h 2 /!p 1 h + P21. (24)
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At this limit the mode is purely lo itudinxd The only other significant differenceýs in
oscillation (B = C 0 0) and the same is pre- the phase velocity curves are for branches 2
ponderantly true at low frequences. In the in- and 3 in the frequency range from 1 to 10 kc.
termediate frequency range; the mode involves These differences result from the sizable dis-
all three variables, while at higher frequencies crepancy in the shear moduli (Table 1). It
ua again becomes dominant. The asymptotic seems unlikely that the shear modulus of the
phase velocity for this branch as n - cD is also Type 300 material could be increased signifi-
given by Eq. (24). cantly without providing a honeycomb core

bonded to the substructure, similar to the actual
The ,igher brancn (j = 3) commences at a '.eat shield. Of course, resort to the latter

cutoff frequency given by %rould defeat the purpose of the simulation. That
this predicament is not too serious can be seen

1212)(G.,, - is by observing Fig. 3, which shows the frequency
3 -- 1 2 -xy (25) dependence of the spatial attenuation coefficient

p 2h (4puh 1 + 212) ,1/c. for both mazerials. As might be antici-
pated, in the frequency range of concern, where

corresponding to n = 0. At thLz: lmIt tne phase the shear deformation is significant, the damp-
velocity c 3 is unbounded and the vibratory ing in both actual and sub.stitute heat shields is
mode is a combination of the '.a and 2 varia- appreciable. Consequently, even though modes
bles; i.e., B/A = 2hn(pjh1 + p21h2)/h1'h. C = 0. in this range may not be faithfully matched, ex-
For the intermediate frequency range the eigen- citation of the surface structure in this fre-
vector is principally composed of the same quency band will be rapidly attenuated and will
variables. This branch approaches the phase not contribute to the vibration level which is
velocity c, = !TF,7IP as n subsequently experienced at the internal loca-

tions of sensitive equipment. (It would have
been possible also to introduce damping pro-

APPLICATION OF THEORY portional to the dilatation. This added com-
plexity was avoided since this mechanism is

A perfect simulation cannot be achieved un- believed to be relatively ineffective in compari-
less all the relevant material properties are son to shear deformation. However, had this
matched. However, the preceding analysis can effect been included, the principal modification
be used to determine whether a moaerate mis- to the present results would have been an in-
match of certain properties has any serious ef- crease in the attenuation in the low-frequency
fect on the simulation. Calculations were made range.) It should be noted that Fig. 3 shows the
for different thickniesses of the heat shield, in spectrum of the spatial attenuation factor 3,,'/c ,
both the uncharred and partially charred condi- whereas the temporal factor , is a much larger
tion, and for several substitute materials. For number. This observation is particularly sig-
simplicity, only results corresponding to the nificant when assessing the damping in the third
data of Table 1 will be presented but these may branch modes.
be regarded as representative.

Although the possibility of matching the
It may be seen from Fig. 2 that the lowe, phase velocities and attenuation factors has

branch curve for the Type 300 material is been considered for the complete frequency
somewhat below that for the heat shield through- spectrum, it is only necessary that a reasonable
out the frequency spectrum. This is almost en- match be achieved for the range _f frequencies
tirely due to the disparity in the values of the in which practically important modes occur. In
ratio E2 /0 2 for these materials. If this ratio the present application, the fundamental struc-
wer, the only criterion, it would not be difficulE tural frequency is in the neighborhood of 12 cps,
to obtain a satisfactory substitute material. with about 20 modes below 100 cps and many
Turning to the second branch, it may be noted more below 1 kc. From this it may be inferred
that the agreement between curves is good up to that even the Type 300 material would pr(ride
about 500 cps. This is because the thickness of an adequate simulation for modes up to and
the sutstitute material was selected to provide beyond those for which meaningful calculations
a match of the intermediate branch phase veloc- can be made.
ities given by Eq. (24). The thickness for the
substitute material was actually calculated
using properties of the uncharred heat shield CONCLUDING REMARKS
but the match is still good for the charred case.
Since E2 1h2 - E, i., this procedure amounts to A procedure has been presented whereby
matching the inasses per unit area. tMe structural impedances of a prototype vehicle
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Fig. 3 - Spatial attenuation factor spectrum

and a similar test article (differing only in While the extent of mismatch tolerable in
surface coating) can be contrasted. This wave propagation characteristics will vary with
procedure, based on an analysis o1 the wave the application, the considerations discussed in
propagation characteristics of the layered this paper should serve as a guide in establish-
surface, appears to be of wider applicability ing criteria for acceptability.
than the present application. It is especially
appropriate where the excitation spectrum is ACKNOWLEDGMENT
strong in the frequency band corresponding to
the higher modes of the structure, where the The authors wish to thank G. K. Jones for
calculation of response of discrete modes is his assistance with the evaluation of the roots
difficult, if not impossible. of the frequency equation.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Himelblau (North American Aviation, Mr. Huffington: 1 do not think that anyone
Inc.): Did you apply a specific shock loading can argue that hysteretic damping is an exact
and try to establish the response at some other representation of structural damping, but I
place in the structure ? think it is better than simply ignoring the de-

pendence on frequency as is done extensively.
Mr. Huff ington: This structure was shock It is a matter of where to introduce the damp-

tested by firing the actual pyrotechnics. The ing law into the derivation. We chose to intro-
analysis that I am discussing was used to es- duce it in the stress-strain relation. In any
tablish that such tests could be valid. I do not event my solution was for a sine wave so there
know whether this answers your question or not. is no difficulty in treating hysteretic damping.

Mr. Himelblau: It almost asks another be- Mr. Himelblau: I am only concerned really
cause I understand that if you use hysteretic with trying to use this technique to obtain a
damping for shock or random vibration, or any- close form solution to a given shock waveform.
thing other than a sinusoid, the solution does not This is the context in which my question was
satisfy the basic equations of motion. asked.
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK TESTING OF A
FULL-SCALE REENTRY VEHICLE

W. R. Britton and G. K. Jones
The Martin Company
Baltimore, Maryland

A series of pyrotechnic shock tests perfo•rmed on a lifting reentry ve-
hicle is described. The data presented show the dynamic responses of
the vehicle when subjected to shock inputs generated by flexible linear
shaped charges, explosive bolts, and pressure cartridges. Due to se-
vere shock transients. various methods of attenuatinig these shock levels
were investigated. The effects of various shock isolation techniques
are also shown.

Three isolation techniques were used to
reduce the shock levels: (a) isolating the shock
source from the vehicle structure, (b) inter-
posing an isolator in the structural path be-

W. R. Britton tween the shock source and the component
mounting location, and (c) isolating the compo-
neuts from the structure.

TEST DESCRIPTION

Test Article

INTRODUCTION Four series of pyrotechnic shock tests
were performed on a full-scale Martin SV-5D

Pyrotechnic devices, due to their light lifting reentry test vehicle. The test article is
weight and high reliability, are commonly used an identical structure, including simulated
to initiate flight sequences during a spacecraft components and a simulated flight-type heat
mission. One drawback to their use is the high shield. The simulated components represent
shock transient generated at detonation of these the mass and center of gravity of the flight
systems. To evaluate the dynamic effects of the component3 and have identical mounting config-
pyrotechnic shocks, such tests must be per- urations. The test article heat shield was de-
formed or. a test model that is strt..-turally signed to simulate adequately the wave propa-
identical to the flight article. Pyrotechnic de- gation characteristics of the flight vclcle heat
vices used on the Martin SV-5 reentry vehicle shield [1].
(R/V) include fle':ible linear shaped charge
(FLSC), explosive bolts and separation nuts The 7-ft long reentry vehicle weighed 890
with pressure cartridges. lb and consisted of three major subassemblies:

(a) the aft body which contained the flight con-
While it is good design practice to locate trol components and the recovery system; (b)

shock sensitive components at a distance front the equipment truss, which was bolted to the aft
the source, the configuration of the reentry ve- body section and contained the guidance, control
hicle precluded this approach. Therefore, it and electrical system components; and (c) the
was necessary to develop and use shock atten- forward structure (glove), which was bolted to
uation devices in the regions of the vehicle that the aft body and served as an enclosure for the
experienced shock levels in excess of the equipment truss. Figure 1 illustrates these
equipment qualification levels, major assemblies.
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Fig. 1 - Location of pyrotechnic devices

Pyrotechnic Devices Instrumentation

During the flight of the SV-5 vehicle, four Eighteen piezoelectric accelerometers
major pyrotechnic devices will be detonated to were mounted on the test vehicle at selected
initiate specific phases of that flight. Vehicle locations on the structure (Fig. 2). The accel-
separation will be performed Ly the detonation erometers were Endevco Model 2225 shock
of three explosive bolts attaching the aft bulk- accelerometers designed for 20.000 g with a
head of the vehicle to the booster interstage. flat frequency response to 15 kHz and a mount-

ing resonance of 80 kHz. Accelerometers were
The recovery compartment hatch, centrally mounted on aluminum cubes, bolted and ce-

located on the vehicle, is severed from the ye- mented to the structure. Usually tvwo or three
hicle structure by the detonation of FLSC placed accelerometers were mounted on each cube
in the coaming around the perimeter of the providing multi-axis instrumentation. Re-
hatch. The FLSC used in this configuration is sponse signals were processed through charge
7 ft long with a charge density of 5 grains/ft. amplifiers and recorded on magnetic tape at

60 ips. Tape records of accelerometer signals
The drogue, used to stabilize the R/V be- were processed by playback at 1-7/8 ips to

fore deployment of the main parachute, is produce high-speed (63-ips) oscillograph rec-
ejected for deployment by a mortar charge. ords for on-site evaluation. The taped data
This device is a gas-generating pyrotechnic, were then processed using a recursive filter
rather than the fragmentary type. The mortar technique to obtain shock response spectra.
charge generates an internal pressure in the
drogue container and propels the drogue chute
from the vehicle. Test Setup

The drogue ia separated from the vehicle The vehicle was mounted on a low-frequency
by a pyrotechnic device (drogue disconnect) suspension system, using 3/4-in. diameter
located on the aft bulkhead. The drogue dis- shock absorber cord. Approximate flight atti-
connect consists of a pressure cartridge and tudes were maintaired to determine ii trajec-
separation nut. tories cleared vehicle projections. High-speed
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Fig. 2- Accelerometer locations

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
OF DATA

The severity and magnitude of the pyro-
technic shock transient was investigated through
the use of shock response spectra. Saock re-

sponse spectra were obtained from three drogue
inortar tests, six drogue disconnect tests, five
hatch separation tests and three booster sepa-
ration tests. A selected number ot the meas-
ured shock response spectra are presented in
this paper,

Drogue Mortar

The envelopes of 'he shock spectra meas-
ured at various locations on the test article
during the drogue mor.ar tests are presented
in Fig. 4. The peak shock spectrum levels
ranged from 1790 g at 3.2 kHz measured 2 in.
from the source to 35 g at 0.6 kHz measured on

Fig. 3 - Typical test arrangement the equipment beam, 57 in. from the source.
(hatch separation test) Comparison of the measured shock spectra in-

dicated that the higher frequency portion of the
shock (1 to 5 kHz) was considerably more at-

(1200 frames/sec) motion pictures showed total tenuated than the lower frequency portion
vehicle response and verified adequate clear- (< 1 kHz) by travei~ng through the vehucle
ances. A typical test is shown in Fig. 3. structure. C,.mparison of the shock spectra
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104r disconnect tests are presented in Fig. 6. Due
to the high spectrum levels, a maximum of
6000 g at 5 kHz measured near the shock

-: source, two basic isolator configurations were
tested. One configuration utilized Pyrotex
washers in an attempt to isolate the shock

',/A 1,• source. Tests with this configuration indicated

103; no drop in shock spectrum levels even though
the washers were shattered by the shock loads.

3 The other configuration utilized 90 durometer
Adiprene washers (Fig. 7). The envelopes of

_-,..-..__the shock spectra measured for this configura-
tion are presented in Fig. C. The peak shock

< spectra levels measured o.. the vehicle struc-

ture near the source were less than 50 percent
05 of that measured for the initial configuration.

"Comparison of the shock spectra measured
.L reAat the same Iccation (Fig. 9) from three of the

drogue disconnect tests indicates that a factor
of approximately 1.5 exists between the peaks.9 9

104 Hatch Separation

Fre,.,ency 'Hz) The envelopes of the shock spectra meas-
.4 ured on the vehicle structure during the initial

response spectra envelopes hatch separation test are presented in Fig. 10.
The shock spectra measured near the base

equipment beam. with a peak level of 2800 g at
5 kHz, exceeded equipment qualification re-

(Fig. 5) measured on the aft cove shelf (location quirements. The shock spectra measured in
3) from the three tests indicates that a factor the recovery can, with a peak level of 2200 g at
of approximately 2 exists between tne peaks of 5 kHz did not provide an adequate margin with
the shock spectra for the three firings, respect to the equipment qualification require-

ment. Since it was not feasible to isolate the
shock source from the vehicle structure, the

Drogue Disconnect shock levels on the equipment beam and recov-
The envelopes of the shock spectra meas- cry can were reduced by isolating these sections

ured during the initial configuration of drogue from the adjacent structure.

-.- • ,-• Test

w /

LI

Q]lO / //

10 =0"__

FrequenCy (Hz)

Fig. 5 - Progue mortar tests comparison
of shock response spectra (accelerometer
locacion 3P)
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- Vehicle Siructure

- Retaining Nut

-SeDarat:on Nu%

,- Pressure Locaton
Cartridge LB

Droguse- -"
Disconnect
F~ttina

"Adiorene Washer

Fig. 7 - Drogue disconnect A)

/\A 2

The equipment beam was isolated from the /
station 45 bulkhead by 0.1-in. thick Pyrotex
washers and inserts at the primary attachment
points and by the omission of the fasteners at
the remaining attachment points. The primary 0 .- .
constraints satisfied by this design were that 102u i

the isolator material would not cold flow and Freqcy (Hi,

the frequency of the fundamentai beam mode Fig. 8 - Drogue disconnect test 7
would not be lowered significantly. Although response spectra resulting from.
the measured shock spectra (Fig. 11) at the Adiprene isolatorb
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Fig. I) - Hatch separation test effects of
attenuating devices on equipment mounted

on equipment truss
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base of the beam were reduced by approximately ,-Component
30 percent with respect to those measured for /-Aluminum Washer
the initial configuration, they still exceeded the - Bolt- /
equipment qualification requirement. / Adiprene Was;er

To obtain acceptable component shock lev- i -'---7

els, component shock mounts were developed
a- Lested. The component shock mounts could
be separated into two categories, those con-
structed of relatively hard material (Pyrotex) Wahser '-Structure
and those constructed of a softer material (90 Nut Ad-preneBushig

durometer Adiprene). In both cases the design
of the shock mounts were such that the fre- Fig. 12 - Adiprene mount
quency of the primary resonances of the
component-mount system exceeded 1.0 kHz.
The Adiprene mounts (Fig. 12) were used with
the components mounted near the base of the
beam where the shock environment was more The recovery can was isolated from the
severe than elsewhere on the beam; Pyrotex vehicle structure through the use of Lord center-
inserts were used with the other beam-mounted bonded mounts at the mounting points adjacent
equipment. The use of the Adiprene mounts t:, the shock source (i.e., the top mounting
reduced the maximum shock spectrum level by points). The peak level of the measured shock
a factor of approximately 7 (Fig. 11). The Py- spectrum (Fig. 13) was reduced to approximately
rotex mounts gave less attenuation (i.e., they 64 percent of that measured for the original
reduce the shock by a factor of approximately 2) configuration and the shock spectrum levels
but were adequate for all equipment locations were sufficiently less than the equipment quali-
except near the base of the beam. fication requirement.

10,r

Equipment Requirement Location 5

L

10. - !-
- 10/

10 I0

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 13 - Hatch separation te.t effects of
attenuating devices on recovery compart-
ment components
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Comparison of the shock spectra measured qualification level. The peak shock spectra in
oa the aft cove shelf, location 2, for two tests the forward section were considerably lower
having the same configuration indicates very than predicted and indicated that the shock re-
little scatter, less than 7 percent difference on quirements could be reduced.
peak spectrum levels (Fig. 14).

In an effort to find a way of attenuating the
shock, a single 285-mg explosive bolt was fired

Booster Separation in the center location using a higher density
(5.7-pcf) aluminum honeycomb absorber. The

Shock levels were measured during three honeycomb isolator was completely crushed by
booster separation tests, and a center bolt fir- the shock load. The resulting shock spectrum
ing was performed on the test article. at the measurement locataon nearest the shock

source (location IA, center rib) indicated an
The first test configuration (Fig. 15) uti- approximately 30 percent reduction with respect

lized three 285-mg charge, explosive bolts to the initial tect. However, this reduction was
together with crushable aluminum honeycomb not sufficient and the peak spectrum level still
absorbers (3.1 pcf). The test results indicated exceeded the equipment qualification require-
that there was a time difference of approxi- ment.
mately 12 msec between the center bolt firing
and the outboard bolt firing. Each bolt pro- The configuration used for the next test
duced a shock which occurred approximately utilized explosive nuts rather than explosive
1 to 2 msec later. All honeycomb shoct-. ab- bolts. Both high- and low-density aluminum
sorbers were cGmpletely crushed. The meas- honeycomb absorbers were used. The resulting
ured shock spectra are presented in Fig. 16. spectra measured at locations on the vehicle
Near the source the peak spectrum level was were below equipment qualification require-
5000 g at 2 kHz which exceeded the equipment ments and represented a reduction in peak level

10 -

2 Fig. 14 - Hatch separation test

02_ spectra scatter for identical
'Z test configuration (accelerom-

eter location 2)
- N -Test 2

/ --- Test 3
I

S•I0

102

Frequency (HzI

-Booster - VerIcle

. .-.o.eycorb smock

E xplosive --

Bolt

Fig. 15 - Booster separation
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10 4 of approximately 68 percent with respect to
those measured during the previous bolt tests
(Fig. 17). It should be noted that the honeycomb
attenuators were not crushed by the shock load.

N 2Unfortunately, due to the separation design con-
1A straints, the explosive nuts could not be used in

the flight vehicle-booster configuration.
I,

,/3 The configuration utilized for the next test
C Ij ,consisted of 235-mg charge explosive bolts in

conjunction with 5.7-pcf aluminum honeycomb
"absorbers at the left and center attachments,

*, while an explosive nut was used at the right
attachment together with a low-density (3.1 pcf)

102 aluminum honeycomb absorber. At locations
close to the bolts the measured shock spectra
(Fig. 18), while slightly exceeding those meas-
ured during the previous test using explosive
nuts, were less than two-thirds of the equip-
ment qualification level. The aluminum honey-

. 10 comb isolators used with the explosive bolts
0. ...... were partially crushed by the shock load and
10z 23 1o4 the honeycomb isolator "sed with the explosive

Frequency lHz) nut was not crushed.

Fig. 16 - Booster separation test
shock response spectra generated Distance Attenuation
by 285-.rg exploszve bolts By using data from all tests involving

point source type pyrotechnic devices and

104"

10 i-

L

10 _1.

, \ ' , 2 031 2

o• ..-- IA A

/ , / ,N !, .I02•-

- / /" °2 /h

f I/

I i 'Z IA

Q-1o -.. 10
10 ' ,' '0 'O .o l I I
1 213 10213

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 17 - Booster separation test Fig. i8 - Booster separation test
shock response spectra generated shock response spectra generated
by separation nuts by 235-mg explosive bolts
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renormalizing, a plot was constructed of peak 3. The distance attenuation of peak shock
spectrum levels as a function of distance from spectrum levels from point sources was in the
the source (Fig. 19). It was found that the dis- range of 9 to 16 db/octave.
tance attenuation of peak shock levels was in
the range of 9 to 16 db/octave. 4. With properly designed lsolators, sub-

stantial reduction in shock spectrum levels
could be obtained, even though the resonant fre-

CONCLUSIONS quencies of the isolator-component systems
exceeded 1 kHz.

1. In all cases the shock spectra measured
near the source peaked above 2 kHz and had REFERENCE
magnitudes in excess of 1000 g.

1. N. J. Huffington, Jr., and R. J. Goldman,
2. The maximum observed variation in "Simulation of Heat Shield Pyrotechnic

peak spectrum levels between identical pyro- Shock Impedance," Shock and Vibration
technic tests did not exceed a factor of 2. Bull. No. 36, Part II, 1967

1.0r- 0 a

0

0
L o

00

•0.01

C

1.0 10I 2

Distance fin.)

Fig. 19 - Distance attenuation

DISCUSSION

Mr. Davis (Fairchild-Hiller): You are Mr. Davis: I would think that much of the
using a Q of 10 in your shock spectra. Did you shock time history- might have had many sinus-
find that the shock response spectra were fairly oidal components which would tend to increase
independent of the Q, or would you have gotten the shock response if you use higher and higher
higher shock responses had you used, say, a Q values.
Q of 20?

Mr. Bondi (Hughes Aircraft Co.): Since
Mr. Britton: We did not investigate this. you showed the shock spectrum being reduced

We used a nominal Q of 10 in the analysis. with distance, were the accelerometers favorably
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oriznted radially or longitudinally down the ve- Mr. Bondi: When you instrumented the
hicle or were they randomly oriented? components, did you pick a critical orientation

Mr. Britton: We maintained in this attenu- on them and then reduce it?

ation plot primarily a longitudinal orientation
of the accelerometers. Mr. Britton: Yes, that is correct.
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SHOCK TESTING WITH SOLID-PROPELLANT-POWERED GUNS*

Larry 0. Seamons
Sandia Corporation

Albaque-rque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A general description is given of the use to which solid-propellant-
powered guns can be put in the field of environmental testing. Emphasis
is placed on the inherent flexibility of the shock testing of projectiles
in the time interval between ignition of the propellant charge a.nd exit
of the projectile from the gun muzzle. Amethod of computing the shock
pulse in this case has been described briefly. Projectile recovery and
instrumentation problems have also been cursorily examined.

chamber, and the propellant is ignited, driving
the projectile out of the barrel with an upper
velocity limit of 80L0 to 9000 fps. For higher
velocities, other systems must be used.

L. 0. Seamons

TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
GUN TESTS

Guns can be used to support two broad cate-
gories of testing. In one case, the gun is used
merely as a tool to generate a desired velocity

INTRODUCTION change prior to the actual test. Three exam-
ples of this type of testing are described briefly

Most experimental gun testing and gun design, below. The second category is shock testing.
•esearch and development is conducted to eval- Although the other types of tests to be described

uate existing or proposed gun designs or to re- could also be properly called shock tests, the
search new gun systems !or possible military definition considered in this paper is limited
applications. In contrast, this paper covers the to the case in which a specified shock or
use of guns as an environmental test facility, acceleration-time pulse is imparted to the pro-
The emphasis will not be placed on the develop- jectile or test components mounted inside the
ment of a gun for a particular test but rather on projectile while the projectile is still in the gun
the use of any gun for a wide variety of environ- barrel.
mental tests. A gun can be a versatile testing
tool, and that versatility is the point of interest Assume that a gun has been used to produce
in this paper. a desired velocity change for a projectile. If

the projectile is the test item, an im~pact test
For simplicity and brevity, this discussion can be conducted by providing a suitable target.

will be restricted almost in its entirety to If the projectile is a target material, an impact
closed-breech, smooth-bore, constant-bore, test can be conducted usi1L, a turnaround tech-
conventional, solid-propellant-powered guns. nique and placing the test item in a desired
This type of gun consists of a powder chamber orientation relative to the projectile. This is
and a barrel usually of smaller diameter than often done to facilitate instrumentation of the
the chamber. The projectile is seated in the test item. If the projectile is some type of pen-
aft end of the barrel, propellant is placed in the etrometer, a penetration test can be conducted

This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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by providing a suitable medium for the pene- If all the pertinent variables are known, there
trometer to pass through. All of these test pro- still remain the problems of computing the re-
cedures are common to many different types of sultant shock pulse for a set of conditions and
environmental test facilities; the only basic dif- of mathematically manipulating variables to
ferences between facilities are the way in which attain a desired pulse shape. This is impera-
the velocity change is produced and the type of tive since the only other alternative is experi-
test item that can be handled. There is no real mental trial and error which would swallow up
need to consider using solid propellant guns for a tremendous amount ol time and manpower.
these tests unless velocity requirements are This then leads to the next subject to be dis-
high. cussed, a macroscopic picture of the computa-

tional procedure used by the author to compute
Propellant-powered guns become a unique gun shock pulses.

tool when a test item is shock tested (i.e., ac-
celerated in a gun barrel). Guns have a practi-
cally unique ability to furnish long-duration COMPUTATION OF SHOCK PULSES
(tens of milliseconds) high-aml:litude (thousands
of g's) shock pulses. Other test facdities are The computation of shock pulses is done on
available which can produce one or the other of a digital computer. In general, a finite differ-
these characteristics in a shock pulse, but guns ence method is used with a fixed time interval
can produce both characteristics simultaneously. as a basis for the calculations,. It should be
Also, by introducing a rifling inside the gun emphasized that 1his computational method is
barrel, several hundreds of radians per second not unique or origi.ial by any means. The com-
of angular velocity and hundreds of thousands puter code used by the author and many much
oi radians per second of angular acceleration more elaborate codes which deal with all types
can be supplied. of gun systems have been developed, and the

theory which supports the method is well docu-
Shock tests, to which the remainder of the mented 12, 3].

paper will be devoted, are the more challenging
type of test. It is comparatively simpler to The mathematical description of the phe-
produce a desired velocity than to produce a nomena occurring inside a gun is called interior
shock pulse exhibiting a particular rise time, ballistics. Four fundamental and two supple-
duration, and peak amplitude. In gun shock mentary equations are required to define the
testing, there are a large number of variables interior ballistics for the method under dis-
affecting the shock pulse shape. The large cussion.
number of variables involved provide great
versatility in the number of pulse shapes that The first equation, the burning rate equa-
can be generated in a given test gun. In gen- tion, is usually experimentally derived. It de-
erai, all the var;ables involved can be placed in scribes the velocity at which the free surface
four categories: of a semi-infinite propellant grain regresses

or burns away as a furction of gas, pressure at
1. Gun geometry - (a) barrel length, the free surface. This equation describes the

(b) powder chamber volume, and (c) bore diam- rate at which propellant is being consumed and
eter; must be used as long as unburned propellant

remains in the gun. A second equation, which
2. Projectile design - (a) projectile weight, must be used as a supplement varies according

and (b) shock mitigation characteristics of on- to the geometry of the propellant under consid-
board test item packaging; eration and descri)es the exposed propellant

surface area as a -uA ction of the fraction of
3. Mechanical and thermodynamic proper- sclid propellant that has been converted to gas.

ties of the propellant and propellant gas - By combining thes two equations, it is possible
(a) density, (b) isochoric flame temperature, to calculate the am'.unt of propellant converted
(c) specific heat ratio, (d) burning rate as a to gas in a given interval of time.
function of pressure, (e) second virial coeffi-
cient, and (f) specific gas constapt or molecular The second equation, the equation of motion
weight of the propellant gas; and of the projectile, will involve the gas pressure

at the base of the projectile as an essential in-
4. Geometry of the individual propellant gredient of the accelerating force. A pressure

grain - surface area of the solid propellant as i-radient is incorporated because there are
a function of the fraction of propellant con- large pressure gradients between the chamber
verted to gas. and the projectile base. The equation is
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numerically integrated twice to yield velocity computation a lengthy process but provides the
and displacement information, means to manipulate the pulse shape over a wide

range. Some idea oi the spectrum of pulse
The third equation, an energy balance2 equa- shapes available can be seen in Figs. 1 through 5.

tion, is used to compute a mean temperature in These figure; are all acceler2 tion-time plots of
the gun interior. Here the energy of the burned a projectile being fired from a 75-mm gun. The
propellant is equated to the kinetic energy of the 75-iam gun was selected arbitrarily and repre-
projectile, the heat energy transferred to the sent,; a nominal test gun for which experimental
gun, and the kinetic energy of the propellant gas. data are available.

The fourth equation, the equation of state of
the propellant gas, includes terms to the second 0.WO0
virial coefficient only. it is used to compute a
mean pressure in the gun interior. is.W PARAMETERS.

0.8 LB PROPEIJ.ANTThe computational method can be summa- 15 0 LB PROJECTILE
rized as follows: 16.000 M2 PROPELL•N•

0 00 INCH WEB THICKNESS

1. Select a finite time interval; 14.0

2. Select an artificial starting pressure in 9

the chamber and assume isochoric flame tem-2
perature in the chamber;

10,003. Compute propellant burned during the
time interval via the burning rate equation and _

propellant geometry; 8 s.

4. Compute acceleration, velocity, and dis- Z
placement via the equation of motion and the 6.i j
pressure gradient equation;

5. Compute new temperature via an energy 4.O

balance equation;

6. Compute new pressure via the equation

of state; )

7. Compute elapsed time; and 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

TIME WSEC)
8. Return to step 3 and continue cyclinguntil projectile reaches the gun muzzle. Fig. - Reterence shock pulse

The computer code which forms the core of
this method is given by Lubeck [1]. The value
of the digital computer in this case is that it Figure 1 shows a reference shock pulse
simulates actual gun tests and wo~ks out the which will be referred to as the standard shock
trial-and-error portion of gun testing with huge pulse for the gun under discussion. The stand-
savings in time and money. One hour of corn- ard pulse also appears in Figs. 2 through 5 as
puter time (CDC 3600) will simulate approxi- the thick-lined pulse and thus furnishes a visual
mately 3000 gun tests using this method. To comparison among all five figures. All the fig-
date, computer predictions are falling within ures have the same scale on both axes.
10 percent on all pertinent parameters for ve-
locity changes less than 4000 fps. For higher Th(! object of this series of figures is to
velocities, accuracy wanes and more refine- show hc.w the pulse shape changes when one
ments are needed in the method. variable is altered and all other conditions re-

main unchanged. In all, four variables are al-
tered: the propellant weight; the projectile

EXAMPLE OF SHOCK PULSE weight; the propellant web thickness, which will
SHAPES ATTAINABLE. FROM be defined later; and the propellant chemical
A SINGLE GUN composition. Any of the other variables could

be handled similarly, but in lieu of more graphs
The large number of variables inx .. ved let the statement that many more possibilities

in determining the final pulse shape makes exist suffice.
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Figure 1 also shows the value of each vari- instance passing into and at the other passing
able dealt with in the remaining four figures out of the propellant. For example, the web of
that is required to produce the standard pulse. a long cylindrical proptilant grain would corre-
These are listed in the upper right-hand corner spond to the cylinder diameter, and the web of a
and are preceded by the magnitude of the vari- thin disc-shaped grain would be the disc thick-
able used in the standard pulse. The M2 pro- ness. In general, the smaller the web, the
pellant designation is a military proprietary faster the propellant is converted to gas. The
designation of the chemical composition of the curves show that small webs lend themselves
propellant. to shorter pulse durations and higher peak ac-

celerations. Also, a thin web is one of the best
Also note in Fig. 1 that the standard pulse ways to achieve a fast rise time. One interest-

ha.s approximately a haversine-shaped rise and ing feature of these curves is that the velocity
an exponential decay. These two shapes are change does not vary greatly. There is only a
common to many gun shock pulses with the 350-fps difference between the top and bottom
point of transition from one shape to the next curves.
occurring about the time that the last of the
propellant is converttd tC. gas. The end of the Figure 5 gives an indication of the range
pulse corresponds to the time the projectile the pulse shape can cover by changing the
clears the gun muzzle. Usually the projectile chemical composition of the propellant. It is
continues to accelerate outside the muzzle but assumed that propellant geometry as well as
this portion of the pulse has been omitted, all other variables are held constant.

Figure 2 shows the result of varying the Figures 4 and 5 are of great practical in-
propellant weight. In general, an increase in terest as a pair since there is a wide variety of
propellant results in a faster rise time, a military propellant compositions available and
shorter duration, and a higher peak accelera- usually each composition is available in several
tion. The velocity change increases approxi- different geometries or web sizes. This means
mately as the propellant weight to the 0.7 power. that these two items can be optimized for the
This family oi curves and the others shown can job at hand in many cases from existing propel.-
be expanded in either direction. In this case, lant stockpiles.
the upper limit is determined by either the
physical capacity or the strength limit of the
powder chamber. The lower limit is deter- OTHER ASPECTS OF GUN
mined for all practical purposes by the small- SHOCK TESTING
estpropellant xeightwhich will yield repeatable
results. Most propel!ants are characterized by Usually one design problem and one instru-
a pressure below which they will not burn pre- mentation problem arise on virtually every
dictably; if the propellant weight is depressed shock test. These are, respectively, recovery
far enough, this lower pressure limit will be of the projectile and a direct measurement of
reached and sporadic pulse shapes will result. the projectile acceleration-time history while

the prcjectile is in the barrel.
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying pro-

jectile weight. Heavier projectiles see a lower The recovery problem is usually accom-
peak acceleration and a longer pulse duration. plished by one of two methods. The projectile
The inte'resting feature of th.ese curves is that can be fired into a large catch box filled with
the rise time changes only slightly over a wide some low-density material, or it can be equipped
range of projectile weights. Also on these with a parachute recovery system which is de-
curves, it is easier to see the poir.t in time ployed somewhere in the projectile trajectory.
when all the propellant has been converted to
gas and the corresponding change in the curve The call out of a maximum allowable re-
shape takes place. The propellant is "all burnt" covery acceleration is often part of an environ-
at the peak of the bottom curve, and as the pro- mental test specification. As velocity increases,
jectile becomeG lighter the "all burnt" point the severity of the problem of holding down re-
occurs farther over the curve peak. covery accelerations increases and can become

formidable.
Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the

web thickness oi the propellant grain. The Currently, projectile acceleration time is
propellant web, if one e:.•.sxs, is defined as the calculated from measurements of chamber
smallest dimension of the 1:ropellant grain along pressure time or projectila displacement time.
a direction normal to the surface at two points In the first case, it is assumed that the pres-
of intersection where the direction is in one sure gradient inside the gun is known; in the
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second case; thp thr i rnf.... o..... .

double-differentiation must be performed. Bothprocedures introduce unwanted ýiaccuracies, A very generai picture of environmentalthus pointing oit a need for a way to measure testing with solid-propellant.-powered guns hasprojectile accelerations directly. been presented. It is hoped that the flexibility
of guns as an environmental test tool has beenAn attractive aspect of gun testing is that portrayed and that some of the problem areasit is a low-cost and rapid way to conduct env.- which were briefly mentioned may stimulateronmental tests if a gun is a feasible facility, interest.
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DISCUSSION
qMr.uýe aval Ordnance Lajratory: load? Are you mc-.suring inside the powder orHow did you calculate accelerationT? Was it directly behind the projectile?from the pressure time?

Mr. Seamons: That is correct. It is not a Mr. Seamons: We are melsuring on thevery satisfactory method. We calculate it based periphery of the powder chamber. We do noton breech pressure measurements and then take have anything inside the powdeur load itself.into conAideration the pressure gradient that Most of these are taken from piezoeiectricexists along the barrel of the gun to arrive at pressure transducer measurements. I mightthe pressure at the base of the projectile, add, it is not a really satisfactory method ofMr. Hughes: When you say breech pros- getting acceleration.
sure, do you miiean at the base of the powder
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APPLICATION OF POLYURETHANE FOAM TO SHOCK
ISOLATION OF LARGE SILO-BASED MISSILES

William A. Volz
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Sunnyvale, California

In the last few years there has been considerable interest in the appli- i

cation of flexible polyuzethane foam to the shcck isolation of large silo-
based missiles. This is due to the inherenL suitability of this material
for use in annular configurations and the hifh space efficiency (ratio of
rattle space to the envelope needed for the isolator) that can be
achieved. The highlights of a foam iso'laor feasibility study, recently
completed under an Air Force contract, are presented. The program
included analysis and design studies followed by tests on a full-
diar.eter isolator. One of the primary goals of this study was to de-
velop and evaluate the analytical tools needed to design a foam shock
mount and predict its p, rformance. These analytical methods are the

key to transforming foam into an engineering material which is useful
and predictable as a shock mount. The paper includes a description of
the shock isolator concept considered in the study, a discussion of
fundamental foam characteristics, a description of the mathematical
model used and the tests run, and a discussion of typical test results.

This paper gives the results of recent work,
z.ompleted under an Air Force contract [1], to
determine the feasibility of a foam shock iso-
lator. The state-of-the-art of foam isolator

W. A. Volz design is highlighted, particularly the analytical

and mathematical modeling procedt'res used to
describe the isolator performance. The results
given in this paper are an extension of previous
work reported by the author [2].

ISOLATOR CONCEPT
INTRODUCTION There are several things to be considered

in the design of a shock isolator for a silo-
Duringthe loahast severlvyea fleil apackabased missile. The missile must be isolated

polyurethane foam has evolved from a packag- from the silo both vertically and laterally, and
ing material with rather random properties must maintain its stabl~ity during and aft,.r the

into a contender for the sophisticated applica- violent motions of the silo. One of the most

tion of a shock isolator for large diameter

missiles. Polyurethane foam has several in- common ways of isolating such a missile is by
herent properties which make it extremely at- a pendulum vertical suspension with add-itionalhrentive poertses whinch maklicati .exTemeyat- mechanisms to apply moments to the boitom of
tractive for use in such applications. The ma- the missile to maintain stability. In this con-
terial is particularly suitable for annular cept, the loads are applied only to the base of

configurations and has a high space efficiency thc missile, and in most cases, rather large

(ratio of ratfle space to envelope needed for the and cumbersome apparatus are required.

isolator). Therefore, there is considerable in-

terest in the development of such a shock ab- In the case of a polyurethane foam shock
sorber system for silo-based missiles, mount, the vertical suspension consists of a
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spring system between the si o floor and the material defined by a weapons specification.
missile (Fig. 1). This isolator could be in the The stress-strain characteristics of ths ma-
form of coil springs, liquid springs, air terial are of primary interest when considering
springs, or any number of suspension systems performance under shock. Figure 2 shows a
that would fit in the volume directly below the typical stress-strain, or as called in the foam
missile. The lateral stability and shock isola- industry, compression load-deflection (C-D)
tion would then be provided by the foam isola- curve. Most foams of this type show a steep
tor located at two or more places along the slope or modulus for the first 5 to 10 percent
length of the missile in the annular space be- compression. A subsequent flattening out oc-
tw•,n missile and silo. In this concept, there curs a- the foam structure buckles, and a "bot-
is iittle or no coupling between the lateral and toming" characteristic appears in the order of
vertical isolation system. Also, the silo diam- 50 to 70 percent compression. On unloading,
eter may be a minimum since the radial space the curve arops to a value lower than that of
ineeded is the rattle space plus the room re- loading, and appreciab.e hysteresis is obtained.
quired for the fully compressed foam. It is This hysteresis is an important contributor to
obvious that with this kind of concept, an eject the damping properties of a foam isolator.
or "cold" launch would be an integral part of
the system, as the venting of exhaust ga,.,es
would not be possible with the foam isolator.
Eject launch technology is readily available and
has already been proven to be feasible.

Lu!

chrctrstc of foa

fm# S

f UU AFig. 2 -- yia fah Compcrvessgiven inoig.2-aefrct two

isolator installation different strain rates. The lower curve is for
a strain rate of 1 ip..i per inch of thickness, the
rate most commonly used for quality control

There are several possible configurations and material description when manufactured.
of launch tube, launch adapters, arrangement of The higher curve is the C-D curve obtained at
the foam isolator, etc. All such concepts have a rate of 2500 ipm per inch of thickness, which
one thing in common, however; the foam isola- is typical of the strain rate generated during
tor is utilized as a ring placed in an annulus shock environment.
between two cylinders having relative motion
as shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of this paper This high rate characteristic is usually
is to deal primarily with the prediction of re- obtained by one of two methods. One method is
sponse of the foam ring when it is subjected to by the use of time-temperature superposition.
the shock environment. The time-dependent (viscoelastic) properties of

most elastomers are such that high rate effects
may be simulated by given decreases in tern-

FOAM CHARACTERISTICS perature. That is, a material's high strain
rate C-D characteristic may be obtained by

Polyurethane foam of the type usually con- making a normal (low rate) C-D test at a given
sidered for shock isolation application is an ,. low tempera*re, e.g., -20cF. Therefore, after
open-celled foam of low density, between 2 to',' the necessary time-temperature correlation
10 pcf, and preferably a c!osely controlled has been established for the particular polymer
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involved, -high rate effects may be duplicated
with a standard compression testing machine
and a temperature control unit. Since the sam-
ple tested in tI.is manner is compressed at a
low rate, the effects of the aii in the cells do W
not affect the results. WWI

Another method of determining high rate
C-D properties is by the ase of an impact
tester. This is a test where the foam sample
is mechanically compressed at the same rate
as experienced under shock. The energy for
such a test apparatus may be obtained through Fig. 3 - Air flovw in
the dropping of a weight, high-pressure air, or foam isolator ring
a similar means. The problem with such test-
ing, however, is that the results are often in-
fluenced by the compression of air in the sam- Some of the basic parameters of the ;oam
pie. As the s:%mple is rapidly comoressed, air required for these calculations are the pore
pressure builds up in the cell structure, and a size, percent void, and friction factor as ob-
pressure gradient is obtained from the center tained by airflow tests on samples. These pa-
of the sample out to the edges. This air com- rameters, along with a definition of the isolator
pression adds a force to that generatea by the configuration, are put into a computer program,
elastomer. thereby raising the total force and the pressures and forces generated by the
measured on the test. air are calculated. In Fig. 4, some typical re-

suits are shown. Several force-deflection
One way to eliminate this effect is to use a curves are given for an annular ring of foam

relatively small sample so that the air can flow material. These forces are the air compression
out easily. This is acceptable for foams that forces only, and are for various ring heights.
are relatively porous or "breathable." For (Note that the forces are given per inch of foam
foams that restrict air flow to a greater de- height so the airflow properties may be com-
gree, however, a vacuum must be applied. In pared directly.) The upper curve is the force-
this case, the sample is put into a vacuum deflection characteristic that would be obtained
chamber and compression at a high rate is ap- for an "un-vented" situation where the foam
plied. Through this procedure, only the forces has a very high resistance to airflow and/or
generated by the elastomer are measured. The the configuration is one where the air has a
results from both time-temperature superposi- long path to travel before reaching ambient. It
tion methods and the high rate tesi just men-- may be seen that the stiffness in this case is
tioned have correlated to a reasonable degree quite high, and the damping or hysteresis is
for the foam materials tLested. ve,-y ,'mall. The lower curves, however,

Once the elastomeric C-c0 ,roperties are
known for a foam material, the characteristics
of a ring configuration of this material, as used
in the isolator, may be calculated. The ring I
force vs displacement may be obtained readily ism _r_

by a simple numerical integration routine on I
the computer. Calculating the eifects of airflow - . ! _/ _

within the shock isolator and the resultant ____

forces is a more difficult problem, however.
The compression of the air in the annular space m
and the resulting forces are a function of the
flow path, the airflow resistance of the foam ,r
material, the dimensions of the ring, and the
rate at which the ring is compressed. The
prediction of the airflow and forces is amenable 5 1.1 IJs 2A 23 U
to treatment by the theory of flow through porous lwu n- r
media, the laws of isothermal compression.
and conservation of mass. The airflow case to Fig. 4 - Air compression fork es
be analyzed is illustrated in Fig. 3. for foam ring
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repLeseiii cases where there is little resistance third element, the airflow element, simulates
to flow, and the air compression forces are the airflow characteristics of the foam ring. In
small. The stiffness obtained is low, and the graphical form, this element is essentially a
hysteresis is quite high. From these curves, it piston and air cylindc: with an orific, which
may bc seen that the stiffness due to air com- varies in area as a function of piston stroke.
pression and the damping may be readily ad- The piston and cylinder simulate the air pres-
justed by controlling venting properties of the sure buildup in the foam ring, and the orifice
configuration. This is most easily done by accounts for the flow out of the foam and de-
varying the height of the foam ring. An opti- scribes the airflow resistance properties, AB.
mum trade-off between damping and stiffness of the foam structure. The airflow resistance
of the isolator may be achieved in this manner. of the foam material increases as the compres-

sion increases due to change in percent voids.
Therefore, a variable orifice is needed.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The effective area of the piston and the

To predict the performance of a foam parameters of the orifice are obtained from
shock isolator, a mathematical model must be separate airflow calculations for the particular
established which adequately describes the isolator being considered. Once this is done.
forces produced by the isolator under various the model is ready to use for shock analysis
conditions of displacement and velocity. The calculations. The forces generated by the air-
mathematical model developed during the foam flow element in the model are calculated with a
isolation system feasibility study [1] is given in set of equations analytically describing the air
Fig. 5. This mathematical model is very sinii- compression and airflow of such a piston and
lar to models used previously [2]. with the ex- cylinder arrangement,
ception that the airflow element has been added.
As shown in the figure, the model is made up of
three elements. First, there is a nonlinear FULL-SCALE TESTS
spripg, K,. This spring describes the non-
linear force-deflection characteristics inherent To establish the feasibility of the foam
in the foamed polymer. Secondly, there is a isolator concept and to verify the adequacy of
Maxwell element in parallel which is shown as the mathematical model, a series of tests were
spring K, and dan- ,er C. This Maxwell ele- run on full-scale foam isolator rings. The tests
ment serves two fun,.tions. It describes the included a static or low rate compression test
rate sensitivity of the elastomer by providing and a dynamic test. These tests were run on
an increasing force during high rates of com- the Partial Full-Scale Test Machine (PFSTM)
pression, which is then added to the basic at the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard -
spring rate force from K, and provides damp- Hunters Point Division. The PFSTM, which is
ing which simulates the hysteresis character- essentially a drop test facility, is shown in
istics. Fig. 6. The isolator is placed between the box

'Dframe and slug. The box frame and slug are
Therefore, the nonlinear spring Kb and supported by parallelogram linlages which

the Maxwell element describe the behavior of control the drop motion. The box frame and
the elastomer as determined by sample tests slug are pulled back to the required position.
(Fig. 2) and sample-to-ring calculations. The and then, on release, swing down until the box

frame impacts the buttress. The box frame is
decelerated by lead impact pads in 5 to 10 msec

KS and then is held stationary by anti-recoil
latches. The slug compresses the foam isolator

TAIC S4 after impact and oscillates thereafter as a
IMUKU) function of the isolator properties. In this

C €manner, a nearly instantaneous step change in
; . -velocity is applied to the system and a high

Srate of compression is obtained across the
Sfmot I foam isolator.

J! Isolator ring sections up to P total of 50 in.
high. representing a portion of the total isolator
used in the silo application, are utilized in the
test. The parameters obtained from these te.ts

Fig. 5 - Mathematical model of may be simpiy extrapolated to account for the
foam shock isolator total amount of foam in the particular silo
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Fig. 6 -Partial Full-Scale Test Mi, chine

application. Through the use of full-scale di-
ameters, unknowns due to diametral effects T, '-- S
may be eliminated. In the particular tests run, -4
a series of three foam rings, each 12 in. high, Iff
separated by 6.5-in. high venti"- slots were
used. The diameters used were those associ-
ated with a large silo-based missile.

During the impact, the acceleration of the M
slug and relative motion between the slug and 4
box frame are obtained. From these data, d_ _ _ _ _

time-based response and force -deflection 3
characteristics may be plotted for various drop .1 . 2
velocities. These results may then be readily Wm- unMw
compared to the responses predicted with the
mathematical model. Fig. 7 - Comparison of measured

ard predicted response

TEST RESULTS
aad model predictions. The spectrum obtained

Typical accelerations and displacements from tae mathematical model response corre-
vs time obtained on the test are given in Fig. 7. lates quite well with that obtained from the test
Plotted along with the test, results are the pre- results. This implies that when the model is
dicted results using the model in Fig. 5. It may used for predicting the response of a flexible
be seen that the results and the predictions cor- missile, the results should be reliable.
relate reasonably well. The accelerations are
approximately the same level and follow the To determine the effectiveness of the shock
same time-history pattern. The most prevalent mount tested, spectrum curves were generated
discrepancies occur in the predicted relative from shock calculations utilizing the model.
displacements. The predicted displacements The results are shown in Fig. 9. The upper
are greater than those obtained in the test, es- curve is a typical shock spectrum of the silo
pecially in the second half cycle. For most motions. The other curve is a spectrum of the
silo shock inputs, however, the first half cycle response measured on the isolated missile.
of compression is the most critical, and the The difference between the two shock spectra
degree of correlation is, therefore, felt to be is the measure of the effectiveness of the foam
adequate for calculating isolator performance. shock isolator. It may be seen that the envi-

ronment in the higher frequencies has been
Another method of determining the ade- reduced considerably.

quacy of the model is through the use of shock
spectrum analysis. In Fig. 8, shock spectra of In summary, a great deal of progress has
the slug motion are given for the teGý results been made in the use of polyurethane foam as a
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Fig. 8 -Shc ck spectra of slug response Fig. 9 -Predicted attenuation
of silo shock

shock isolator for large diameter missiles. It to the state-ofnthe-art has been the mathemati-
may now be said t rat foam can be described as cal treatment - e airflow properties inherent
an e-gineering ma-'erial with predictable be- in such a shock mount. With the mathematical
havior. The feasibility of using a frnm shock model described, performance of a fully vented
isolator in a silo-based missike application has foam configuration may now be predicted.
been proven. One of the primary contributions
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Scott (Sandia Corp.): You made quite Mr. Volz: There are a couple of reasons
a point of the fact that temperature had a great for this. Usually a smaller silo may be used
deal to do with the K of your foam. At what with a given size of missile with this kind of
temperature did you test? concept. A relatively simple vertical support

system can oe used because stability comes

Mr. Volz: The tests were run at the local from the foam rather than from some appara-

ambient, probably 70"F = 100F. Temperature tus that applies a moment at the bottom. The

definitely does have an elfece on the rate prop- apparatus can be simplified, and the foam is

erties but only when it is far removed from the generally inexpensive.

ambient. It has to be close to the glass transi- Mr. Crawford: Was the foam semi-rigid
tion temperature, which is a polymer function
and is usually about -30WF or -40'F. or elastic?

Mr. Volz: It was most definitely an elastic
Mr. Crawford (Bell Telephone Laborato- foam, a flexible polyurethane with a density on

ries): Was the purpose of the foam rings to the order of 2 to 8 pcf. There are several
decouple vertical response from horizontal re- foams defined by weapons specifications as
sponse? flexible polyurethane foams.
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Mr. Galef (National Engineering Science must put this error back into the elastomer.
Co_.: Most of the foams that I have worked Why do you taKe it out?
with have been closed celled instead of open
celled, so the techniques for separating the air Mr. Volz: Because the configuration is
effect from the elastomer effect would not ap- very sensitive to the air effect, it is best for
ply. Is it really important to separate these the analysis to separate t'e effects.
two? You seem to be able to do it, but you
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NEW APPROACH FOR EVALUATING TRANSIENT LOADS

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING OF SPACECRAFT

James T. Howlett and John P. Raney
NASA Langley Reoearch Center

Hampton, Virginia

A new approach is presented for evaluating transient environmental testing
of spacecraft. The requirement for using a multi-degree-of-freedom model,
rather than the single-degree-of-freedom model of the shock spectra proce-
dure, is establi hed. Since a spacecraft is a complex elastic structure, the
response of a specific component is a function not only of its own dynamic
characteristics, but of its point of attachment to the spacecraft structure.
The effects of component location on maxi num response vary several orders
of magnitude for representative cases. Furthermore, the added degrees of
freedom (i.e., representing the spacecraft by more than one degree of free-
dom) impose additional constraints in defining a suitable input transient, thus
requiring the selection of a more realistic test transient.

A rigorous derivation is presented of a method for determining system re-
sponse to transient inputs using normal coordinates to represent the multi-
degree- f-freedom spacecraft system. Comparison of the envelopes of the
amplitudes of the normal coordinates at any time shows the amount of partic-
ipation of that coordinate and, hence, the contribution of a particular normal
mode of vibration to the total system response.

The proposed procedure for evaluating transient environmental testing is il-
lustrated with several examples. The results show the efficacy of multi-
degree-of-freedom analytical models of spacecraft for determining system
response and the adequacy of proposed. input transients for environmental
tests, thus providing a more reliable means of selecting appropriate test
transient inputs.

compromised by ultraconservative environ-
mental testing and qualification procedures.
Among the more difficult test environments to
evaluate properly are the transient loads.

J. T. Howlett
Ideal test transients should be representa-

tive of the transients the spacecraft will ex-
perie-ice in flight in the sense, at least, of pro-
ducing responses which are equivalent to those
expected in flight. This objective is not being
met at the present time for a number of reasons.
The difficulties encountered include the following:

INTRODUCTION 1. Transient inputs are not uniquely defin-
t. able. The transients measured for a speciiic

Mission success of spacecraft systems spacecraft-launch vehicle combinatior vary from
should be assured by adequate, but no'. overly flight to flight. In audition to this, the space-
severe, environmental tests. However, because craft and launch vehicle interact as dynamic
of the difficulty of simulation of flight environ- systems so that different types of spacecraft, if
mer.ts, the sophistication of experiments which flown on the same launch vehicle, would experi-
can be carried by a spacecraft may be ence different transient inputs.
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2. Reproduct,,a ,•, ai•lu• liighti rannsienis The approach presented in this paper for
by use of existing vibration test equipment is evaluating transient environmental testing of
difficult even if such transients are known. spacecraft idealizes the spacecraft as a com-

plex elastic structure having several degrees
3. Close estimates of damping are difficult of freedom. The method uses conventional

to obtain. procedures of structural analysis. Normal co-
ordinates are used to determine the participa-

4. Adherence to the widely used shock spec.. tion of a particular normal mode of vibration in
trum technique imposes severe limitations be- the total system response. This analytical rep-
cause it does not properly treat the spacecraft resentaton of the spacecralt and its response
as the complex dynamic system which it is. provides a .,i"ch improved measure of equiv-

alence between different tr'ansient inputs.
The limitations imposed by each of .hese

difficulties ran be evaluated somewhat inde- RESPONSE TO TRANSIENT INPUTS
pendently from the others. This paper is di-
rected to the development of techniques which To establish, heuristically at least, the
employ closer representations of the physical need ior ý nulti-degree-of -freedom represen-
systems involved and, hence, are believed to be tation of the spacecraft (instead of using shock
superior to the shock spectra techniques of spectra techniques), a few numerical solutions
item 4. have been worked out. The analytical models

and the values of their system parameters are
As a measure of equivalence betweeii pro- not representative of any specific spacecraft

posed ground test transients and typical or ex- system; however, they are felt to be realistic
pected flight transients, the shock spectrum since the dynamic range of frequencies chosen
technique compares envelopes of maximum re- is representative of spacecraft systems.
sponses of single-degree -of-freedom systems
over the frequency range of interest. Slowly Comnonent Location
swept sinusoidal inputs are often used as a
means of satisfying the requirements dictated The response of a spacecraft component is
by the shock spectrum method. The only equiv- dependent not only on its own dynamic charac-
alence in this type of test is the maximum re- teristics, but also on its point of attachment to
sponse of a particular component considered as and the dynamic characteristics oi the space-
a single-degree-of-freedom system. Because craft structure. The component response can
of the uncertainties associated with simulation vary several orders of magnitude for different
of transient respo.ses by sinusoidal testing, attachment points. The effect of component
large weighting Idctkrs are employed which location on maximum response to a transient
often result in overconservative tests of space- input is shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the
craft systems. Since the test tr nsient input is acceleration input at the base of the models
not uniquely defined by its shock spectrum, a (typically the spacecraft adapter ring) is known.
satisfactory representation of the flight tran- The single-degree-of-freedom system repre-
sient cannot be achieved. sents a component attached directly to the

ANALYTICAL MODELS

AMPIUTUDE, 0 IDOF Z:20F .O 3 UOF

K1 Cc1 v, 'F7 Ci Nj COMPONENT

K2 5 K.1 c SUBSYSTEM4 K4,C3
8nL. • xB

6 s 0N PUT * B -SIN [-3 :, 35024 L% ;: 942 t)]

40[ n. 'M .. M . C_,
SASE mr I /M. rZ-,

20 1-1.I2.3 ;,-1. ,3

'100 50 '40cps .0!
1, Iv 50 ;40 cps I 0

CASE a b c 2c 40c,. f0

Fig. I - Effect of component ',)cation
on maxinurru response
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spacecraf t adapter ring; the two-degree-of- freedom system, two transients which have the
freedom system represents the component at- same shock spectrum will, in general, produce
tached to a subsystem which is attached to the response time h.-tories and, hence, maximum
spacecraft adapter ring. In the three-degree- amplitudes which are quite different from each
of fre,'dom system, the subsystem is attached other. This is shown in Fig. 2a for three dif-
insteali to the flexible spa, e."aft structure ferent transient inputs. The shock spectra of
which is mounted on the spacecraft adapter the transients are shown in Fig. 2b. The cou--
ring. Both the assumed subsystem anu space- pled system natural frequencies are approxi-
craft structure are assigned only one degree mately 11 and 27 cps for the two-degree-of-
"of freedom for the purpose of the following dis- freedom system and approximately 8.4, 21, and
cussion. The natural frequency of all uncoupled 34 cps for the three-degree-of-freedom system
systems is 40 cps. This results, for example, .n this figure. The first transient is represent-
in natural frequencies of approximately 21, 40, ative of the acceleration input to the spacecraft
and 77 cpE for the three-degree-of-freedom adapter ring du~ring sustainer engine cutoff
system, case a. For case a, the subsystem (SECO) of the Ranger 6 flight. The second
mass is 100 times the component mass (n.2 m, = tran•.ent is a 4-oct/min sinusoidal sweep with
100) and the mass of the structure is 50 times a shock spectrum which envelopes tha.t of the
the component mass (i 3 'mi = 50). The corre- SECO transient. The third trans -. is a sin ;n
spondirig values for case b are 10 and 50, re- transient which sweeps from 5 to .0 cps in 4.5
spectively. In case c, the subsystem mass is sec. The function which generates ,-is tran-
280 times the component mass (m 2/mI = 280), sient is
and the mass of the structure is 280 times the
subsystem mass (M3/im2 = 280). The damping of =B r sin ' 157.07963 ;n (1 -0.2 t).
all systems discussed in this paper is 1 percent
of the critical damping of the uncoupled systems.

AN4.Y'ICAL MODELS

The acceleration input to the spacecraft 0 1DOF C2DOF . a 3 DO:

adapter ring is represented as the high-sl •ed F IS", I
time-varying sinusoidal sweep, K. C,- K • 1 7 KC IT C COMPONENT

AMPLITUDF, ' ý 21
X [4.3uDF K20-,L4 C2 XB K SUBSYSTEMk3 = sin [- 33. 35024 ; n (1- 0. 942t) 0. KxjA K x 2

9 " ,- S bTuCTURE

This is a so-called sin ;-n transient and sweeps A ezrL- I

from 5, to 400 cps in approximately 1.05 sec. 6-me_ C

The shock spectrum of this transient is essen- 4- W, , ,ti.tlay constant from 10 to 280 cps. 4- 4 2 /;K;-~•'aV,-r-

2- 0 If ' 5cps 01

I the component was mounted directly on 2 I 2,cps 01

the spacecraft adapter ring, its maxim~am r--- c _ 3 _o 20cps o1

sponse for the applied transient would be 7 g. SWEEP LN
If, instead, the spacecraft is considered to be a
two-degree-of-freedom system, the results are
quite different. The maxi: ini component re- $
sponse is 54, 21, and 77 g fox cases a, b, and c,
respectively. For the three-degree-of -freedom 24 [
system, the maximum component response in -sCO

case a decreases to 12 g; in casr b, it increases AMP•I.TUDE. 20 S.N SWEEP
to 39 g; and in case c, ihe maximum component SIN 1.1

response is over 1000 g. In general, the maxi- 9 16s-

mum response, X , is quite different from that
of a one-degree-of -eedom system when the 12[

spacecraft is tr,.ýat, nore realistically as a
multi-.:-gree -of -frfr Join system.[ 4[
Response Time History _ _ _ _

0 10 20 30 4J 50

In addition to the above, there is another REOUE. cps

very important effect which should not be over- Fig. 2 - (a) Variation of response with type
looked in selecting a test transi.nt ior an envi- of input, and (b) shock spectra for SECO,
r3nmental vlbration test. in a multi-degree-of- sine sweep, and sin rn transient inputs
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"The ampiitude of this function is moduiated to I J = n n identity matrix, and
envelope the shock spectrum of the SECO tran-
sient for the frequencies of interest. 2 = n , diagonal matrix of eigen-

values
As Fig. 2 shows, both the 4-oct/min sweep

and the sip ýn transient produce slightly The matrix VU is called the modal matrix of
greater maximum responses in the one-degree- the system; the 1th column of this matrix ,
of-freedom system than the SECO transient. hi is the j th mode shape. Let
the two-degree-of-freedom system, using the
response to the SECO transient as a reference, VX; -'U :q(t), - qI(ta + q,(t)' u

the component is undertested by the 4-oct/min
sweep and overtested by the sin ýn transient. + qn( t )"u (3)
In the three-degree- of-freedom system, the
component Is very slightly undertested by the where q (t) is the ,th normal coordinate.
4-oct/min sweep and considerably overtested Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) gives
by the sin ýn transient. Enveloping of shock
spectra is, therefore, not an adequate criterion N' 'U . C, V + :K: qU,' q} {f(t) ;
for transient testing multi- degree -of-freedom
systems. and

ANALYSIS
:U •u T:K•" U.,, • = uýT,'f(t))

The equations of motion of a multi-degree-
of-freedom linear dynawtic system can be put From Eq. (2)
in the following form:

1.] T rC1 U', 2 1 (Q(t)1

LM (R) + :C {X. + ¢ K) IX, (1)
where

where
'Q(tTf(t)

LM' = n - n symmetric positive definite
mass matrix, is the n x 1 matrix of generalized forces. For

proportional damping, the matrix UjV T:C: ,Ul is
[CJ = n - n damping matrix, adiagonal matrix andthe equations are uncoupied

[2]. In this case, the jth equation can be written
KI = n x n symmetric non-negative defi-

nite stiffness matrix, ýj 4 2,]W;4) + 2qj - (t) . (4)

{x" = n 1 displacement matrix, and The general solution to Eq. (4) for arbi-
trary Q. (t) can be obtained b- the method of

{f(t)} = n -1 matrix of forces. variation of parameters [3]. From the theory
of ordinary differential equations, the homog. -

The solution for the system response in neous equation Qj(t) - 0, corresponding to Eq.
terms of normal coordinates is obtained using (4), has a solution of the following form:
established procedures.

Due to the properties of symmetry and defi- Ao1 3(t) - Bq 2 /t)

nitenress of the matrices :M: and XK, there where qp(t and q 2,(tN, hereinafter identified
exists an n - n matrix :U: with the following two as Q, and q~,, are linearly inrl -endent and A
properties [1]: and a are the constants of integration. To obtain

a particular solution, the arbitrary constants A
:U:T"M•:U U] (2a) and B are replacedby r,(t) and ri Then

r( t) and r 2Mt), subsequently referred to as r
and and r 2 , are determined so that Eq. (4) is sat-

isfied. Thus,
,u:TKU, -- . .(2b)

qp, -r?* q 1 , r-q 23

where and (5)

=.7:T transpose of u, 4P r, r 2 q 2 ,• , q1 I r"2 q 2 •
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Imposing the conditbon parameters of the system and oscillate at the
j th natural frequency of the system; they are

r 1  " r 2 q2 1 = 0 (6) independent of the generalized force Q, . On the
other hand, r, and r2 are relatively compli-

leads to cated functions of both the system parameters
and the forcing function.

*P 7 1 " r26 , (71
Equation (12) indicates the influence of the

and forcing function on the general solution to the
problem. The bracketed quantities in Eq. (12)

q p) - r, qI - r 2 '12 , " r, q,, - rq 2 ," (8) can be thought oi as time-varying amplitudes
which modu'ate q,, and q 2 j- The effect of

Substituting Eqs. (5), (7), and (8) into Eq. (4) ar.d 2hariging the forcing function is to change the
collecting terms yields time variation of the bracketed terms. There-

fore, the time-varying amplitude of the normal
r *,, , 2' ):)911 coordinate q. provides an indication of the ef-

fect of different forcing functions on the partic-
• r2 ,Cj2  2:,Fjq~2 q 2

j ))i•j 2 Q ipation of the ith mode in the response of the
system. The information contained in the re-

Since q and q 2 , satisfy the homogeneous sponse time histories of the .'s provides an
equation, excellent basis for the evaluation and selection

of test transients.
";II "I Kj (9)

Equations (6) and (9) c'n be solved by Cramer's EQUIVALENCE OF TRANSIENTS
rule for r* and r2:

The following scheme is used to determine
q 2 •3 Q a satisfactory test transient for an environ-

w W (10a) mental vibration test of a particular spacecraft:

and 1. The spa.cecraft is analyzed and an ac-
ceptable structural idealization, Eq. (1), is

2 *QJ (lOb) established.'2 - W

2. Equation (1) is solved numerically forwhere {x}.

W = q 1 ý2 ) - 61, q,1  3. Equation (3) is used to compute {•i:

is the Wronskian. Note that w o 0 since {•} - [U]-{X.
and q2 j are linearly independent. Py integrat-
ing Eqs. (10), A typical time history for ;j, t) is shown in

1!ig. 3a.

& q 2i d (1la)

and

q, -Q -MLWLMEr 2 v s " dt (1 ( lb ) 9vI 0'..

The general solution to Eq. (4) is (. .

q ) = qh j ' qpj Aqjq , ' Bq2 r q+ j r 2q2 AMP UTL E X

= qjj "A, rl. q,,[B -r 2 J , (12)

TIME, SEC
where A and B are the constants of integration TE. . SC.

and r, and r2 are given by Eqs. (11). It should
be noted that the time-varying functions q I and Fig. 3 - Typical normal coordinate
q 2 ) appearing in Eq. (12) depend only on the response i,(t) and envelope
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4- Thp gonfvaiflflD Of babolte Aaluc& &UMrG&S ThL1Uaiiu1 itu:esz-t: dppru&inliatiy
computed ior j , ) -. n. Figure 3b shows the same as those of the SECO transient. How-
the envelope for' the In Fig. 3a. ever, there are very important differences be-

tween the j envelopes for the sinusoidal sweep
5. The j envelopes for the representative and those for the SECO transient. For the

measured flight transient and for the test tran- sinusoidal sweep, the modes do not respond
sients under consideration are compared on the simultaneously, resulting in the variation of
basis of maximum amplitude versus time and, maximum component responses shown in Fig.
if fatigue is a consideration, then the other 2a. For the SECO iransient, the first and sec-
characteristics of the individual time histories ond modes combine to produce a maximum re-
may le studied. sponse which is greater than either of these two

individual modes excited by the sinusoidal sweep.
6, The test transient is selected which best For the sinusoidal sweep, the maximum compo-

approximates the j envelopes produced by the nent response occurs in mode 2. The contribu-
flight transient. In this regard, however, the tion from the first mode at this time is negligi-
selected test transient may be modified to con- ble and, hence, the spacecraft is undertested as
form to whatever degree of conservatism is far as maximum response is concerned, even
desired. This modification might take the iorm though this sinusoidal sweep conservatively
of increasing the amplitude of the test transient envelopes the shock spectrum of the SECO
to produce slightly higher levels of response transient.
than the measured transient. in addition, the
test transient may be modified to contain a
minimum energy level over a frequency band On the other hand, the duration of the re-
thought to inc.ude all unknown resonances of the sponse for the sinusoidal sweep is much longer
actual spacecraft. than it is for the SECO transient. The sinusoi-

dal sweep would be more likely to produce a
fatigue failure than would the flight transient.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

Evaluation of Slow Sinusoidal These comparisons show that the sinusoi-
Sweep Test dal sweep is a poor environmental test of this

spacecraft's response to the SECO transient.

The c envelopes for the SECO transient The system is undertested on the basis of max-
input to the two-degree-of-freedom system of imum reponse and is overtested on the basis
Fig. 2a are-shown in Fig. 4a. The envelope of of fatigue life.
ý, has a maximum value of 1.75 g; the enve-
lope of 2 has a maximum value of 9 g. Both
modes respond simultaneously and the duration Figure 5a shows the ý envelopes for the
of the response is less than 1 sec. SECO input to the three-degree-of-freedom

Figure 4b shows plots of the j envelopes system of Fig. 2a. The maximums for the 1st,

for the 4-oct/min sinusoidal sweep of Fig. 2. 2nd, and 3rd modes are 1, 5.5, and 3.5 g, re-
spectively. All modes respond simultaneously.
The i envelopes for the sinusoidal sweep input

EoNACCELO . to this system are shown in Fig. 5b. As withENVELOPES,

Jq11 ;A t- the two-degree-of-freedom system, the ampli-
g . ... tudes are approximately the same as those of

the SECO transient, but the modes respond at

8 different times. This raises a question. Thecomparison of maximum component response
jq2I 6- shown in Fig. 2a indicates that for the three-9 4 degree-of-freedom system, the sinusoidal

g 4sweep produces only slightly less maximum
2 component response than the SzCO transient.

(•2) 1(b) ". On the basis of the information conveyed by the

0 -2 3 02 1 IS 20 24 28 32 36 q envelopes, however, the sinusoida2 sweep
riME.SEC fnME, SEC may appear to be a severe undertest of maxi-

S -mum response. This apparent discrepancy is
explained by examining the modal participation

Fig. 4 - Modal responses of two-degree- ior the three-degree-of-freedom system at the
of-freedom systern to (a) SECO input, and time of maximum component response. In this
(bl 4 oct/mrin siusoidal sweep input case, Eq. (3) becomes
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TIME, SEC

Fig. 5 - Modal responses of three-degree-of-
freedom system to (a) SECO input, and (b) 4
oct/mm sinusoidal sweep input

ro. 791 0.S91 -0. 1571 For the substructure, however, this is notf t  the case. The values of the normal coordinates
X2 0.53 q2 -0.54 . 064 at the time of maximum response of the sub-structure R. are

9 3 299 ý_O 59 03.4q, 0.3.

The values of the normal coordinates at the time
of maximum response of ý, to the SECO input q2  -4.0.

are and

ql = 0.31. ý = 3.5 .

q 2 = 4.6. Therefore,

and X 0.159 + 2.I( A4 4.559.
03 = -1.97. 

2uAX

The second mode contributt 1.4 percent; the
Therefore, third mode contributes 49.1 percent; however,

with the slow sinusoidal sweet., X. reaches its
X 0. 2421 2.7186 0.30929 3.2731 maximum when the second mode only is re-

sponding. The approximate values of the nor-
The contribution from the second mode, 2.7186, mal coordinates at tihis time are
is over 83 percent of the total maximum response. 0. 1
Hence, the component's maximum response is
on!y slightly undertested by the sinucaidal sweep. = -5.0
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anfd TABLE 1
Maximum Responses of Three-Degree-of-

q3  0 15. Freedom System to SECO and 0.75 s:n 'n Inputs

MassHence, iai this case, Responsa (g) I
X 0.053 + 2.7 + 0.096 - 2.849. SECO [0.75 si n n

S- _ 4 7I

The slow sinusoidal sweep undertests the sub- 1 3.28 4.07

structure by 37.5 percent. For the three- 4
degree-of-freedom system, also, the slow 4.6 4.7
sinusoidal sweep is a poor environmental test i
of the response of the system to the SECO input. __3 ,_4.56 4.6

Evaluation of sin 'n Tesit Transient The 4.5-sec 0.75 sin 'n transient, there-
fore, appears to be nearly acceptable in lieu of

The di envelopes for the sin tn input to the the actual SECO transient for testing the three-
I ~degree-of -freedom system of Fig. 2a. With a

three-degree-of-freedom system of Fig. 2a are degreeffreed semofig. 2a With a
shown in Fig. 6. The -wcximum values of the ý little effor it could be modified to provide a
envelopes for the sin ;n input (which conserva-
tively envelopes the shock spectrum of the
SECO transient) are approximately 50 to 150
percent greater than those for the SECO input. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The modes respond very nearly simultaneously This paper has demonstrated that the shockand the duration of their response is on the hipaehsdmotredhtthsok
order of 1 sec. A 25 percent reduction in the spectrum technique is not, in general, capableamplrofItude. of thperent rfunction w d tof accurately predicting maximum responses ofinput amplitude of the sin tn function wouldginput ecomplex elastic spacecraft structures to tran-
give qi envelopes with maximum amplitudes setipt n htamr ohsiae p
which are still conservative by 70 percent for sient inputs and that a more sophisticated ap-
the first mode and 10 percent for the second proach is needed.
and third modes. It should be noted, however, A method has been developed for evaluating
that this reduction produces a shock spectrum transient environmental testing of complex
which is cvnsiderably underconservative for the spacecra.,t. The technique presented, which is
sin in input. Nevertheless, all three masses within the current capability for structural anal-
of the three-degree-of-freedom system still yisi recreent tepacerat as atmulti-
have maximum responses which are greater ysis, represents the spacecraft as a multi
than those for the SECO input. The v-,lues are degree-of -freedom system and uses normal

given in Table 1. coordinates to determine the participati',n of
each mode in the total system response. This
method is required to predict 4.curately the

MODAL ACCEL maximum responses of systems which have
ENVE•E.P, 2  significant interactions between the various

0__[ modes. The method provides a suitable meas-
9 ure of equivalence betw'nen various proposed

test transients as well as between transient and
6/• sinusoidal testing.

1 41 In the application of this scheme to an
2 •actual spacecraft, it is desirable to include as
01 many dE-grees of freedom in the analytical model

o ,-" as can be identified as significant since each
4 additional degree of freedom (each additional

normal coordinate) acts as an additional con-
Ij 2 straint in selecting a suitable test transient.
9 Thus, a more suitable input can be achieved.

02 3 4TM I, 2 The results presented herein prompt the

authors to recommend the extension of this ap-
Fig. 6 - Modal response of three- proacn for possible application to construction
degree-of-freedom system to 4.5- of suitable test transients for the environmental
sec sin fninput testi.ng of spacecraft.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Roberts (Martin Co.): I suggest there of your single-degree-of-freedom model for the
is a very strong limitation to the proposed three inputs. This couldn't occur if the SECO
method: the delta t of the input slopes is of the envelope really enveloped the other two. So, I
same order as the periods of the low modes of guess I am basically saying that there seems to
the structure being analyzed. If the shock wave be a question of your ability to model the sys-
impingement on this structure is an abrupt im- tem adequately. 11 you really knew how to model
pingement from a wave propagation through the the system, you certainly would be in a much
structure, the number of modes that would be better position to say in what sense one input is
required to illustrate the maximum responses equivalent to another.
of the complex structure would be of the order
of 50 or 100 or 1000. Mr. Howlett: Yes, that is true. We are

assuming that you must have a correct :.:alyti-
Mr. Howlett: The method is based, in the cal model of the system. This is done quite

first place, on a finite element approach. We frequently throughout the aerospace industry;
are representing the spacecraft by a finite num- spacecraft structures are being modeled by
ber of degrees of freedom; it is always possible finite element approaches with very good agree-
that this is not a good representation. There ment. You were right that when all the modes
are surely some cases in which a continuous respond at the same time, the shock spectrum
repre-.entation and, actually, wave theory must technique gives an upper bound on the maximum
be used to predict what is happening, response. When this does not happen, when

maybe only the first and third modes respond
Dr. Sevin (LIT Research Inst.): I do not and the second does not, this approach would

argue the Ilmiiiations of single-de-gree-of- give a lower upper bound and a more realistic
freedom shock spectra, but I was puzzled about interpretation.
several things. The comparison of the one, two,
and three degrees of freedom seemed to me per- Dr. Sevin: If you propose to treat the
haps a bit unfair. I was not sure whether you modes in their actual phasing, you have to be
ment to say that the one-degree-of-freedom extremely concerned about whether your model
system was the best model of what was more is adequate or not. It would have been interest-
properly, a three-degree-of-freedom system. ing with these examples to investigate how con-
I am sure you could have picked a better single- servative the upper bound was for the various
degree-of-freedom system approximation which loadings. It is cor~servative but I am not sure
would have shown far greater agreement. In there has been sufficient experience to know
principle, you are keeping the same paraweter how conservative it is.
values for each of the elements of the model;
you can stack them, you know, ad infinitum and Mr. Howlett: There is more work needed
get any kind of comparison that you like, but I to determine the number of degrees of freedom
thinlj that is perhaps a bit unfair. Secondly, I required and how accurate the model is. In the
was surprised that you had not mentioned that paper there are some numbers which might give
in a linear multi-degree-of-freedom .ystem, you an idea of how close the upper bound was.
assuming that the modal components are in Where the input amplitude was reduced by 25
phase and their absolute values are added, the percent, there is very close agreement between
single-degree-o'-freedom system spectrum the sin ;In input and the SECO transient for two
certainly provides an upper bound to the re- of the three maximum'responses.
spoase. Therefore, you would expect that if the
SECO loadings truely envelope the others on the Dr. Morrow (Aerospace Corp.): I co not
spectra, they would also envelope the responses think there should be any question ithat a space-
on the multi-degree-of-freedom system. It craft is a multi-degree-of-freedom system.
seemed to me, also, that you were showing a The Ehock spectrum should never have been
slight trend upward ia maximum acceleration used as an indication of the responses of such a
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system'. I am not quite sure what we mean by we measure a number of sinusoids at the same
specifying responses. What we should be time and did not keep their phase relationships
specifying, if anything, is inputs. But, In any recorded. However, if instead of the shock spec-
event, there are other problems that go some- trum you use a Fourier transform which can
what beyond what has been presented here. In readily be applied to either force or motion and
the first place, if we have a shock transmitted, which includes phase information as well as am-
say, through the airframe to the payload of one plitude, you can calculate the respon.>, of any
of these spacecraft - I assume we are talking linear system quite accurately. Maybe we
about a payload for a booster - we have a very really need more work on plotting Fourier
clear-cut case of a low impedance structure transforms using the magnitude in r.auch the
dxiving something of very high impedance. same way as we have been using the bhock
Under these circumstances we really should be spectrum. Magnitude conveys essentially the
looking at force rather than at the motions pro- same information. We should have the phase
vided. If we are merely trying to reproduce the information for anybody who wants to investi-
actual shock that took place on a particular gate a few detailed cases a lirtle more thoroughly.
flight and use a shaker, equalization and so
forth, it does not matter. But if we are trying Mr. Howlett: Some work is being done right
to simulate one shock by another, a force com- now along that line. The trouble with the Fou-
parison would be very much more worthwhile. rier transform is that you do not have a unique
There are other considerations. I am not en- input to any of these spacecraft, even though it
tirely clear why we should be subjecting the may appear so from two supposedly identical
whole spacecraft to a shock. Probably the slides. With the Fourier transform the •.1 •.sp
tradition got started with a specification I relationship is extremely important, and work
helped to write, but I remember shock got has been done on this. We know how to enve-
specified in that way as an unsteady compro- lope the amplitude, but exactly how to envelope
mise arrivwd at after quite a bit of arguing. the phases of several different inputs is a big
The specification should be subject to review, problem. Widely varying results have been
In short, when things are very large and very found, depending on what is done with this phase.
difficult to test there is something to be said
for the design approaches we use on the rest of Dr. Morrow: I do not think you can do any-
the airframe. After all, the spacecraft may be thing with-envieoping the phase; however, if you
expected to be more rugged than the structure wanted to calculate the response in any partic-
that transmits it. What we are probably more ular instance it does enable you to do it. You
concerned with here is the equipment on board may have a serious problem trying to make two
which may be damaged by shocks. if this equip- different pulses give exactly the same effect on
ment is considered, creating a model which in- a complicated system; maybe there is no way
cludes not only the spacecraft shell but the out of that. Maybe we simply have to make
equipment is a really formidable problem. compromises for most of our testing and then
Adapting the dhock so meticulously to the thing take a closer look when needed.
you are testing becomes a little more of a
problem. In fact, the data shown here give Mr. Matteson (Naval Ordnan,,e Laboratory):
some idea of whether the structure is overtested In your analysis you appeared to compare vi-
but no indication of whether the equipment on brational inputs. Did you analyze any shock
board is overtested or undertested. inputs with vibrational overtones ?

Mr. Howlett: What I called the rn on the Mr. Howlett: No, we just used an acceler-
figures was considered to be an actual compo- ation input to the base and not wh~at you would
nent, fur instance, a tube. It is set into the sup- really call a shock. But the same Ehing could
porting frame which is mounted on the structure. be done using this method. I do not see any

problems that would arise.
Dr. Morrow: But to do this, we have to

simplify so drastically that the results may not Mr. Matteson: Do you feel that tie ccnclu-
be reliable. You do not necessarily get repeat- sions that you have drawn from this analysis
able stresses from one situation to another from would be applicable to the shock with aL vibra.-
the shock spectrum. One re'.son is that we have tionai overtone ?
rather prolonged pulses or transients; the other
is that no phase relationships are measured in Mr. Howlett: I dc not see why it wouldn't.
connection with the shock spectrum. We have As f5r asT1oiw, it wgould work quite wrell. But
the same kind of uncertainty we would have if we have not actually dcon,' it.
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SPECIFICATION OF SHOCK TESTS

Panel Session

Moderator: Max McWhirter, Sandia Corp., klbuquerque, N.M.

Panelists: R. W. Hager, Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.
M. Gertel, Allied "4.esearch Assoc., Inc., Concord, Mass.
E. H. Schell, Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab., Wright-

Patterson AFB, Ohio
G. W. Painter, Lockheed-California Co., Burbank, Calif.
R. T. Othmer, Sandia Ccrp.. Albuquerque, N.M.
J. R. Sullivan, Naval Ship Systems Command Headquarters,

Washington, D.C.

The material on the following pages was presented during the panel
session on specification of shock tests. All remarks have been edited
!or clarity, and some have been omitted, usually because they .fepeated
points brought out earlier in the discussion.

OPENING STATEMENTS that can be simply measured and interpreted.
Developmental tests, as upposed to the formal

Mr. Sullivan: ThLere is no single best way specification testing, are often carried out by a
to specify a shock test. However, for a given contractor or vendor to minimize rejection risk
set of circumstances there is always a pre- during the formal testing period. Because the
fer.red way of working. This simple truth is formal or contract test requirements are, at
seldom recognized in the heat of arguments least hopefully, clearly identified, they are sub-
amorg people who think they are trying to do ject to further rigorous interpretation. Hence,
the same thing, but are really doing something informal developmental tests can lead to very
different. complex and sophisticated test setups simply

because they are aimed at a recognizable goal.
The uncertainties and variations of most While these requirements themselves may be

real problems are such that simulation, per se, precisely defined, they are often based on sat-
is not possible. Specification requirements, isfying in-service needs which are seldom
rather than attempting to achieve simulation, amenable to such rigorous treatment. Mature
should be aimed at providing the minimum ac- engineering judgment must be exercised during
ceptable level of confidence that the item will the developmental testing phase to prevent data
perform satisfactorily under actual service collection and testing which are without worth
conditions. The problem in most cases is sta- or meaning.
tistical and will always leave a finite element
of risk concerning in-service reliability. The Mr. Painter: Two technical requirements
real problem of the specifier is to identify the can be considered in evaluating a shock test
extent of this risk and to develop criteria which method: (a) the test should produce an accept-
will provide an acceptable level of performan,:e able simulation of the service environment, and
for the need and the cost of obtaining it in the (b) test results should be reproducible in the
most effective way. sense that if two laboratories are testing a piece

of equipment made to a certain design, approxi-
D!ring formal acceptance tests. sophisti- mately the same damage potential will be ap-

cated instrumentation and precision testing plied in both cases. The relative importance of
seldom serve to reduce the element of in- these two requirements is not constant. In many
service risk. Controls employed during such cases we know little or nothing about the serv-
testing usually need only be precise in a contrac- ice environment, and a general specification is
tual sense and should be based on parameters used. For this sit.Lation certainly the second
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requirement becomes the predominant concern, has to be produced which will truly approximate
On the other hand, there are situations where the shock spectrum of these transients. These
we know a great deal about the service environ- spectra are normally peaked at a fairly high
ment which might have some very peculiar and frequency with little energy in the low frequen-
important characteristics. These should then cies, and with a fairly low velocity change.
be considered in choosing the test method. They simply cannot be approximated. A pulse

can be produced with a spectrum that will, at all
Consider a very common shock situation, a frequencies, envelope the spectra of the oscil-

shipping container shock in which the item to be 'Latory transients, but this results in a great deal
protected has shock mountings between it and of overtesting at certain frequencies. But sup-
the container. The service environment test in pose we allow overtesting; what about reproduc-
this case consists of dropping the container and ibility with a pulse type tet ? If an attcmpt is
producing a half-sine transient on the packaged made to produce the spectrum of an oscillatory
item. Almost certainly this environment would transient with a pulse, at least to optimize the
be simulated in the laboratory by a drop test in spectrum a very short duration pulse must be
which the item is attached to a reasonably rigid used. Immediately system ringing becomes a
structure, allowed to fall, strike a spring, and problem. It is analogous to two different labo-
rebound. If we look into the situation further, ratories conducting a sinusoidal vibration test
we find that there are othcr types of pulse phe- using the same sweep and amplitude out of the
nomena occurring in the service environment, oscillators, but with no equalizing equipment.
All of these have a large velocity change asso- Unless considerable effort is exerted to have
cdated with them. If we know that a pulse-type exactly the same type of fixturing and so forth,
phenomenon exists in the service environment, it is unlikely that they ,mnuld end up with the
then this is probably the best type of test to use same type of test. A pulse test is essentially
in the laboratory because it should be fairly an open loop test. There is no way of minimiz-
easy to reproduce. However, as pulse shapes ing the difference between desired and actual
become shorter and shorter, it becomes much results.
more difficult to satisfy the requirement of re-
producibility. Then we have to start worrying About three or four yearS ago we developed
about the excitation of the natural modes in the a test at the Lockheed-California Co. for the
equipment and the fixturing. transients occurring irn the Polaris vehicle dur-

ing stage separation. This method fulfills L'oth
A second type of shock is the oscillatory requirements admirably. Complex transients

or complex shock transient wh'ch, ccurs quite can be reproduced on an electromagnetic shaker,
often in aerospace vehicles. It usually results as long as difficulties with the force and motion
from a very sudden energy input to the system capability of the shaker system are not encoun-
with the resultant ringing of the structure. In tered. With this method, a very short duration
this case a pulse-type shock test is not suitable voltage pulse goes into an array of bandpass
because it does not satisfy either the first or filters with separate gain controls; the outputs
the second requirement. of these filters are summed and fed into the

shaker system. All the equalizing capabilities
At this point, it might be useful to see why of a random vibration test are available so it is

pulse-type shock testing originated because essentially a closed loop test.
there is a widespread practice of using simple
pulses to simulate oscillatory transients. After In a test such as the half-sine, which is
World War II there was considerable interest specified quite often, the first requirement is
in shipping-container shock and in the half-sine no problem; there is only the question of whether
phenomenon. In the later 1940's Blake and or not the test is reproducible. If the specifica-
Walsh at NRL were working with reed gages to tion calls for a pulse of sufficiently long dura-
analyze the shock spectra of the Navy Hi Impact tion and not too short a rise time so that there
Shock Machines. By the early 1950's the shock is no concentration of spectral energy at fairly
spectrum was considered probably the best high frequencies, it is easy to reproduce the
measure of damage potential available, although test. But when tests call for very short dira-
it was not perfect. Before long the philosophy tion pulses, control again becomes difficiult It
was expressed that it did not matter a great is exceedingly unlikely that two laborat'...:-s
deal in a shock test whether or not the time condicting these short duration tests wilL have
function was reproduced in great detail; the im- the same damage potential i*i their tests. Fi-
portant thing was to produce something that nally, when laboratory A is testing to a half-siine
would provide an envelope of the service envi- pulse and laboratory B wants to us( an oscilla-
ronment shock. However, to appiy this ap- tory transient to produce the damage potential
proach to oscillatoe- shock tiansients, a pulse of the hal-sine pulse, the situation must be
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watched closely because there can be consider- excellent initial selections for the test pulse.
able difference in damage potentials with a But when considering the actual test machine,
complex transient. But, if laboratory B were the pulse it produces snould be the one investi-
willing to accept the possibility that its test was gated. The shock spectrum of the pulse finally
more conservative and if , fairly low value of selected should encompass that of the environ-
Q were used in shaping the transient, there mental input. Certainly in many cases, there
could be reasonable assurance that the equip- can be overtests, but these can be evaluated
ment was subjected to about the same damage and, if necessary, eliminated.
potential as that tested by laboratory A.

Generally, then, I believe that the best
Dr. Othmer: Ideally the best method for shock test is the simplest available, that a team

specifying a shock test is that which is the sim- of engineers should evaluate the test, that math-
plest for the tec.hnician, who invariably has to ematical analyses should play an important part
perform the test, to understand. To arrive at in the test selection, and that shock spectra can
the simplest presentation requires a team ef- be used in selecting the shock specification.
fort. in.,ariably the person most concerned
about the item being investigated is the design Mr. Schell: Although most oi my position
engineer who often does not really know quite on specifications is anti spectrum, I do not mean
how to go about specifying a good test for his to imply that the shock spectrum is not a useful
particular item. He needs to be involved in any tool in arriving at a test motion. Shock spectra
group determination of the test to be used. The should be specified, but I would rather specify
result of the investigation should be the output the motion. In general, there are three test
from a design engineer, a dynamicist, an en!,i- methods in common use today. There is the
roninentalist and a test engineer. The test en- machine specification in which the test machine
gineer knows his equipment best, and will be is described by drawings and specifications so
the one who eventually sees that the technicians that all machines used are the same. The test
perform the test. is given by stating, for example, a simple drop

height for the table and carriage of the sandpit
To define the environment prior to the de- machine, or the drop height of a hammer in the

velopment of any hardware requires some Navy Hi Impact Machines. These tests do suf-
knowledge of previous applications and some fer somewhat from nonc'epeatability, and the
analysis to know what the system may be doing input is very difficult for a designr to specify.
in the particular environment involvs.3. Of !n other words, the motion-time history cannot
course, in many cases the information can be be known with certainty. However, the test con-
obtained from previously performcd tests. Since dition may be produced very simply and easily
the actual shock environmcnt for a system or by an inexperienced operatcr. In the sandpit
component is generally far from a simple pulse, machine, there is some variability resulting
analyses must be performed to find the best from unevenness of the sand.
simple shock pulse. For a pulse with a large
velocity change, of course, a test pulse contain- -More recently the pulse-type specification
ing a large velocity change is needed For the has been set hi which the actual input shock
oscillatory pulse with a short transient, the motion is defined along with its tolerances. Any
large velocity change is not necessary and many machine meeting the specification can be used,
different procadures may be used to arrive at a and the, test is not limited to a single input
reasonable solution. Care must be taken to as- wave -..n as in the sandpit and Hi Impact shock
sure chat inputs, not responses, are used. A machines. The modern shock machines can
fairly good correlation can be made with a com- produce a variety r waveforms. Pulse toler-
plex shock input in the environment by obtaining ances are not easy to specify, but it can be
shock spectra which cover several inputs and by done. The pIse itself, or the acceleration-
comparing these with that of the test pulse. This time history, can be used in exact analytical
does not mean that for multidegree-of -freedom design procedures, thereby aiding the prelimi-
systems the input can be taken at the base of nary designer in estimating what is going to
the system and a good test be made of the com- happen to a piece of equipment when it is tested
ponent on the uppermost item. Vor the investi- to this type of input.
gation of that component, the input shoald come
from close to the component mounting. If it is The third method is specificatlon of the
not possible, of course, to male these measure- shock spectrum, which defines how a collection
nients, analyses will have to be usecI Lo find the of linear oscillators must respond to a test mo-
best input. In situations where large velocity tion. An analysis has to be made to verify that
changes occur, the standard half-sine, square t'.ey are going to respond in this way. This type
wave, sawtooth, parabolic cusp, and so on, are of specification has become very popular in
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recent years, but, I am opposed to the practice. indicator of damage potential. All of these indi•
Reduction of shock motions to a ahock •r~ect•_,1 catrs c-.e be =eterasl-Id ve-y aimpiy irom the
is a difficult process requiring complex and ex- time history without the use of a computer,
pensive data analysis equipment. The data which is required for the difficult processes cf
analysis also requires some time to find out frequency domain analysis.
whether the shock test has actually been per-
formed as specified. The results are never Adequate measurements of the environment
available at the end c ý the test. The most seri- are seldom available. Data analysis methods
ous indictment, however, of the shock spectrum do not predict how a real cquipment will re-
specification is that it is an incomplete descrip- spond. The impedance of the driving source or
tion of the shock motion. The consequences of of the equipment being tested is rarely known.
this fact are reflected hi the inability to repro- Finally, the simple single-degree-ol-freedam
duce test results, in undue restrictions on the system is only one of a small army of possible
use of analytical design techniques, and in over- lailure models, each of which can fail in a dif-
conservatism of designs. A paper I gave at the ferent way. With our tremendous ignorance of
IES meeting in April 1966 showed that wave- the physical phenomena of environmental shock
forms as different as a sawtooth and a rapid failure, it makes little sense to use such sc-
sweep sinusoid could produce the same spec- phisticated techniques as are now being pr
trum. However, the sawtooth has a much larger posed to specify shock tests. Our efforts should
velocity change than does the swept sine wave, be duvoted to getting a simple test which is re-
so with only a spectrum specification given, two peatable and provides the gross simulation of
vastly different inputs will meet the same re- the environment. No matter how you get there
quirement. The paper also showed that even a you will always test with a shock motion. Thus,
damped single-degree-of-f-eeveiom system will the specification of a simple shock motion
pass one of these tests and w: V sail the other makes more sense to me than does any other
because one of them is oscillatory, and damping specification of a shock test.
greatly reduces the oscillatory response. The
same is true for nonlinear and mulliple-degree- Mr. Hager: Many of the comments that I
of-freedom systems. It can be rea.soned further am going to make have already been stated,
that if two waveforms differ, the responses of a sometimes a little differently from the way I am
given system to each waveform will differ. If going to state them. I am going to discuss a
these responses differ, a system can always be little broader scope. I will also attempt to ex-
found which will fail one test and pass the other. plain later why I am pro shock spectra. There
For very small differences, this may not be irm- are a number of methods in current use for
portant. It does become important if the wave- specifying the shock test requirements. These
forms are greatly different. Thus, any test methods range all the way from simply dupli-
specification which allows two different wave- cating the actual service environment, such as
forms, for example the sawtooth and sine, can with a drop test, to those which require mathe-
result in a great difference in the test condi- matical analysis of the input "o show that the
tions or in the test responses. This is the case specification has been met. Saock spectra fit"
with the shock spectrum specifications as used in the latter category. All these methods have,
today. Specification of the test motion charac- or at least should have, a common purpose
teristics, the acceleration-time history of the which must be determined before one starts to
shock L-?ti'on, allows a simpler, quicker, less establish shock spectra. This purpose is to
expensive test requiring a minimum of equip- produce responses in the equipment which are
ment. Furthermore, because it is a complete some factor greater than those which will be
description of the test motion it provides repro- produced under the service environment. Defi-
ducibility of results not obtainable with the nition of response, of course, is a little more
shock spectrum method. Additionally, the mo- complicated than this simple statement implies.
tion specification can be used in any analytical Response, as used here, would be defined as
desigf technique and the results need not be deflections, structural loads, stresses, relative
overconservative. While a shock spectrum is motions, -, any other behavior of the equipment
possibly the best method available today for in- which would produce failure or m'alfunction in
dicating damage potential in the frequency do- that equipment. The type of shock test require-
main, nobody can tell just how good an indicator ment to be used in each particular case should
of damage potential it is. It may actually be a be based on a number of consideratir s. The
very poor Indicator. Furthermore, there are intent, of course, is to insure satisfactory per-
some very powerful indicators in the time his- formance under the service environment with
tory record, the most important being the peak the simplest and least expensive test technique.
amplitude, the duration and the velocity change. One of the factors which should be considered
To a lesser extent the waveform is also an before the test requirements are set is the
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possibility of the actual service condition being this is don, in vibration testinu. It IR nnt a v
imposed on the equipment. This may be the practical technique for shock testing because of
most feasible and complete technique to use in the short durations. Here the control will gen-
testing. Another consideration is the limita- erally be at the input to the equipment. Whether
tions of the available test equipment or test ma- the test input 13 defined as an acceleration-
chines used for the test. The service environ- time history or the dynamic response of an
ment must be known, but many times it can only acceleration-time history, such as a shock
be estimated. The dynamics of the equipment spectrum, is purely a matter of choice. They
being tested must be known. Where this equip- are really the same thing, methods of describ-
ment is a part of a much larger system, the tng what the actual input is. In either case, the
dynmamics of the total system and the relation- Dest requirement has been selected to produce
ship of the equipment to the system must be the critical responses in the equipment.
known. Lastly, the relative importance of this
piece of equipment to Lhe overall performance Most of my discussion so far is from an
of the weapons system should be known. In analytical or theoretical standpoint. There are
some cases, the item to be shock tested is very some practical considerations which must be
large and complex; in this case it may be much kept in mind. If an acceleration-time history is
easier actually to duplicate the service environ- established as the input, it may very well limit
ment thai, to try to do it by simulated labora- the number of machines which can be used for
tory testing. An example of this type of testing testing. On the other hand, if the shock spec-
is a large missile road transporter which must trum technique is established, as Mr. Schell
pass a rough road or chuc16-hole condition. To has pointed out, it'may lirn2 the number of or-
simulate this kind of operacion in the laboratory ganizations which can conduct the test. These
would be very complex. The best technique, of must be realistic consideiaticns when estab-
course, would be to construct a chuckhole and lishing test requirements. In many cases the
drive "he vehicle over it at service speeds. In shock environment is a very complex pulse
most ca3es, however, the service environment which produces significantly different results
cannot be duplicated. The piece of equipment is devending on the damping of the modes of the
a part of a much larger system and must be equipment. If a slow sinusoidal sweep test is
qualified prior to the operation of the system. used to induce the corresponding responses, an
In these cases the service environment must be unrealistically long duration for the test will
simulated in the laboratory and some technique result. On the other hand, if the standard im-
of specifying the shock test is required. To pulse or impact shock test is used, the input is
produce responses in thc. equipment which are unrealistically high to simulate these complex
some factor greater than those which would be waves. A technique used at Boeing is tran-
produced under the servi :e environment, we sient vibration testing; it employs a very
must have knowledge of the equipment responses rapid sinusoidal sweep and has been devel-
and, where the equipment is a part of a much oped for more realistic testing. The input is
larger system, the dynamic responses of the specified by two shock spectra corresponding
larger system. Some of this knowledge can be to two different value- of critical damping.
obtained from measurements of the actual op- These spectra control the magnitude, the
erating system under a service condition. sweep rate, and the duration of the input.
Many times only measurements from a similar We are using a number of different tech-
operation are availabla. When the system is niques for developing shock test requirements,
totally new and no data are available, analytical and we will probably continue to do this.
approaches must be used. To obtain all the Many of our shock test requirements come from
necessary data requires fairly complex analy- specifications which are imposed on us contrac-
ses, but this is possible with today's computer tually. For simulation testing in the laboratory
capability. Once the responses of the equipment however, we have found that the shock spectrum
and the system are established and understood, technique is workable and very adaptable to a
produce the desired responses. The particular the complex wave. Of course, tolerances and

test requirement established must consider the such items as the damping in the shock spectra
dynamics of the test machine to be used, since must be controlled. We must not limit our-
this arrangement will probably be much differ- selves to purely undamped systems. The role
"ent dynamically from the actual operating sys- of the dynamicist is to select the best technique
tem of which the equipment is a part. The time of the many available, based on the factors
history of the shock pulse, or whatever is being involved.
use2 is not as important as the responses pro-
duced in the equipment. The test could be con- Mr. Gertel: I agree wi.th almost every-
ducted by controlling the response, and oftentimes thing the panelists have stated, but I take some
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specialized views of some of the things they On the question of design ahock conditions,
have said. I am. if I were to summarliz my it is ,to , - ng,^ -- - betwe.',. a- ms--
position, anti motion specification and pro shock ured shock environment and a design shock con-
spectnun. Motion specification is fine if we are dition. We very seldom utilize a single meas-
dealing with a simple half-sine pulse or ramp ured sampie of a shock environment as a desigmn
pulse or something that can be adequately de- condition. It is a popular concept that the dc-
scribed in words of that nature. But actual sign condition should reflect the worst possible
shocks are not simple pulses; they are usually envelope of environments that the equipment
quite complex and cannot be meaningfully de- might experience. Consequently, the enveloping
scribed by motion specification, process, usually in connection with shock spec-

tra, has become a popular approach to defining
Specifying a shock test has two aspects. a design condition. This approach is quite sat-

The first is to specify a shock design require- isfactory 'f we are concerned with tne effects of
ment. When a shock test is specified, designers a -iransient environment on rather small com-
no longer have to be concerned with the real ponents whose resonances will not affect the
environment, since the item now only has to motion at their support. I think it is widely
pass the laboratory shock test. Also. ii, estab- known that equipments at their resonant fre-
lishing a laboratory shock tLst, it can be deter- quencies will tend to behave like tuned dampers
mined whether or not the designers have ade- and null the motion at their support. Conse-
quately achieved their objectives. Our previous quently, in a shock spectrum of this kind, there
panelists have touched on these two aspects of will be notches, sometimes referred to as shock
specifying shock tests. I think most of the au- spectrum dips. The process of enveloping shock
dience will agree that the problems arise when spectra from varied measured conditions, by its
we try to interpret haw to go about this. The very nature, obliterates these dips or notches,
controversy usually centers on three leadix g and the resulting envelope is based on the max-
questions: (a) what parameters should be used imum responses that have been encountered.
for defining shock, and should a peak motion, This tends to imply inadvertently that the sup-
time history, or some spectral characteristic port in every case was of infinite impedance
be used; (b) should we select a representative with respect to the item mounted on it. So, the
sample from the universe of shock environ- enveloping process has certain disadvantages if
ments for a particular application, or should we are trying to use a shock spectrum to estab-
we attempt to synthesize an arbitrary severe lish design conditions. It has been suggested,
composite enra ronment by some sort of envel- Atnd this is a subject for some further consider-
oping or superposition process; and (c) should at'nn, that envelopes of the valleys of the shock
we attempt Lo account for or control the differ- spectre-, as well as envelopes of the maxima,
ences between the mechahical impedances of should be examined with regard to setting up
service and test machine installations ? On the design conditions. Fourier spectrum techniques
first question, presently five parameters have perhaps can provide a better definition of shock

, been touched on: peak acceleration, peak shock testing or shock design conditions. Much back-
velocity, shock time history, Fourier spectrum, ground work has been done, but no specification
and shock spectrum. Also, the shock machine has as yet been derived. We may see this in the
or the shock testing apparatus to be used ran next decade.
be specified. I would like to qualify my position
of teing pro shock spectrum, by pointing out Mechanical impedance considerations was
that the shock spectrum is not unique. There the third controversial item. The same problem
are many different inputs that can produce a exists with the test machine as with the installed
given spectrum, for example, the vibration test equipment in service. The simplest practical
arrangements and the various types of machines. way of avoiding the problem of mechanical im-
If uniformity of test is desired, the machine has pedance mismatch is to specify the particular
to be specified. This avoids the problems of machine to be used. Within reasonable toler-
equivalence between o'ie test method and an- ances, there is then a fix.ed mechanical imped-
other. It is nonsense t: say that if a shock ance in the laboratory on which the test item is
spectrum is specified z--, the means of control- applied.
ling a test, it has to be identified for each run
from the measurement output of the machine. Considerable additional research is needed
It is done once under controlled conditions for to define shock design requirements from meas-
a particular testing device. Thereafter, when ured environmentai data. A major problum here
the same device is used, whether it is a sweep is to obtain a composite severe environment
shaker or some shock machine, we need only without obscuring the modifying effects due to
follow the procedure outlined by the people who finite mechanical impedances of actual equipment
define the test. supporting structures. For design purposes,
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the shock spectrum method of presenting the Mr. Schell: When Blot originally intro-
effects of a shock in terms of equivalent static duced the concept, I think he did have respons,
load accelerations as a function of component in mind. However, in the past few years the
natural frequencies transforms a dynamics shock spectrum has been used more to charac-
problem int,) an equivalent statics problem. It terize input waveforms in environment than tu
is a designer-oriented approach which is use- indicate the particular response of anything but
ful and highly recommended. For shock testing the simplest equipments. The shock spectrum
purposes the greatest uniformity results from is actually used as input data for multidegree-
specifying the test machine, fixtures and method of-freedom mode analysis techniques in% which
of test. The shock spectral characteristics of .,n._ _i.perposition is used. So it actually has
the shock machine should be presented as ref- developed from a response to an input charac-
erence data. The shock spectrum, (f course terization. I think it is in this that it gets its
is a single-dogree-of-freedom concept. it can best use.
be applied stccessfully to multidegree-of-
freedom systems by the concept of modal. par- Mr. Otlhmer: I don't believe that the shock
ticipation factors applied to the shock spectrum spectrum it. representative of the inut; it is
results. The modal participation factor is a representative of the cffect of the input on a
method of identifying the sensitivity to the group of individual single-degree-of-freedom
shock-excited input of a particular mode of a systems.
comvlfx multidegree-of-freedom system.

Mr. Kuoppamaki (Consultant): I am in full
agreement with Mr. Schell that there are many

GENERAL DISCUSSION unknowns in shock testing. However, I would
like to refer to an earlier phase of this devel-

Dr. Sevin (11T Research Inst.): There opment. Shock testing was started on dynamic
seemed to be a disparity in emphasis among all shakers because it was substantially less ex-
the panelists. The concern was the simulation pensive and reproduction was easier than on
or the effect of reproducing the input environ- other test machines. There were great diffi-
ment by test, with very little attention to the culties in producing specified motion with shock
damage mechanisms of the failure models or machinres. Therefore, what is the difference
the essential characteristics of the inputs in whether ra znecuy motion or response ? it is
terms of their ultimate effect on the component, always possible to use the conventional drop
equipment or structure, or their combination, test machines, but if motion is specified, shak-
I understand that the shock spectrum in its ers are excl::ded as possible test facilities.
original introduction by Biot was intended pr-i- Shouldn't that 1e a condition to consider as the
cipally as a characterization of response be- next step in coming closer to the actual space
havior and not as a description of the input. It age in shock testing?
has been extended in the sense that it is used
today, in terms of ?ut characterization, of Mr. Schell: I have no intention of excluding
which it is not unique. Iu a plot of acceleration shakers as shock machines. If the data analy-
vs frequency, even for one degree of freedom, sis indicates that the shock transient has es-
most certainly it is tacitly assumed that peak sentially a very small velocity change, the test
acceleration is to be reproduced. This may or probably sho-uld be performed on a shaker.
may not be. How well are the mechanisms of However, it is not impossible to specify the
damage understcod? Is work going on to ex- motion on the shaker. The spectrum need not
plore that in greater depth? The ability to re- be spe-ified.
produce the actual environment, as ideal as that
approach might be, seems to be somewhat im- Mr. B3ort (Naval Research Lab.): I think
practical both in terms of its characterization that one of Mr. Gertel's points is very impor-
and its uniqueness. Even in the chuckhole ex- tant and is sometimes apt to be overlooked-
ample, there probably isn't a unique distribution that the shock spectrum depends a great deal
of chuckholes. Yet, if the characteristics of the on the weight of the equipment or the component
response to be simulated could be described in to be subjected to the shock. The component
adequate quantitative fashion, one or more will interact on the input and produce notches
waveforms could be chosen and easily or prac- and peaks in the shock spectrum from what are
tically reproduced, although not uniquely, by really minor changes in the input time histo-
analytical techniques. Thpse waveforms would ries. In many cases when a shock spectrum is
in some sense come closest to reproducing the calculated from a particular input motion, it is
particular kinds of response characteristics calculated mathematically with essentially an
desired. imaginary oscillator having zero mass scanned
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through a frequency range. This does not nec- service. Whether a waveform time history or a
essariiy give a shocx spectrum that can th, en be shock spectrum is used, this problem is not
applied to a massive piece of equipment. An avoided. So, assuming that there is a service
experiment was run quite a while ago at the measurement, how is this transformed into a
Naval Research Laboratory in which a 3%-lb simple pulse?
piece of equipment was mounted to the 4000-lb
anvil on the medium-.weight shock machine. Mr. Schell: You can look for the maximum
The equipment's frequency could be varied velocity change in the environmental data. You
without changing is weight by changing some may have a number of environmental measure-
spacer blocks and oeams. As a shock spectrum ments and you might want to find some sort of
was mapped out for the 300-lb piece of equip- an average velocity change. Perhaps, to be
ment by changing its frequency and r-a ;uring more conservative, all these environmental
its response, one was found at 200 lb , -ich was measurements might give the total velocity
on the order of 1/5th to 1/10th of the hiock change. You would certainly want to look at the
spectrum found for a mathemat~cal zero weight peak accelerations in the environment and get
systcm by doing calculations ot, "ie input, some sort of a measure to give a conservative
Sometimes when shock spectra calculated by test for peak acceleration. You would also want
envelope methods are combined, requirements to look at durations and would, hopefully, try to
are obtained that are too large. Perhaps look- extend them to their actual length in the eaivi-
ing for the peaks and notches in the spectrum is ronment. Then you might also analyze the data
much more significant than combining them by to the shock spectrum. From these results a
envelopes, waveform could be drawn which had at least as

much acceleration, velocity chl .age and duration
Mr. McWhirter: I would like to ask Mr. as the environment had, and had a shock spec-

Painter a question. Do you equalize the shaker trum which was the minimum of the environ-
with the component on it, thereby forcing a large mental envelope of the shoLk spectra. I do not
amount of energy in at the resonant frequency, know of anybody who has used this technique;
or do you equalize the shaker just for the sake certainly, we haven't used it. We have been
of equalizing it and allow the component to do saddled with some preliminary documents that
something to the environmeut? get carried over from year to year. We have

to coordinate them with other services who are
Mr. Painter: The method is limited pri- reluctant to give up sinusoidal testing. The

marily by what is known about what is to be ac- technique seems ,to me a logical way of arriving
complished. Either method can be used. To at a test waveform. It could be a pulse or it
allow the equipment to introduce notches in the could be oscillatory, depending primarily on the
shock spectrum, broadband equalization can be data analysis indications.
used. Real narrowband equalization can also be
obtained. Mr. Rommel: You commented on using a

test machine. I am not sare what your rosition
Mr. McWhirter: I think it is rather impor- is on that as a specification, but a few years ago

tant whether force control or acceleration con- an RCA electronic packaging designer told about
trol is used. Which do you think we should be the first piece of equipment that he had to de-
using? sign. He found out after it was built that there

were certification tests that had to be per-
Mr. Painter: Both. I will be giving a formed, and he took it to an environmental lab-

paper* in which I recommended that both accel- oratory to have these tests run. He gave the
eration and force be monitored in the service equipment, a radio, to the test engineer, who
environment and force Lontrol be used when a held it 2 ft above a concrete wvork bench, dropped
piece of equipment tries to stop the thing it is it, and passed him back the broken parts. This
attached to, either in a shock or vibration test. sort of testing is simple and can be done by an

untrained person very easily, but the designer
Mr. Rommel (Lockheed-California Co.): did spend a couple of years trying to build a

The comments just made on source impedance good piece of equipment. I feel that to simplify
are more or less a function of the inability to a test to make it easy to do, or so that an un-
acquire all of the information needed about trained person can run it, is not really what we
either shock or vibration environments in want to do.

*G. W. Painter, "Use of Force and Acceleration Mr. McWhirter: If the man designed the

Measuremeuts in Specifying and Monitoring equipment and built !.t without knowing the test
Laboratory Vibration Tests," Shock and Vibra- was to be run, his problem was communication,
tion Bull. No. 36, Part 3, Jan. 1967. not testing.
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Mr. Schell: I would like to clarify ray posi- Mr. Forkois (Naval Research Lab.): About
tion on machine testing. At present I preler 3 or 4 months ago, an eiectrorics man called
motion specification. I would not be averse to me and said he was making a proposal on a
a specification in which the motion was spec:- piece of equipment. He said a shock spectrum
fied, and then machines were qualified to this test defined by six frequencies and six g levels
motion. Then such a simple thing as a ctrop was specified. I asked what were the lowest
test could oe specified. T'f, for example, a ma- and the highest values. The lowest was, for in-
chine were built that would generate a pulse of stance, 30 cps and 30 g's, and the highest was
known characteristics, such as a 30-msec half 2000 cps and 3000 g's. He asked if I could do
sine, under certain conditions, the result would this test. I said I didn't know now. This is the
be a combination of machine1 specification and way the specification was stated to a small
pulse specification. I would prefer this over a company. I would like to know what your an-
machine specification alone, because the pulse swer would have been to this question.
specification gives the designer information
that he does not have otherwise. Mr. Hager: I think some clarifications are

required. First, he should have indicated if this
Mr. Gertel: Thirty g's means nothing to was a response speck.rum. Did he indicate the

the designer. If he attempted to design a low Q factor that had been used to define the re-
natural frequency piece of equipment just using sponse spectrum?
the 30 g and multiplying that by some static
stress, he would have a horrible design. The Mr. Forkois: I imagine it was undamped.
shock spectrum gives much more information. The man was not knowledgeable on the subject.
It indicates what happens to a low-frequency I don't suppose the specification gave this in-
component, to the middle -frequency range, and formation either.
to the high frequency. These frequencies
needn't be looked on as single-degree-of- Mr. Hager: This ib a very important con-
freedom responses, but can be considered sideration. When specifications are written,
modal responses for complex pieces of equip- the requirements must be described completely.
ment. Then, usual modal participation factors, I would be able to say that we could conduct that
such as correction inputs, give the designer test, but it would require a definition of the
something to work with. characteristics of the particular piece of equip-

ment, to be tested and a knowledge of the avail-
Mr. Schell: If the pulse is specified, the able test machine. In this particular case, a

shock is completely specified. This need only fast sine sweep test could be used, but I think
be analyzed to obtain the shock spectrum. Sec- the specification was incorrectly posed to the
ondly, with the pulse, analytical techniques can designer and should have contained more
be used that are exact, rather than approximate information.
as are tae analytical techniques with normal
mode superposition methods using the shock Mr. Forkois: My answer was that it would
spectrum. Very unconservative results _.•n be be nice to know what phenomenon they were
obtained by summing modes simply because trying to duplicate. I suspected that it was py-
phasing is not considered. rotechnic shock, but neither I nor the man who

asked me the question knew anything about it.
Mr. Painter: I don't think Mr. Schell has More needs to be given than just 6 valuos in g's

an~swered the question o1 what to do when the and 6 values in frequency to perform a shock
pulse won't produce a spectrum or when an os- test.
cillatory pulse has to be used to get the desired
effect Mr. Hager commented on the advantages Mr. Rommel: Have we been talking just
of shock spectrum analysis If more than one about the primary spectrum, or also about the
value of Q assumed, the shock spectrum gives residual spectrum? Should the residual spec-
a great deal of insight into what occurs in a trum be used as a supplement to the test
shock transient. It will show immediately, for specification ?
instance, from a shock spectrum which is very
high with low damping assumed in the analyzer Mr. Hager: In this case, the residual spec-
and quite low with high damping assumed, that trum will always exist, since the particular
there is a transient with a lot of ringing at con- pulse shapes used in these tests will have both
centrated, fairly narrow frequency bands. On the positive and the residual or the initial and
the other hand, if the damped and undamped the residual spectra. In all cases we are test-
spectra are about the same, the phenomenon ing with a pulse shape. No testing Is done with
approaches a pulse. a spectrum as an input. The spectrum is just a
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means of describ!ng the particular pulse shape that the spectrum specifies the shock as an in-
and of monitoring thq test results. A residual nut, no_ f an ^utput, I..t Ao ..... pe .. e , jIi-

spectruir can be uýed, and often both are speci- fidence with which the shock represents the
fied. Many times, however, only the initial environment. If the spectrum is simple, the
portion ',3 specified and the test must be con- confidence is low; if it is detailed, the confidence
ducted in both directions so that maximum con- is high. Should the specification include an ac-
dit'tons are obtained. ceptable motion? This would - gain sur..y de-

pend on putting together the confidence level of
Mr. Rommel: What I had in mind was the the spectrum, the dynamics of t!.e test machine

cumulative damage difference that results Irom and the piece of equipment to be tested. The
using different pulse shapes, of which the re- results will determine the necessity of a motion
sidual spectrum might be some indication, specification. Should the specification be based

on enveloping shock spectra? If tCe environ-
Mr. Hager: That's correct. In many of the ment is detailed, the test ca. be designed so

tests the particular pulse shape used will be that it lies close to the specification. If the
signific? "ly different in the residual spectrum. specification bas very low confidence, presum-
It can be controlled. We are not doing this gen- ably an envelope must be used which lies far-
erally in oar application. ther away from the specifiration. The equiva-

lence between a shock spectrum produced by a
Mr. Smith (Bell Aerosystems Co.): My pulse and that produced by a relatively sus-

experience until recently has been confined to tained vibration has already been established
the flutter and vibration field. it has been very by the paper in which some of the characteris-
interesting to see that there are roughly as tics of single- and multidegree-of-freedom
many opinions as there are people preqent. But systems were compared to various kinds of
it seems to me that Mr. Othmer's team ap- input.
proach can be used to illustrate the general
situation. I would irclude on the team not only Mr. Schell: The fact that the motion or the
the design engineer, the dynamicist, the envi- specification is complex does not necessarily
ronmental engineer and the tLst engineer, as he imply a great deal of confidence in that specifi-
indicated, but the customer as well, cation. I think that a shock spectrum specifica-

tion is much more complex than a simple pulse.
I don't see how the shock spectrum can be Nevertheless, I have no more confidence in the

expected to apply to anything but the input since shock spectrum specification than I do in the
we are generally concerned with multidegree- s.aiple pulse specification.
of-freedom systems. We have heard arguments
about many points which seem to me to be Mr. Gertel: The shock spectrum is by ori-
cleared up only by putting the whole picture to- gin a designer-oriented tool. It presents the
gether. First of all, let's take the shock spec- response to a particular arbitrary input as a
trum specification. I would suppose that the plot of iriany ..; agle-degree-of-freedom systems
simpler the specification of the shock is, the making up the model. It is used t., define the
lower is the level of confidence that it really input in an indirect sense in that if there is a
represents the environment. A pure impulse Is r cond motion, its shock spectrum can be com-
the simplest specification; it never occurs in pared to that of a first motion. In a general
practice. If the time-dependent input is very way if th,ý plotted equivalent static accelerations
carefully specified, it surely has been derived or the plotted shock spectrum is higher in value
from some very confident measurements in for certain frequency ranges than the second
practice and represents a nearly truc environ- motion, we can conclude on the basi s of quasi-
ment, except for the variability that will always stress analysis applied to some simple systems
exist. This then should be combined with the that those systersis will be stressed more highly
two other basic factors, equipment dynamics than for the other motion. Consequently the
and equipment capability. Supposedly the dy- types of Eystems or the frequency ranges which
namic characteristics of the equipment have might be more critical in one motion than in
been calculated for other purposes. Also in any another can be identified.
good shock testing setup, the equipment's capa-
bilities, including shaping devices, should be Mr. Stallard (AVCO Corp.): I have heard
readily available. Surely when all of these comments about shock sp-ctta vs ,aaock pulses,
things are combined, we can begin to answer but eventually we are going ,j •tave to make
some of the basic questions listed as the rea- hardware. I've also heard , - comments about
sons for holding this panel. For example, what being able to give th, designer information for
are the advantages and disadvantages .- 'eci- his dynamic analysis. I have yet tc meet the
fying shock spectra? If I was right in ai- .:•!,g designer who hRs ever run a dynamic analysis
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of a iJttle box, 6 x6 x 6 in., that weighs 5 lb. He discussed. But this, at least, keeps down the
.r...••c•b.y d.ocz..ot 'ýnw h. w LO pei.O.. such a variaiion somewhat. it doesn;t ioiiow tnat a
dynamic analysis, and I don't think any dynamic shock spectrum should have to be measured
analyst does either. I must agree with the gen- from the first time the machine is set up to the
tleman from Wright Field that we must give this routine testing in production. Further compro-
designer of little black boxes a number to which mises can be made such as observing the pulse
to test, such as a versine pulse of 100 g for shape once the test has been proven, is in use,
6 msec. We cannot give him a shock spectrum or even in the production test. If the test pro-
because he wouldn't know what to do with it. He duces the desired shock spectrum and the main•
will get a versine pulse when he runs a half- consideration is to insure that it is reproduci-
sine pulse because there cannot be an abrupt ble, the machine could be used as the test, pro-
discontinuity in the pulse. It does not happen viding it is checked at intervals with a dummy
physically. For shock spectrum purists, the load by a shnck spectrum to make certain that
spectrum for the versine is close to that of the the characteristics have not changed. We have
half sine anyway. seen that the shock spectrum is not a unique

description in that some variability of the effect
Mr. Hager: We do indeed run dynamic can persist with the same shock spectrum, but

analyses of 6- x6- x6-in. black boxes. It is not it can be shown by a shock spectrum that two
beyond the capability of dyna.mic analysts at shocks are widely different in their effects.
this time. The analyst has as much difficulty, Regardless of what compromise we make in the
of course, approaching it with a pulse as he matters under discussion, it might be illuminat-
does by using a shock spectrum with proper ing to go back to the late 1940's and examine
identification of what it is. the type of equivalence between field tests and

laboratory tests that were arrived at without
Dr. Morrow (Aerospace Corp.): Since using spectra. Often there is no similarity

there has been some question as to whether it whatsoever to be discerned in the effect, and
is legitimate to use a shock spectrum to de- the shock spectra should be compared.
scribe an input, I would like to remind us that
the residual shock spectrum measured for in- Mr. Beal (Monterey Research Lab.): Mr.
finrite Q differs from the magnitude of the Painter has said the one flaw of the pulse test
Fourier spectrum only by a factor of 2- times is that it is an open loop test. Is his test method
the frequency. The use of the shock spectrum a closed loop test in the sense that corrections
as a description of a shock input predates that can be made to the input during the course of an
discovery, but the Fourier spectrum is an exact individual input?
measure of the input if phase is included. There
is a very simple quantitative relationship be- Mr. Painter: Yes. The method has the
tween the two magnitudes. Furthermore, the same capability as a random vibration test.
shock spectrum does providc some insight into When ringing of the equipment being tested is
potential damage. This, I think, provides some found, it can be corrected very readily using
justification for using either as a description of peak notch filters.
the input. After all, with a complex system it
is very confusing to try to describe all the re- Mr. Hager: Maybe I should answer that
sponses at )nce. There is a need for test question from our standpoint also. We do have
methods that are simple to apply and to specif;, feedback in the system which controls the table
and do not require too many dollars in decision input. At these resonances, there is feedback
making. We should remember that a pulse does much as with a shaker.
not umiquely specify a shock unless tolerances
are placed on it. One of the advantages of the Mr. Beal: As I understand it, an individual
shock spectrum is that introducing tolerances pulse inpit might last about a secona or two.
is veiy simple. A ":inimum shock spectrum Can you correct the pulse during one of these
can be specified which can be made more elab- inputs, making this a closed-loop test?
orate ii desired. I would like to suggest a com-
promise among the various points of view. Sup- Mr. Painter: There may be some confusion
pose we had a fundamental specification which wher. we talk about pulses. We actually start
referred in particular to a minimum shock the transient with a very short pulse, perhaps
spectrum or minimum values of the Fourier of 300 gsec. This is not the actual test tran-
transform. In addition, suppose we indicated sient; it is the pulse being fed into the filters.
generally what kind of pulse or transient would As a transient with a very flat Fourier spec-
be acceptable for producing this. In other trum over the frequency range of interest, it
words, if one wants to use something wiidly dif- would probably be flat up to about 4000 cps or
ferent from what one had in mind, it has to be cven above, depending on now high it was taken.
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But this very short duration pulse is fed to a considerably, depending on its location. " he
bank of filters which ring. Therefore, to take designer of that equipment must make it capable
care of th? feedback problem, a sinusoidal of withstanding the shock environment of all
sweep is first fed into the shaker system, and those positions in all those ships. Ho"' :an you
the table is equalized using peak notch filters describe a shock spectrum that wiP enable him
to get a flat response ef the system, over the to design and test that equipment ? How can you
entire frequency range of :nterest, wherever make a machine that will give that spectrum and
accelerometers are located. Then the transient if it didn't, how can you vary it? I would like to
can be shaped to get the desired result. A shock introduce one other point here. If your aim is
spectrum analyzer at the output of this system really good simulation of the in-ship environ-
indicates if the transient is the olme desired. It ment, you should really try also to include the
is not necessary to know the details of the vertical and the athwartship components. To
transient. my knowledge, no attempt is made to do this in

a shock test. You test vertical and horizontal
Mr. McWhirter: Are you saying that you components independently. Even when you tilt

are only concerned with peak response, that the equipment, you are still far from the real
time history is not important? environment. I have some sympathy, therefore,

for Mr. Schell's point of view that whatever you
Mr. Painter: No, indeed. I am saying that like to do you are still going to be a long way

we are interested in producing a desired shock from the truth. You might, therefore, admit it
spectrum envelope, and assume that your test is only a test of rug-

gedness, nothing more, nothing less.
Mr. McWhirter: Are you concerned only

with the peak response as shown by the spec- Mr. Gertel: I grart that what you have
trum at various frequencies? Don't. i care stated comes very close to the truth, but do you
whether the complex wave produce )eak suggest thai we give up and do nothing about it?
response 10 times or only once. We have to do the best we can with the tools we

have at our disposal, and a shock spectrum is a
Mr. Padnter:, Well, how long it goes really starting point. I am not saying that it is the

is well defined by the spectrum. If there are a final solution. With regard +o the problem of
lot of low-frequency components in the spec- the variety of situations or locations in which a
trum, naturally there will be several wiggles at particular equipment can be installed, one gets
a fairly low frequency that will take some time stuc.,! in a sense with the envelope of shock
to die out. On the other hand, if the spectrum spectra. This implies an infinite impedance
is concentrated in the very high-frequency re- which will not permit approximate modification
gions, there will be a number of very rapid os- for the interaction effects of heavy equipment.
cillations which will soon be over. The desired The entire problem of shock requires continuing
damping in the shock spectrum analyzer car. be investig,4Uion, but we are really trying to take
selected. For example, a Q of 10 or of 50 may our first step up the ladder so that we don't
be selected and the transient shaped to it. Ac- have to wait until the system is installed on a
tually, it might be well in this synthesis to as- ship to subject it to service shock conditions to
sume a couple of levels of damping and try to find out what we want to know.
stay within a certain region for each of those
levels. This apparently is the technique that Mr. Wishart: I am not suggesting you do
Mr. Hager is using with his swept sine method. nothing. I'm merely suggesting that you accept,

the fact that you have a very inaccurate method
Mr. Wishart (Naval Construction Research at present and not try to make it sound so very

Establishment): It seems t!.ere has been a much better than it really is.
tendency -.o assume that a shock pulse, whether
defined in terms of maximum acceleration, Mr. Schell: I would like to add to that. I
maximum velocity in time, or in terms of a say also that we should not give up, that we
shock spectrum, is in some way unique. I don't should keep on doing research. At present
see that this can be the case at all. I'm con- these results belong in the research laboratory,
cerned with providing design information to de- and until valuable practical applications can he
signers of naval equipment. If we take a real cerived from them, that is where they should
piece of equipment, this equipment may find it.- stay.
self on the bottom or on the deck of a destroyer,
near a bulkhead or near a turbine. It might be Mr. Kuoppamaki: Regarding the practical
in a submarine; it might be subjected to the ex- applications, the response spectrum is no longer
plosion of a 50- or 1600-lb TNT charge. The a researcti item. The basis of it is well known.
shock spectrum oi that equipment will vary. I would suggest that, once we specify the response
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spectrum, each drop test ma',hine manufacturer equipment, we are trying to specify two crifteria
,W nil y iit-a ontiinninnt whipk "YilI pf~trav +hig XVi, 4h Cý.o~.. -6-1

spectrum. Thenv we couid apply the actual criterion which we can use in our laboratories
measurements which we obtain from our envi- and a half-sine or simpler pulse which can be
ronment. This will make it possible to relate used by vendors without sophisticated equipment
the response spectrum to the second re.quire- and capability. Generally, we feel that the half-
ment, repeatability, sine pulse is a more conservative tust, and the

vendor can, if he wishes, risk running a more
Mr. Pendleton (Lockheed Missiles & Space conservative test to quality his package and to

Co.): As a result of the contradiction stated save expense. We thcn can use a more realistic
this morning, the capabilities of the small comn- test, as Mr. Painter said, in qualifying the pack-
pany vs the large company in trying to design age after we have remeived 'It in our shop.
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